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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The issues raised in the abundant liËeraËure of death,

dying, bereavement, mourning and grief suggest a number of themes.

These issues are central and prerequisite to an understanding of the

fundamental processes of life and death as seen on a continuum of

existence to nonexisËence.

The issues raised in the literature seen orÌ a superficial

1evel, have developed from the discussion of practical everyday

questions such as should the dying patient and his family be informed

of the diagnosis and prognosis, to what is Ëhe nature of the psycho-

logical processes of deaüh, dying and bereavement. The eclecËic and

broad range of the 1íterature suggesLs themes which, taken together

as parts of a greater whole, facilitate the development of theory,

hypoËhesis, intervenÈion, strategy and evaluatíon. However as with

the developmenL of treatment straÈegies with many social problems,

the development of theory in r¡orking with the dying and bereaved has

ouËdistanced Ëhe testing and development of interventive sLraËegy.

As Sobel comments:

Any psychoËhèrapy or counselling method should be
based on science, regardless of our attachment to
particular analytic, existential, or behavioural theories.
Theories help us understand human behaviour and organize
diverse information, while the science of clinícal psy-
chotherapy dictates the most promising and empirically
supported approach t.o change. As most of us recognize,
this has always not been the case in psychotherapy.
Theoríes have gone unLested. Clinícal prescriptions
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have been blindly applíed by tradition or a priori
assumpËions. Integration of paradigms oft.en lags
far behind relevant information on treatment efficacy
(Garfield and Bergin, 1978). Clinical thanatology is
not an excepËion to Ëhese trends. In fact, the nature
of its topic conËríbutes to an even stronger detach-
menË from empirical perspectives. (Sobel, 1981, p. 5)

hlhile the gap between theory and a clear articulation of in-

Ëervention strategy may seem unscientific and crude, it is nonetheless

a norr¡al phenomena in the evolution of clinical practice. trlhat begins

as practice r¿isdom ultímately can develop into a proven' effective

treaÈmenÈ approach. The discrepancy beËween Ëheory and pracÈice can

in part be ascribed to a lack of clear understanding of the nature

of man and social problems. As Paul Tillich has stated:

No therapeutic theory can be developed without an
implicit or explicit image of man but we must go be-
yond this sËep. No doctrine of man is possible with-
ouË a general undersLanding of the general processes
of l-ife, their trends and Lheir ambiguities. And
final1y, no understanding of 1ífe processes is possible
hriËhouË a docËrine of being and a structure of being
universally. In this way Ëhe practice of clinical
thanatology can be seen as initially attempËing to
reach some level of intellectual conviction about the
nature of man, human problems and the fundamental
issues of life. (Ruitenbeek (ed.), L962, p. B)

To attempt Ëo deal in a themaÈic, issue oriented way with

the literaÈure on dying and bereavement, the subject will be dealt

with under the headings of: (1) the debate concerning the naËure

of the psychological processes ínvolved in dying and bereavement;

(2) Ëhe existenËial-developmental-life cycle theory view of dying

and bereavement; (3) dying and bereavement seen as a crisis; in-

t.ervention; and literature overview.



CHAPTER TI,IO

Reactions To Death and Dying As Experienced By Chronically 111 Adults
And Their Families

I Introduction

The literature concerning dying and bereavement overwhelmingly

deals r,rith the subjecE from an intrapsychic perspecËive. The re-

deeming feature of the predominance of this intrapsychic viewpoinÈ,

is thaË many writers atËempt to approach Ëhe question interactionally

in Ëerms of social role performance and expectations. In other words,

many writers attempt to understand what is occurring within the in-

dívidual experiencíng death or bereavement so as to reach an under-

standing of what the Ëerminal patíentts family may be experiencing.

Therefore while the litarature in general wí11 be presented; parti-

cular emphasis will be placed on developing a systemic undersÈanding

of dying and bereavement. Moreover, as rì/e shall see, dying and be-

reavement are parts of the same process which mutually effect each

other resulting in a systemic circular process of acËion and reaction.

II The Intrapsychic Víew Of Dying and Bereavement

A. The Dying Process DebaËe

Kubler-Ross has been criticized by Shneidman (1973, pp. 6-7)

and Kimmel (1980, p. 5L7) for seeing the process of deaËh and dying

as a unidirectional, linear progression from deníal to anger and so

forËh. InsËead Shneidman (1973) vier^rs Ëhe process as marked by the

ebb and flor¿ of emotions with slippage constantly and upredictability
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occurring in progression or regression with some phases omitted

initially or entirely. In this v/ay as the terminally ill individual

and his family reca1l problems sotrved and unsolved, deeds done and

left undone, and experíence feelings of guil-t, fear, lonelíness' re-

morse, satisfaction or joy, the process of ebb and flow inexorably

occurs between denial at one extreme and acceptance at the other.

However, on a close reading of Kubler-Rossrs initial ÈreaËise 0n

Death and Dying (1969), iË seems Ëhat Kubler-Ross did not intend the

stages of death and dying to be viewed as Shneidman and oËhers suggest.

In discussing the operation of the stages, Kubler-Ross com-

menËs that: "These means (sic) r¿ill last for different periods of

time and will replace each other or exist at times side by síde. The

one thing that usually persists through all these stages is hope."

Then in her later book Que stions and Answers on Death and Dyins (1974 t

p. 25) Kubler-Ross makes this clear when she states:

I hope I am making it clear that patients do noÊ
necessarily fol1ow a classical pattern from the stage
of denial Èo Ëhe stage of anger, to bargaining, to
depression, and accepÈance. Most of rny paËienËs have
exhibited tr^ro or three stages simult.aneously and these
do noÈ always occue in Ëhe same order.

Similarly, !,leisman (L972) suggests that there are phases of

dying insËead of stages. l,üeisman describes an ongoing, intermingling

of emoËional responses which occur throughouÈ the dying process.

lleisman describes these phases as the acute crisis phase, the chronic

1ivíng-drying phase and Ëhe termínal phase. Irleisman suggesËs that it

is during Ëhe acuËe phase that clienËs may be most in need of help

in terms of crisis intervention to avoid a chaotic disintegraËion of

the clientrs life during the remainder of Ëhe living-dying process.
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B. An Overvier¡ of Dyíng-Death Traj ectories

PaËËison (1976, p. 82) suggests thaÈ when the diagnosis is

given, or the outcome of the disease is anticipaËed, a crísis of Ëhe

knowledge of deaËh is induced. Former plans and activities musË be

suddenly rearranged or discarded entirely. Incongruency emerges be-

thTeen the actual set of life círcumsËances and the former potentíal

life trajectory. The lifespan seems Ëo be abruptly, perceptibly

shortened. Instinctual response systems are invoked and death ex-

pectations are evoked. The form of the expectatíons are a function

of the nature of the disease and íts virulence. Death expectations

anticípate the conËenË and process of the living-dying interval be-

tr¡reen the crisis knowledge of death and the point of death. The

style of living with ímpending and possible deaËh, PatËison describes

as 'rdeath trajectories.tt PaüËison suggesËs that death trajecËories can

be best understood in Èerms of I'leismants phases of dying.

The concept of death Ëraj ectoríes r¿as first suggested by Glaser

and SÈraus (1966). The Èrajectories include: cerËaín death at a

known time, certain death at an unknown time, uncertain death buË a

known Ëime and uncerËain death and an unknown time. The firsÈ tra-

jectory (certain death at a known tine) is a rapid one in which

transition to death ís perceptibly very shorË as is the interval for

confronting outstanding issues. The second trajecËory (certain deaËh

at an unknown time) is commonly assocíated with chronic fatal illness

such as is experienced by patients with terminal illnesses. The

third trajecËory (uncertain death, but a known time) is commonly as-

sociated r¿ith radical surgery which will either resulË in a conËinuance

of life as before, or wi.ll yield to the trajectory of certain death
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at arr unknovrn Ëíme. The fourth trajectory (uncertaín death, and an

unknown time) is defined as applying to multiple sclerosis and geneËíc

diseases Ëhat result in a life ambíguity for the patient and his

family.

Certaín trajectories are inherently easier to deal r,¡ith than

others. Pattison (1976, p. 84) suggests the certain death, unknown

time trajectory is difficult to cope rrrith as the 1íving-dying interval

may stretch over a number of years. rn this trajectory prolonged emo-

tional stress can have seríous consequences for the terminal paËíent

and his family as they live with persistent and constant awareness of

the reality of impending death. Pattison suggesÈs a criÈeria of cer-

tainty be applied to Èhe trajectories to determine which may lend.

themselves to adaptation more than others. Accordingly, Pattison con-

cludes that Ëhe trajectory of uncertaín death, and unknown time would

be the most difficult with which to cope. The trajectory presents an

irresolvable situation as the possible ouLcome of death and when

death may occur are both unknowns. Hígh levels of arxiety and mal-

adapÈive defenses result, symbolically representing this uncertainËy.

C. The Analysis of Dying

Kubler-Ross (L969) has pointed out that preparation for death

involves fíve seËs of reactíons including: denial, anger, bargaining,

depression, acceptance and hope.

As has been menËioned in the debaËe concerning the dying pro-

cess, Kubler-Ross has described the process and sparked controversy.

What has been presented is a comprehensive view of dying but noË neces-

saríly a blueprinË of what each death experience will entail. The dís-

cussion begins with denial and ends with accepÈance and hope. Inferences
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are frequently drawn Ëhat the process moves from threatened patho-

genesis to healthy death. This fallacy concerning the process may

in part result from negative connotations associated with denial

anger and depression. Denial in fact is not pathogenic nor is ac-

cepËance necessarily desirable. hrhile describing how denial functions

as a buffer protecting the paËient and his family from Ëhe ínitial

shock of awareness of the termínal illness, Kubler-Ross sLaËes:

Denial, at least partial deníal, is used by almost
all paËients, not only during the first stages of i11-
ness or following confrontaÉion, but also later on from
time Ëo time. Who was it who said, ttl^Ie cannot look at
the sun all the time, \./e cannot face death all the Ëime?"
These patients can consíder the possibility of their
own death for a while but Èhen have to put this considera-
tion away in order to pursue lífe. (Kubler-Ross, p. 39)

PaÈtison (1975, p. 85) suggests that there are four levels of

denial. He defines exisËential denial to be 'rour fundamental approach

to mortality and Èhe place of death ín oners 1ife." Pattison suggests

thaË in varying degrees, using existential denial is a necessary

mechanism for existence. The validity of Pattisonts comment can be

debated given the fact that finding and being motivated Ëo find meaning

in life is directly related to a subjective and personal awareness of

death as a possibiliËy in everyday life. This sha11 be discussed in

more depth laËer. Pattison's second level of denial is psychologícal

denial in which hospital staff, physicians, Ëerminal patients and their

family atËempt to repress that which is known and conduct their lives

as usual. The third levelof deníal Pattison sees as non-accepting

denial in which Ëhere is pervasive denial of deaËh. Denial becomes

such an overwhelmingly predominant defense that it becomes a major

problem. The fourth level of denial is defined as non-attention denial
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as aÈtention is for the moment engaged elsewhere and impending death

recedes from, in gesËalt terms, the figure to the ground of our con-

sciousness.

hleisman (1972, p. 63) suggests that Ëhere are four successive

psychological sËeps which consËitute the basis of denial. He defines

the steps to be: acceptance of the percepËion that one is terminally

ill; repudíation of the ímplicit finality of Èerminal illness; sub-

stitution of the repudiated terminality with a less threatening belief

in ultimate cure; and Ëhe reorientatíon of the patienË towards social

exístence exclusive of Ëhe reality of death and dying. I,rleismanf s

characterízatíon again points out that denial of death provides a

hiatus or buffer allowing for a gradual adjustment of social and emo-

tional functioning.

ErnesÈ Becker (1973) also has suggested thaË Ëhe denial of

death has become an ideology of exisËence permitting Ëhe operation

of society as \,re know it. Becker begins with the assumpËion that life

is basically nasty, brutish and short in which there is no order,

predictability or sense. To survive in this chaos' \^Ie repress our

sense of vulnerability, weakness and frailty by ignoring our aüIareness

of morËality in constructing Ëhe myth which we conceíve of as ouT

civilized sense of reality. There is no objective reality whích is

absolute and can be rationally understood. Reality is our construc-

tion of life which permiËs us to live as if we will never die. The

u1Ëimate reality of life in death is too frightening to be confronted

directly. Therefore we have coristructed a heroic myth which exalts

progress and achievement and offers the deceiving, YeË comfortable

reassurance thaË life Ëríumphs over deaËh always.
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In Ëerms described by Becker, effecÈive grief work by the

dying and bereaved is then universally and culËurally ímpeded. The

mass media extolls the virtues and proliferates the values of youth,

pleasure and the pursuit of unbrídled happiness. The reality of

aging, sickness, pain and dying is regarded as distasteful or obscene

and is thereby ignored. This process of denial culminates in an il-

lusion of harmony and peace in life which discourages confronting

and dealing with the sorrow of personal loss and Ëhe psychological

wound of bereavemenË. Our socíal denial of death thereby discourages

appropriate resolution of grief and what has been described as ap-

propriaËe death. Weisman (I972, p. 15) defines appropríate death as:

One in which there is reduction of conflict, compata-
bility of the ego ideal, continuity of significant
relationships, and consummation of prevailing wishes.
In short an appropríate death is one which a person
míght choose for himself had he an option. IË is not
merely conclusive; it is consummatory.

Beilin (1981) has described the social functions of death

denial. He suggests that death denial serves a positive social func-

tion by normalizing Èhe situation and thereby preserving relationships

threatened by awareness of Èerminal í1lness. DeaËh denial is also

invoked by the collaborative process of the sick role which involves

the paËient, relatives, friends and hospital personnel. By means

of the sick role, the Ëerminal patienË is able to engage doctors and

nurses in a recíprocal helping relationship thereby insuring continua-

tion of medical treatment and care. The trappings and ritual of medical

practice and healíng create an illusion that recovery is not only pos-

sible but a reasonable expectation.

Similarly Ëhe sick role has Ëhe effect, of evoking expressions
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of caring and affection from family. Sometimes when Ëhere has been

a prolonged separation beËween elderly parent and adult children, the

illness becomes a convenient, face-saving way of ínitiating contact.

The sick role also provides an ìaccepËable excuse or alibi for exemption

from social responsibilitíes which can be conducive for conËinuing

family funcËioning and alÈeríng role distribution. Therefore Beílin

sees denial as effectively functioning to keep the terminal patient

socially alive. Then, inevitably as Ëhe perceptíon of physical

deterioraÈion assaults the belíef in recovery; rising expecÈations

flounder in the glare of barren disappoinLmenË. Beilin sees denial

at one end of a spectrum with death - affirmation at Ëhe other end.

Thus, Beilin seems to discount deaËh - acceptance in favor of assuming

that one can merely recogníze tlne fact of ultimate death.

Faced with all their fears, the termínal patient will usually,

it not always, at some point, experience a sense of anger which

Davidson (T975, p.19) views as a proËesË reaction to death as an ín-

trusion into 1ife. This anger ís typically displaced randomly on to

people or insÈituËíons in the envírorunent. Doctors' nurses, social

workers, housekeeping and pastoral staff may be alternately or uni-

formly regarded as incompetenË, cruel and thoughtless. The paËienËfs

anger may frequently seem to be irrational and staff and family may

feel tempËed Ëo respond personally if the anger is perceíved to be

directed aË them. This reaction is frequently the result of fear or

sorrovr and loss of family and friends as future plans and accustomed

activities are interrupted, and perhaps permanently suspended. Re-

sentments may also be expressed by the terminal patient which are

symbolic of past family conflicts and cause a reawakeníng of old
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vulnerabilities. (rubter-Ross, I979, p. 79)

Symbolically, in anger Ëhe paÈientrs behaviour cries out

"'trthy me? lJhy couldn't ít have been somebody else? r" (Schulz , Lg7B,

p. 70). Considered from the perspective of a discovered conspíracy of

denial or failing system of denial, hostiliÈy sometimes expressed by

paËients and family is an understandable protest against the dying

process.

Bargaining may become part of Ëhe emoËional trajectory (Schulz,

1978) of the dying in a desperaÈe attempt to play for time which in

some T¡rays can be seen as a ne\^t dimension of denial and anger. Bar-

gaining in this way is an atËempË to postpone the inevitable by at-

tempting to strike a bargain with God and sometimes hospital staff

for a little more time, frequenËly with a self-imposed deadline so

that 1ivíng may go on before the business of dying continues. The

elemenËs of denial implicít in this bargaining may be indicaËive of

a quiet. protest against the ineviËable or a sense of guilt concerning

the non-performance of socíal roles in the family, comrmrnity or work

place. Kubler-Ross (f969, p. 82) also ascríbes a religious connotaËion

to bargaining; "If God has decided to take us from this earËh and he

did not respond Ëo my angry pleas he may be more favourable if I ask

nicely. "

Depression ís experienced by the terminal patienË when an

overwhelming sense of loss pervades and life itself becomes perceived

as a threat. (Davidson, 1975, p. 19) As Pehm (Hersen and Bellack,

1973, p. 236) has sÈated:
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Depressíon has been considered to include the
following classes of behaviour in the verbal cogniËive
area: (1) sad affect, (2) reports of decelerated
behaviour and lack of motivation to perform a variety
of activiËy, (3) hypochondriacal complaints, and
(4) dístortions of experience in the form of guilt,
negative self-evaluation, pessimism about the world
and Ëhe future etc.. In Lhe overÈ-motor area, de-
pression includes: (1) behaviour of depressive Èypo-
graphy such as sad demeanor, head hanging, and crying,
and (2) deceleraÈion of acËivity leve1, which includes
a variety of measures of motoric and speech activity.

Simply sËaËed Pehm is perhaps referring to: a marked inability to en-

joy anything, a loss of appetite or overeating, insomnia or sleeping

too much, overreacting or not reacting at all, difficulty in concen-

traËing as well as remembering and making decisions, becoming upset

by trivíal things, feelings of worthlessness and social withdrawal.

Sometimes terminal patienËs experiencing depression seriously consider

ending their own lives and suicidal acts have an increasing appeal.

(Hinton, 1977, p. B6) The key factor in the seriousness of the de-

pression according to Hinton (1977, p. 87) is the degree of pain and

physical discomfort which if uncontrolled increases the misery of

the paËient. The fears of Ëhe dyíng again play a promínent role aÈ

this time as the defense of denial begíns to break down. The patientts

sense of belonging to this world is weakened and bitter disillusion-

ment may take hold. (Hinton, I978, pp. 88-89). Kubler-Ross (1969,

p. 86) differentiaËes between reacËive depression and preparatory de-

pression experienced by the Ëerminally ill. Reactive depression is

a focussing on past losses while preparaËory depression resulËs from

a contemplation of impending losses. Kubler-Ross points out thaË this

preparatory depression is functional in thaË it helps the terminally

ill prepare for the loss of all love objects. Preparatory depression
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is thereby necessary for an acceptance of death in terms of, separation

from the love objects to occur.

Patients may reach an acceptance of their death. Kubler-Ross

(1969r pp. 112-113) defines acceptance as a completion of mourning

for Ëhe impending loss of so many meaningful people and places, and

a growing degree of quiet expect.at,ion. Kubler-Ross stresses that ac-

ceptance should noË be confused with resignation which she sees as a

hopeless giving up possibly accompanied by declarations of "whatfs the

use" or "I cantt fight any longer." This is an indication of the be-

gínning of the end of the struggle buË are not indications in themselves

of acceptance. Kubler-Ross also describes acceptance as noË a happy

stage either, but rather conceives of acceptance as a void of feelings

in whích communication becomes more non-verbal than verbal as a paËíenÈ

begins to decathect. Kubler-Ross (t9lS, p. 13) defines decathexis as

"the opposite of cathexis, which is attachment, conscious or uncon-

scíous of emotional feeling and significance to an idea or an objecË,

most commonly a person. tt Kubler-Ross suggests that acceptance can be

best described as an experíence of prímary marcissism similar Ëo the

egocentrism and concrete thinking of infancy. Kubler-Ross suggests

Bettelheimrs description of infancy as being most apt: "Indeed it

v¡as an age when nothing was asked of us and all that we wanËed r¿as

given. Psychoanalysis views earliest infancy as a time of passivity

when we experíenced the self as being all." (t<ub1er-Ross, 1969,

p. 120). For acceptance of deaËh Ëo be attained by Ëhe patíent, the

opportunity to express their anger and mourn in preparatory grief must

have been available and utilized by Ëhe patienË. This does not imply
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thaË acceptance is an absolute therapeutic goal to which patienËs

musÈ be moÈivaËed by family or professional intervenËion. As Kubler-

Ross (L979r pp. 36-37) points ouË:

The ideal would be if both the dying paËient and the
patienËrs family could reach Èhe stage of acceptance
before death occurs. In that case Ëhere is 1íËtle if
any grief work to do though there is, naËura1ly, grief
in either case. It is not our goal, however, to push
people from one stage Ëo another. If Ëhe patient
requires more time in a given stage or if he has no
intenÈion of really facing his finiteness, or if he
pref ers to remain in the stage of denial , I^re do him a
better service to allow him to stay in the stage of
denial. If a patíent has been angry all his life long
or hras a revolutionary of a fighter, it is much more
likely that he will remain ín Ëhe stage until Ëhe
moment he dies. If someone has been a depressed person-
ality and is filled with self píty and remains Ëhis way
unËil the end of his life, it is very unlikely that he
will be cheerful and that he will accept his own dying
with a smíle on his face and a sense of equanimity.

Conflict may arise between a patient and his family if while the

patient accepÈs his death, the family does not. This can lead to de-

mand for 1ífe prolonging treatments and heroic measures when Ëhese

would only subjecÈ Ëhe patienË, who would otherwise die, to the in-

dignity of having his wishes and needs ignored.

Unlihe oLher wríters on the subject of dying and bereavement,

Kubler-Ross stresses the importance of hope. Hope is the common

denominator of all reactions Ëo dying and bereavement and may offer

Èhe patienL a sense of meaning í.n his suffering. Hope may also offer

even ín Ëhe accepLance of death, a temporary but necessary interval of

denial. Temporary remissions of various forms of cancer may allow

paËienË and family some hope and ease passage Ëhrough the 1ívíng/dying

process
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III Individual Reac.Ëions to Bereavement

Individual reactions to the experience of grief have been

studied by Lindemann (1944), Bowlby (1961), Pollock (1961), Parkes

(1965), Speígel (1977), Hardt (1978) and Pattison (1976). Each of

Ëhese authors and many others, deal r¿ith the quesËion of how Ëhe be-

reaved adapË to termínal illness and the death of their loved one

and maintain equilibrium in the presence of confluent and emerging

socíal, economic and emotional disruption and disturbance.

Líndemann (I944) describes the symptomatology of normal grief

as consistíng of sensations of somatic distress, intense preoccupaÈíon

with the image of the deceased, strong preoccupation with feelings of

guilt, disconcerting loss of warmth, irritabilíty and sometimes hostile

reacÈions in relationships with other people, loss of paËËerns of con-

duct in Ëerms of diffículty performing customary tasks and activities

of daily living and disrupted patterns of social inËeraction. Lindemann

suggests that during the course of normal gríef reactions, grief work

is undertaken r,¡hich he defines as "emancipaËion from the bondage Ëo

the deceased, readjustment to the environment from which the deceased

is missing and the formation of new relationships" (Lindemann, 1944,

p. 143). A major obstacle to successful grief work is the natural in-

stincË of self preservation and a tendency to avoid awkward or

threateníng situations. A1so, culturally prescribed repression of emo-

tional pain and its associated manífestations reinforce the barrier to

grief work. The fear of breaking down results ín intense expenditure of

emotional energy to maintain a facade of detachment or indifference

thereby cutting off the suppty of emotional energy necessary for grief

work. Lindemann regards the demonstration by the bereaved of the
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deceasedfs characteristic traíts, behaviour or symptoms of his il1-

ness, as bordering on the pathologícal. Lindemann suggests this

exaggerated behaviour or preoccupation with the image of the deceased

constitutes operationalization of displacement and identification de-

fence mechanisms. Morbid grief reactions are seen by Lindemann to be

distortions of normal grief and normal grief work. Morbid grief re-

acËions are divided by Lindemann inËo two broad categories: delay of

reaction and distorted reaetion. Lindemann describes nine types of

distorted reactíon including: overactivity without a sense of loss,

acquisition of sympËoms belonging to the last illness of the deceased,

acquiring a recognized medical disease, alteraËion in relationship to

friends and relatives, serious hostility against specific persons,

repre:ssion of hosÈility Ëo the extent that interaction becomes vrooden

and formal with affect and conduct similar to that seen in schizophrenia,

lasting loss of paËterns of social ínteractíon and activity detrimental

or desËructive to sooial and economic existence, and agitated depression

with tension, agitation, insomnia, feelings of worËhlessness, bitter

self-accusation and an apparenÈ need for self-punishment. rn terms

of intervention, Lindemann suggests that the essential Ëask of the

therapist is Ëo share Èhe clientrs grief røork particularly as attempts

are made rrat extricaËing hímself from Lhe bondage to the deceased and

at fínding nevü patËerns of rewarding interaction.tt (Lindemann, L944,

p. I47). Lindemann also assumes that under reaction Ëo bereavemenÈ

can be just as significant, as overreaction. Lindemann stresses that

the pain of bereavement must be accepted by the bereaved. To facilitate

this task, Lindemann reconmends that the bereaved must review their

relationship wíth Ëhe deceased, develop emotional self-a\¡rareness and
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\{ork through fears of insanity, emotional volatílity and seeming ir-

rational hostility. Lindemann also touches upon the concept of

anticipatory grief and suggests that it may form an important safeguard

against a sudden death notice but may form serious impediment and

obstacle to relationships should death for some reason not occur as

expected. Anticipatory grief may also enhance adjusÈment to bereave-

ment by families followíng the death of a chronically ill fanily member

by activating problem-solving mechanisms and capacities thaË may reduce

the amount of unfiníshed business following the death.

Bowlby, in "Processes of Mourning" (1961), specifically at-

Ëempts to undersËand mourning by utilizing the hypothesis he developed

elsewhere regarding the naËure of the childfs Ëie Ëo its moÈher. Bowlbyrs

hypothesis suggesLs thaÈ Ëhe emotional Ëie between the bereaved and the

dead loved ,one is mediated by instincËual response sysËems which con-

sËitute mants inherited behaviour repertoire. This hypothesis stresses

the roles played by the loved object, the nature of efforts to retain

the loved object and the need for social aÈtention derived from the

loved object which persists after the death of the objecË. Bowlby

suggests definitions of mourning and grief. He defines mourning to

be "the psychological processes that are set in train by the loss of

a loved objecË and that corrnonly lead to the relinquishing of the ob-

ject." (Bowlby, 1961, p. 318) Instinctually, the immediaËe response

to mourning consists of craving, angry efforts to recover Èhe object,

and oËher in¡ned,i1ate attempts to meet this need by appeals for he1p.

The psychological processes then shift as depression and apathy occur

resulÈing in some disorganízation of behaviour which begins to resolve

itself r¡hen a reintegraLion on a higher or lower, stable level of
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funcËioning begins to develop. Bowlby suggests that Ëhe criteria for

determining whether mourning is pathological or healthy, is to be

drawn from hindsight inferences in terms of whether or not the ín-

dividual is able to relate Ëo nerr objects and find inÈrinsic saËisfac-

Ëion and purpose in them. Bowl-by defines grief as: "the sequence of

subjective states that fol1ow loss and accompany mourning." (Bowlby,

1961, p. 318) The subjective states that Bowlby identifies as con-

stituents of grief are anxieËy, anger and despair as the loss seems

to be perceived as irretrievable.

Bowlby suggests that mourning consists of three phases: pro-

test, despair and detachment. In this schema Ëhe individualrs attach-

ment to his loved object continues and persisËs after the death of the

object. As the object ís absenË and can no longer be possessed, in-

stincËual response systems are activated in which the bereaved índividual

experiences disappointmenË, separaÈion anxieËy and grief given the

knowledge that the object has ceased to be. However these instinctual

response sysËems cannot easily be terminated and there are strenuous

.and angry efforts on the part of the bereaved individual to recover

the lost object. Bowlby suggests that anger demonstrated during

mourning seems to have two prímary objectives. Frequently anger is

directed against those who the individual can blame for the loss or

hold responsible for the loss. Secondly, anger is also directed aü

Ëhose who are perceived to be impedíments Ëo the recovery of the losL

object. This anger is intimately related to the source of sorrow in

the process itself as the bereaved strive to ameliorate and cure Ëhe

pain engendered by the persistent craving and insatiable yearning

for the losÈ object. Sometimes the anger may be directed primarily
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against the lost object itself as it is held responsible for its ab-

sence. This anger can be repressed andfot displaced towards objecLs

in the environmenË and someËimes to the self as we1l. Bowlby seems Èo

ígnore the role of guilt as a potential source of anger. AttempËs to

recover the lost object are sometimes seen in searching behaviours thaÈ

signify a hope for a magícal returrr of the lost object and a maintenance

and preservaËion of the status quo. In Ëhis'hray the painful adjust-

menË to a neT¡/ way of life without the deceased or the achievement of

a nerìr equilibrium would become unnecessary. Bowlby suggests that

pathological mourning results when the bereaved become fixaËed in the

protesË phase of mourning. In this fixaËíon, the bereaved without

being necessarily aware of what they are doing, persistently continue

attempts Ëo recover the object despite the evidence of reality Ëesting

that this is impossible. As reference to reality is sometimes then

proverì to be fruitless, the image of Ëhe lost object for the bereaved

can someÈimes become dístorted by wish fulfilling fantasy which makes

it even more difficult for the bereaved Ëo relinquish the lost object.

They come to see Èhe world as a barren place in which the nature, tone

and tenor of the relaËionship wíth Ëhe lost object can never be re-

placed or reexperienced with any other object.

Therefore, inherent in the process of mourning, whether it be

healthy or pathological, is some regression and disorganizatíon of

the personality accompanied by pain and despair as the loss is felt.

In the Èhird phase of mourning detachment a resoluËion and reorganíza-

tion of the personality Ëakes place as the image of the lost object

becomes supplanted by a new object or objeets as hope emerges and

triumphs. In short, Bowlby suggests the central feature of mourning,
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r.ñich is the key to understandíng it as healËhy process and also in

terms of its psychopaËhology, is how and if the insatiable and per-

sisËent yearning and craving for Ëhe lost object is resolved. For

Bowlby, the healthy resolution of mourning, carries r¿ith it the im-

plicit statemenË that I'rmy loved object ís not gone, for now I carry

it within myself and can never lose it"'. (Bowlby, 196L, p. 325)

Pollock (1961) takes a very narroÌ¡r intrapsychic view of the

mourning process as an adaptation of the internal psychological milieu

to a changed external milieu to reestablish a sËeady state of equilibríum

and consËancy. This view sees the individual as a sysËem unËo him-

self solely and noÈ as a subsystem of larger system whose collective

functioníng is more significant for Ëhe individual than the indivídualts

functioning on his own. Pollock however does raise a number of important

considerations which are relevant to understanding the mourning process

in terms of family dynamics. Pollock suggests Ëhat the nature of the

relationship between the bereaved and. the deceased before the death

occurs is an important factor in determining the course of Che re-

sulting mourning process. Pollock as well t.akes the víew that while

the mourning process seems Ëo fol1ow a sequential pattern, a definite

ebb and flow in terms of progressíon then regression in Ëhe process

as a r¿hole ís the rule rather than the exception. Pollock also sug-

gests that the process consists of shock, grief, pain, reaction to

separation and the beginning of internal objecË decathexis as the loss

is recognized. In Ëhese terms, Pollock sees the process as developing

from an acute Ëo a chronic stage as adaptaËional mechanisms attempt

to inËegrate Ëhe experience of loss wíth reality. The integration oc-

curs as reality-testing induces a natural selecÈion process leadíng to
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a different r,/ay of life. Pollock describes Freudts view of mourning

work as the consolidatíon of adaptational activíties which are present

in the chronic stage of Ëhe proeess. However, Pollock fails to recognize

thaË mourning is noË strictly a one Ì^Iay adaptational process of the

internal mílieu to external sLimulí. The adaptation of the external

to Èhe internal is the subject of the inËeractional systems approach

section which follows. Undeniably, powerful external stimuli affect

the adaptation of the internal milíeu to dying and bereavement. Our

pervasive cultural deníal of death impinges on everyday life, it-

cluding adaptation of dying and bereavement. The exaltation of youth-

orient.ed values dictates devaluatíon of illness, aging and the aged

as symbolic reminders of mortality and death. Thus dying and bereave-

menÈ are relegated to an unÈouchable, psychological ghetto. (Becker,

L973) As this system of death denial ritual becomes built into social

interaction; a formidable adapÈaÈional task is creaÈed for Ëhe inËerna1

milieu to maintain equilibrium in the face of death.

Pollock comments thaÈ the formation of new relationships is

more an indicator of the degree of resoluËion of; rather than part

of the mourníng process itself. Pollockrs characterízatíon of the

significance of new relationships, however, questions his intrapsychíc

approach to mourning. If the process was purely intrapsychic, surely

Ëhe appropriaËe indicator of resolution of the process r¿ould be an

inËrapsychic measure rather than one based on the social milieu of

the bereaved. It is undoubtedly true that the formatíon of new re-

lationships is a reliable índicator of the resolution of the mourning

process. It seems rather obvious that if this is a reliable measure,

then Ëhe mourning process must be more than a purely intrapsychic one.
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This leads to the thesis of this paper that Ëhe mourning process is

regulated not only by the individual's coping mechanísms afld capacity,

buË also by the nature and sËructure of family dynamics, and social

systems of which the bereaved are members

Parkes (1965) in his studies of bereavement and mental illness,

takes exception Ëo Lindemannts use of the term "morbid grief reactions"

and suggests instead that the terms complication of grief or atypical

gríef should be more appropríaËely used. Parkes argues that the term

morbid grief reaction is both inËernally superfluous and misleading

as grief is by defínition a reactíon and also implicitly refers to

dysfunction of a greater or lesser degree and of unspecified duration.

Parkes hypothesized ËhaË the typical reaction to bereavemenÈ

varies accordíng to the closeness of the relationship with the de-

ceased. He suggested that when the deceased is of "first order kin

to the survivor," Lhe initial reaction can be delayed or a period of

numbness occurs in which Ëhe bereaved may behave as if nothing had

happened. Parkes says that this can last from a few hours up to an

estimate of Ëwo weeks. Subsequently atËacks of yearning and sponËaneous

distress occur. This he describes as Ì¡raves which seem to be aggravated

by reminders of Ëhe dead family member. Between the hraves of distress

the bereaved display depression, apaËhy and a sense of hopelessness.

Parkes deseribes specific s)rmptoms Èo be insomnia, anorexia, restless-

ness, irritability and hostile outbursËs direcËed againsË oËhers and

sometimes to Ëhe self, Ëogether with a focussing on memories of the

deceased. The deceased may be felË to sti11 be present, Èhe bereaved

tend to think of the deceased as íf he rnrere extant and idealization of

the deceasedrs memory occurs. Parkes suggests the intensity of these
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symptoms begins Ëo decline after one Ëo six weeks and have largely

faded by síx monËhs. Occasionally there may be brief periods of

yearning and depression for several years precipitated by death an-

niversaries or other reminders of the deceased and his loss. Parkes

identifíes eighË aËypical grief symptoms to be prolonged grief, ir-

tensified grief, persistent self-blame, persistíng difficulty accepting

loss, delay of reacËion for more than two weeks, occurrence of the

symptoms of the deceased in the bereaved, panic aËtacks and other

sympËoms including urticaria, headaches, hisËrionic outbursts, obses-

sions and compulsions, compulsive laughter, phobia of cancer, headaches

and hypochondriacal depression.

Parkes also describes sLress-specific grief responses to be:

Ëypical grief, chronic grief, inhíbited grief and delayed grief.

Parkes enumeraËes non-specific responses to be: psychosomatic reactions,

psychoneurotic reactíons, affective disorders not resembling grief ,

and other condiÈions such as schizophrenía, sexual deviation and re-

lapse in chronic alcoholics.

Spiegel (L977) regards the mourning process as consisting of a

succession of shock, control, regression and adapËation. lühile it can

be saíd that Spíegel deals primarily with mourning as a result of sud-

den death, his observations can also be extrapolat.ed to the reactions

to death and dying by the families of chronically il1 adults. Shock

inrnediately seÈs ín with eíther the observation of the death or the

receipË of the news of the death. There may be disbelief, as if the

death ís somehow unreal and has not actually occurred. A review of

Ëhe history of the illness may take place and a question regarding the

unavoidability of the deaËh may be raised. Frequently the bereaved
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exaggeraËe the importance of certain omissions thaË they have made in

their duty to Ëhe deceased and reproach themselves for this neglect

or lack of attentíon. SomeÈimes the state of shock can be so great

and overpovlering Ëhat a physical collapse results with an apparent

temporary total withdrawal into the self, cessaÈion of normal behaviour

and interactíon, dísruption in the activities of daily living and

Lransitory memory loss. Sometimes this breakdown does not occur in as

noLiceable a \¡/ay but invariably there is a shedding of tears, the be-

reaved appear to be numb, dífficult to relate to, sometimes unaware of

their environmenÈ, and seemingly unable to think clearly and express

themselves thus. Occasionally the bereaved may respond to Èhe death

of their loved one wiËh a sËoic response in which the reality of the

death is apparenÈly accepted and the emotions are not allor¿ed Ëo dis-

play themselves. This type of response can meet with considerable

social approval and expressions of admiraËion by Ëhe fríends and family

of the bereaved. This type of reacËion however can be exËremely mis-

leading as it may be indicative of delayed or inhibited grief.

Spiegel describes the conÈro1 sLage as characterízed by ín-

ternal controls exercísed by the bereaved upon themselves and by social

controls exercised upon the bereaved by family or friends. During this

stage, Ëhe bereaved seem and feel very passive and experience diffi-

culties in decision-making. The role of "transition technicians" namely

medical and ancillary medical personnel as well as undertaker and

funeral director, allow the bereaved time to become self-controlled

as the responsibility for the social activiLíes necessary to arrange

a funeral and burial are removed directly from their hands. The rush

of activity occurring around the bereaved, produces a dreamy feeling of
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distance between the bereaved and his world which Spiegel describes

as derealízatíon and depersonalízatíon. Spiegel suggests that the

bereaved feel empty. The deceased and the ¡¿orld as well seem to be

very unreal as if orientation to person, place and time is temporarily

distorÈed or ouË of joint. Hor¿ the bereaved perceive Ëhemselves may

be similarly affected as the bereaved feel a dominant sense of distance

from themselves and experience difficulty identifyíng theír behavíour

and actions as actually being Ëheir own. A characteristic of the emo-

tional energy that the bereaved direct towards self-control is their

irritability and occasional unreasonable suspicion and hostility towards

friends and relatives in an obvious indicaLion of vulnerability and

emotional fragility. Similarly to Bowlby, Spiegel suggests Ëhat un-

explained irritability and hostility is an attempt to deny acknowledge-

ment of the reality of the deaËh and Ëhe subsequent change required

in relationship and lifestyle. Therefore the ínvolvement of others

can be regarded as an unqranted intrusion and interference with a con-

tinuing relationship to the deceased.

Spiegel describes the stage of regression as a collapsing of

psychie organízation previously founded on interaction with the de-

ceased. To begin a process of reorganizing, and adapting, "the mourner

refers back to the forms of coping less differentiaËed and more inde-

pendenË from the environment, that is more narcissistic.tt (Spiegel,

L977, p, 70) Spiegel summarizes the regressive stage to be:

Personalization, preoccupation wíth the deceased,
simplification of complex facts and value systems,
mísjudging the value of the deceased, guilt and anxiety
feelíngs as well as self-devaluation. All of this is
connected with the experience of heightened emotionality
r¡hich can lead Ëo eiÈher excessively affecËionate
behaviour or aggressive behaviour marked by vulnerability,
irritability and mistrusË. (SpíegeI, 1977, p. 77)
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The stage of regression serves a dual purpose. It is both a mechanism

to cope with the experience of death while at the same Ëime íÈ con-

serves eneïgy so Ëhat a psychíc, family and social reorganization can

occur.

During the stage of adaptation, regressive forms of behaviour

are given up and abandoned as neü7 adaptive forms of behaviour are found,

and adopËed; adaptation occurs and an adept sense returns to behaviour.

In his description of Ëhe systems of pathological coping with

grief, Spiegel suggests that the bereaved may become ttstuck" (Spiegel,

Lg77, p. 61) in the shock, control or regression stages. Ironically,

the bereaved may also display severe inability to begin Ëhe process

despite the fact that the emotional tie with the deceased may have been

a close one. The bereaved may become overly dependent on the support

of others or inexplícably irritated with others if fixation results

during Ëhe controlled stage. Spiegel also suggests Èhat the bereaved

may become fixated in regression if the mechanisms of regression con-

Ëinue past more than six weeks.

Specifically, Spiegel identifies a number of situations sur-

rounding death which can prove to be particularly pathogenic. Of

particular interest here in the study of Ëhe dying of chronícal1y il1

adults and Éhe bereavement of their families, Spiegel postulates that:

t'I can say that Ëhe more unexpected the death,
the more acute and disËurbing the grief; the more
prolonged the il1ness, the more one can accomplish
the most painful part of mourning in anticipatíon
of the loss.t (Spiegel, L977, p,84)

Spiegel

culties

suggests that anËicipatory grief may pose parÈicular diffi-

for the dying. He poinËs out that: 'rËhe dying person, who
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himself struggles r'rith separatíon anxiety and the fear of deaÈh,

must also bear the grief of his family and their gradual turning away

from him." (Spiegel, 1977, p. 86) This illusÈraËes very clearly the

poínÈ made here thaÈ dying and bereavement are systemic processes in-

fluenced and shaped by family dynamics, Lhe life cycle stage the family

has reached, and the individual coping ski11s of the family members.

Physical pain may be heightened if the dying perceive Ëhemselves as

abandoned by their families. However, the dying process also offers

the bereaved family an optional opportuniËy to improved life after

death. Thus the dual character of dying and bereavemenË as a tíme

of risk and opportunity ís clear.

Spiegel discusses parËicular situations which are mosÈ pathogenic

for grief. Those mosË applicable to Ëhe study of reactions to dying

and bereavement as experienced by chronically il1 adults and their

families, include: suicidal death; an ambívalent love-hate relation-

shíp between the deceased and the bereaved; a socially isolaËed sur-

vivor whose relationship had been very dependenË on the terminally i11

patient; whether the death üras one of a series of crises r¿hich $¡ere not

adequately wotked through because of their rapid succession; if death

coincides vrith a normal developmental life crisis; whether the loss is

such that a nehr relationship or relatíonships cannot fill the void left

in the survívorts lífe by the death; whether there is a shared sus-

ceptibility to disease; if there has been a history of emoËiona1

instability and disturbance; and lastly, Ëhe sometimes ext,ended length

of the dying process as in a terminal illness. (Spiegel, 1977¡ pp.

e3-e4)

Spiegel describes grief work t.o consist of: "release of grief,
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restructuring, acceptance of reality, the decision for life, ex-

pressíng socially unacceptable emotions and experiences, evaluatíng

the loss, incorporation of the dead, new life oríentatíon.'r (Spiegel,

L977, pp, g4-g5). In Spiegelrs consideration of the bereavement pro-

cess, he seems to neglect any analysis of the importance of Èhe role

of depression in the process.

Hardt (1978) has utilized the Thurston Equal - Appearing In-

terval Attitude scale to measure attitudes towards deaËh. On Ëhe

basis of hís research, Hardt hypothesizes that Ëhe mourning process

consists of five phases or sËages consisting of shock, denial, false

acceptance, pseudo-reorgani zatíon, depression and reotganízation/ac-

ceptance. Hardtrs descripËíon of the mourning phases seems to bear a

close relationship Ëo Spiegel rs d.elineation of the process of mourning.

Pattison (Lg76) suggests that Ëo understand Ëhe experience of

grief , \^re must underst.and what ego coping mechanisms the bereaved

employ. Pattison rejects Ëhe term defense mechanisms in favor of

coping mechanisms as ego d.efenses constitute a normal part of psycho-

logical development which are acquired for psychological security to

develop in the face of the demands of the world. Pattison proposes

that to adequaËely assess the coping of Èhe bereaved, h7e must under-

stand the developmental life cycle of the bereaved and how ego copíng

mechanisms develop throughout the life cycle. PatËison has developed

a hierarchy of ego coping mechanisms which coincide with the develop-

menËal life cycle. The hierarchy consists of four levels of ego

coping mechanisms including: primitive, immature, neurotic, and

mature ego coping mechanisms. Under primitive-coping mechanisms,

PaÈtison includes delusions, pèrceptual hallucination, depersonalizatíon,
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realiËy distortíon and denial. Under immature coping mechanisms,

Pattison includes: projection, denial through fantasy, hypochondriasis,

passive-aggressiveness and acting-out behaviour. Under neurotic-coping

mechanisms, PaËËison íncludes intellectua!ízalíon, displacement, rê-

action formaÈion and emotional dissociation. Under mature-copíng

mechanisms, Pattison has íncluded altruism, humour' suppression, anËi-

cipatory Ëhought and sublimation. He categotízes the use of this

hierarchy of typical ego coping mechanisms on the basis of occasíonal,

moderate and considerable use. In acuËe crisis, PaÈtison notes that

the initial reaction is likely to consisÈ of a transient response of

maladaptive coping mechanisms to be follo¡ved by a gradual progression

towards the more mature coping mechanisms. I,JhaÈ ís most importanË how-

ever is thaÈ Patt,ison points ouÈ that how we deal with dying will not

differ markedly from how ¡,¡e deal with life itself. In this comment,

Pattíson affírms Ëhe value stance that deaËh is very much a part of

1 ífe.

IV The Interactional - Systems Approach to Dying and Bereavement

Kubler-Ross (L969, p.169) has commenËed that the family of

a termínal paËient experiences Èhe same stages of preparat,ion for

death as does the patíent. Moreover Kubler-Ross (1969, p. 161) sug-

gests that if a terminal paËient can successfully underÈake his own

grief work then he will shor¿ his family an example from which they

can learn and in this way help them to meet death. This viewpoint ís

the one that sha1l be stressed in the intervenÈion section of this

paper which is to follow and will be demonstrated in the case reports.

This perspecËíve stated in another t¡ay implies that the terminal patient

can positively or negatívely influence how his survivors cope with his
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death and dying. As Ëhe bereaved family aËtempt to adapË to their

environment without their deceased loved one; the ease or difficulty

of the adaptation will be affected by the nature;of the death trajectory.

Pathological progression of survivors I grief is also similarly ín-

fluenced. Conversely, how the family react to the dying process will

affecË how Ëhe terminal patient copes with his impending death. The

basic poinË is that in considering Ëhe reactions of the Èerminatr patient

and/or his family and friends, they cannoË be dealt with in isolation

from one another. Any change ín one part of the clienÈ system will

inevitably affect the entíre system.

prcutt has described the psycho-familial social sysËem approach

as viewing:

This orientation views Èhe dying patient/family - in -
environment as a systemic configuration of different
hierarchical orders and 1evels of system differentiation.
The family sysLem, as concepEuaLízed, is an aggregate
of mutually interacÈing païËs or members and maintains
a dynamic balance in functioning. The family relational
sysËem is more than Èhe sum of its indivídual member

inËeractions, and changes in any member relationships
reverberate Ëhroughout the system. (Orcutt, 1977, PP. 23-24)

Approaching dying and bereavement from a systems point of. viernr has

the advantage of normalizing the process and removing Ëhe stigma of

pathology. Dealing with the issues in Ëhis way, aids in counteracting

social injunctions denying the reality of suffering inherent in the

process. Thus, the open expression of emotion, feelings and informa-

Èion can be perceived as normal and an acceptable part of living with

dying and bereavement. A dífficulty wíth this family sysËems per-

spective in dying and bereavement is that a relative void exists. in

the literature on the subject. Perhaps it is an indication of the
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infancy of thanatology ín its theoretícal and clinical aspects, which

accounts for Èhe dominance of the íntrapsyshic perspecËive. Never-

theless this writer is in agreement with Kubler-Ross in her statementt

which she does not elaborate upon, that the terminal patient and

theír family experience Èhe same process.

Kimmel also suggests thaË the bereaved experience a process

Èhat is comparable to that of the dying person and thereby family and

patient can assist each other vüith their experience. (fiurmel, I974)

This leads to a systems perspectíve oR dying and bereavement between

paËient and family. As poinËed out by Pincus, patient and family are

both subjecËs in Èheir own right while also being each oËherrs object;

and the object of each otherrs atËachmenË. Thereby the coping and

adapËive ability of patient and family are geared and related to each

oËher. (Pincus , L976) In this way how a terminal patienË dies will

influence how the survivors cope wíth the death and dyíng. The con-

verse is Ëherefore also true that how surviving family adapt to the

dying process may affect how Ëhe terminal paÈient copes with his im-

pending death. The basis poinË is thaË Ëhe terminal patient and/or

his family and friends cannot be dealt with in ísolation from one

another. Any change in one part of the clienË system will inevitabty

affect the entire system.

Separation and loss are fundamental issues and feelings shared

by the dying and bereaved. The adaptational process in adjusting

to separation and loss is circular and self-reinforcing, knowing no

boundaries wíthin the family. As the Ëerminal patient nnrst deal with

his loss of life and family, the bereaved must deal wíth the loss of

their loved one. How the loss is dealt with by all members of the famíly
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sysËem determines the quality of life in Ëerms of enhanced or diminished

functioning and menËal health of the entire sysËem.

As social expectaËions impose certain behaviour requirements;

the individual imposes on his socíal conËext and social systems his

way of coping and adapting to loss. In the family, the adjustment of

Ëhe bereaved to their lo'ss has been shown to be responsive to and af-

fecred by the death trajecÈory of the dying patient. Individual death

accepÈance forces a searching questioning of collective death denial

by other members of the family. Gíven a parËicularly strong system

of denial in a family, individual death acceptance can reciprocally

be met wiËh an angry, controlling resPonse thaË serves Èo maintain

Ëhe homeostasis of the status quo. Individual conformity ro the values

of the sysËem ís thereby linked Ëo relationship rules and sociaLíza-

Ëion Ëransmission of socially acceptable norms, values and beliefs.

Individual, family and pervasive socíal denial of death are Ëhen

reciprocally and muËua1ly connecÈed in a pattern of reinforcement' In

thís way, the regrets, fears and sense of shame and guilt which the

dying and bereaved may have about Ëheir unfinished business is trans-

mitted Ëhrough Ëhe system like a u7ave.

A viable hypothesis suggested by the systems approach is that

if the problem of fear and denial of death is culturally prescribed

and pervasive, Ëhen Lhe naËural grief process is inhibiÈed and limited

in quality. The assumption inherent in this hypothesis is Lhat death

and bereavemenË ane a socially taboo topic much líke sex once $/as.

Gorer (1965) illustrates how the prevaíling social attitude tornzards

dying and bereavement seems to be that they are private matËers Ëhat

must be met in isolation by those affected. Therefore, Ëhe defense
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mechanism of denial reinforces this atËiËude, allowing each individual,

to a certain exËent, to believe that: "it cantt possibly happen t,o

me." In this way for dying and bereavement to be expressed in socíally

acceptable terms, Ëhey are to be met wíth heroic, stoic, self-restraínË

with the open expressíon of emotion regarded as a sign of weakness or

. - ;-.]-nabrlrfy to cope.

Our social deníal of death creates a double-bind by means of

the injunctíon that dying and grief are to be hidden; yet for dying

and bereavement to be resolved by effective grief work the open, shared

expression of emotion and information is a prerequisíte. (Bateson, G.

et. al, 1956), (Erickson, R. C., L974> The díscrepancy between ex-

periental structure and public everits as suggested by R. D. Laing

(1969) applies in this context. A terminal patient and his family

experience the pain of psychological turmoil associated with life

threatening illness. This is often exacerbaËed by the uncerÈainty,

often mutually and reciprocally reinforced, between the patient and

family abouË how Ëhey should react to each other. The impulse may be

to openly give in to Lhe overwhelming emotions stimulated by impendíng

or occurred separaËion and loss. However, as a public event, the be-

haviour associated with dying and bereavement must be controlled.

Open expression of grief is discouraged by our ritual code which de-

mands cooperation and reciprocal agreement to help each other to per-

form our "face-work. " (Goffman (L967) Otherwise the line of others

around us is challenged. The dying and bereaved become awkward, up-

seË and uncertain of ho¡v to respond not only to each other buÈ to

deaËh as wel1. Patient and family reciprocally and mutually expect to

be reassured of their or,rn sÈrengths and abilíËy to handle the stress of
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dying and bereavement. Men expect to be assured of their manliness;

whí1e everyone generally expects to be ínsulated from the reminders

of their own inevitable deaËh. l,le protect each other from the fear

of losing our vitality and índependence that usually accompanies old

age. The open expression of grief and loss then amounts to a failure

to measure up to the expectations of others which consËiËute a threat.

to the ground rules of social interaction. Surely such socially re-

garded "inappropriaËe behaviour" would be viewed as an indication of

inability to cope, weakness, or even emotional disÈurbance in need of

professional atÈenËion. For such disastrous consequences to be avoided,

emotion must be controlled and repressed. By this means we mystify

each other by misdefiiring the issues of dying and bereavement as those

of control, restraint, and strength; instead of pain, emotion and

frailty. Previous encounters with death in onets family of origin

may have also provided a powerful injunction resulting in an inappropriate

response to gríef. In Ëhis way, a pattern of unresolved grieving could

be established and passed from one generaËion to Ëhe next. Laing (Lg6g,

p. 3) descríbes this process as t'invalidation:"

The set of elements thaË comprise the structure
of events as experienced, must then not only be
privately ttdisavowedrtr but must be ttexcommunicatedtt

from the family dialogue. Disavowed and excommunicated,
ít does not cease to exist; sometimes it erupÈs, inrupts,
disruptíng Èhe cosy chat that has taken the place of
genuine dialogue. Genuine dialogues carinot occur
r"rithouÈ disclosing ourselves to each other and wíth-
out according Èhe other, and finding from the other,
recognition and acceptance of how we experience one
another.

Dying becomes treated like an illusion (Davidson, 1975) which

does not really exist. Reinforcing and cont,ributing to this interaction
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rítua1 of denial, is the general medícal viewpoint Ëhat death is never

appropriate which presupposes an absolute dichotomy and separation be-

t\^reen life and death. The general medical emphasís on healing as

science rather Ëhan Ëhe skills necessary to work with people ís an

integral component of our inabiliLy to see death as part of life.

Medical technology and Èhe props associaËed with hospitals and medical

treatment also have the effect of persuading patients and family that

there will be healing, that life will be sustained. (Frank, 1973)

Science and technology have also created the prospect of im-

minent and toËal destructíon in nuclear holocaust, and chemical and

biological warfare. This uncomfortable forcing of death int.o our

consciousness, however, has resulted in increasing fear of deaËh neces-

sitating denial so that mortality may be submerged and repressed from

our field of awareness (Kubler-Ross, 1969). Family members also aË-

tempt to shield each other from the reality of death and Èerminal i11-

ness by noË sharing a discussion of the diagnosis and prognosis or

avoiding the subjecÈ altogether for as long as possible. Therefore

as a family system incorporates and embodies social denial of death,

the family deals r¿ith death by maintaining its secret through Ëhe

avoidance mechanism of family myth and mystification. Pattison (I976,

p. 38) espouses Ëhe following definition of family myËh:

A series of r¡el1 integrated beliefs, myth-líke, which
members of the family entertaín about their relationship

. The family myËh is to the family whaË the
defense is to the individual The family myth
is a group of defenses against disturbances or
changes in the relationship.

PatÉison concludes that Ëhe farnily myth is a neurotic mechanism for

coping and maíntaining homeostasis around unresolvable conflict. ïhe
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family myth ín turn is maintained by the process of mystification.

The family myth and mystification are in these terms Ëhe pathogenic

elements rather than dying and bereavement in themselves. PatËison

(L976. p. 39) offers the following description of this pathogenic

process:

MysËification, as Laing (1965) explains it: "is
befuddle, cloud, obscure, mask whatever ís goíng on,
whether this be experience, action, or process .

This state of mystificatíon is a feelíng of being
muddled or confused." Mystification is described by
llynne, eË al. (1958) as "pseudomutualityrtt and by
Searles (1959) as the mode of driving the other person
crazy by techniques that Ëend: "to undermíne the other
personrs confídence in his own emotional reactions and
in his ovrn sense of reality."

Pattison (L976r pp. 12-13) sees death denial and death ac-

ceptance as a díalectical process from which a synthesis must emerge

for life and living for the bereaved to continue on a functional basis.

Considering the sociocultural proscriptions against death acceptance

there is 1ittle wonder that we fail to integrate death appropriately

as the final stage of growth and a naËural part of the life experience.

The instinct for survival is strong. The dying and bereaved struggle

to integrate or synthesize life ürith death to cope $/iËh death and

dying. I{e shall now describe the process and efforts to achieve this

synthesis and inËegration in terms of the fears of the patient and

family duríng this chronic living-dying phase.

The fears ËhaË the dyíng experience have been defined by

PaËtíson (Lg76). While he ascribes these fears only to Ëhe terminal

patient, it seems more appropriaÈe to also consider how these fears

may apply to the family of the patient as ¡¿el1. Pattison (1976) has

índicated elsewhere in his description of the family matrix of dying
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and deaÈh that: "Dying is not jusÈ an indivídual experíence; it in-

volves Ëhe whole family . . Dying ís not just a stress for the

individual members of the family but it also impacts on the family as

a system.tt (PatÈison, L976, p.29) In the fear of the unknown the

following issues are raised: what wíll I be missing by dying; if

there is an afterlife what will happen; what becomes of the body after

deaÈh; what will happen to my family; how will relatives and friends

react to my death; will my life plans and projects be forever losË;

how will my body change as I die; and, how will I react emotionally to

dying. In a similar vein the family may fear: the changes Ëhat will

be imposed on their lives and life-style; and what Èheir reactions may

be to the dying of their loved one which may result ín awkward embar-

rassment and a socially unacceptable expression of vulnerábility and

frailty. The fear of loneliness experienced by the Ëerminal patient

is a product of a sense of growing isolation and abandonment both of

oneself and others. There is a sense of depersonalizatíon that. exisÈs

for both patient and family that: "This is not really happening Ëo

ilê, Irm jusË watching.'r This feeling is reinforced when family, friends

and frequently hospital personnel naturally begin to avoid a sich per-

son. As Beilin (1981, p. 27) lnas commented: "There is an inverse

relaEionship between mutual denial and socíal withdrawal, "therefore

as denial and accepËance shift proportionally more from the former Ëo

the laLËer, social ísolation increases. ConËríbuting Ëo this sense

of loneliness is the fact Ëhat Ëhe normal interaction ritual between

famí1y and patient has been disrupted by Ëhe news of the diagnosis

and prognosis. As patíent and family aTe uncertain of what to say to

each other nor how to reacË, resulting social awkwardness must be re-

paired by denial or by increasing mutual social withdrawal by patient
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and family. The impact of this social isolation produces a feelíng

of social deprivaËion in a patient which is exacerbated by the strange'

impersonal and often sterile hospital environment which frequently

produces s¡rmptoms of confusion. Pattison has Lermed this combínation

of isolation and deprivation to be anaclitic. Elsewhere anaclitic de-

pression has been defined as:

The syndrome shown by ínfants who are separated from
their mothers for a long time. Initially, the infant
gíves indícations of stress, but aft.er three months of
separation . the weepiness subsided and stronger
provocation became necessary to provoke it. These
children would sit with wide open' expressionless eyes'
ftozen immobile face and a fat a\^lay expression, as if in
a daze, apparently not perceiving what wenË on it their
envirorunent . Contact with children who arrived
aË this stage became increasingly difficult and finally
impossible. At best screaming was illicited.
(ttinsie and Campbel1, 1970, p. 201)

Pattison suggesÈs that this depression is not the result of loss, but

separation. In fear of sorrow,the dying person becomes increasingly

concerned with their ability Ëo Ëolerate Ëhe sorrow associated r¿ith

so many losses. Pattison points out, that there is an opportuniÈy at

this time for the dying person to begin anËicipatory gríef I¡/ork so

as to maximize whaË opportunity is left in life. Implicitly the same

fear could be experienced by the bereaved family as consideration of

the possibility of 1ífe wíËhout their loved one becomes painful. Fear

of loss of famíly and friends entails the dying person reacÈing to the

reality of losing his family almosË as if they were dying themselves.

Similarly family members may fear that others may no longer love them

or wish to relaÈe to them with the deceased loved one absent. The

fear of loss of body is Èhe fear of losíng acceptable body image as-

sociaÈed with a sense of self-worth. Similarly Ëhe patíentrs famíly
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may fear their inability to cope with the external disfigurement or

possibly Ëhe noxious odor of theír loved onets apparenÈly rotting

flesh. Fear of loss of conÈrol results as Ëhe debilitating effects

of disease result ín diminished energy, strength and responsiveness.

Disease such as brain metastases may produce a diminíshed leve1 of

consciousness producing a staËe of anxiety and fear about losing onefs

mind. The effects of the disease robbing the terminal patient of his

former abil,iËy to provide his own physical care results perhaps in the

unfamiliar sick role with its dependency and implied inadequacy.

As seen in families, the experience of bereavement can be so

intense as to raise questions, for some experiencing the loss of a

loved one, abouÈ their ability Ëo retaín sanity. The expression of

emotion for Ëhe bereaved ís fundamentally an exPressíon of loss of

control rvhich may be so hard for them Èo relinquish. Fear of pain

and suffering results as the disease may produce varying levels of

inËense physical pain for the patient. Pain control may noË eliminate

suffering however as relief from pain is associated with the personfs

attitude towards pain. The paín may be a constant reminder to Ëhe

patient of his terninality which defies the defence of denial.

Similarly, as the family may see their terminally i1l loved one ex-

periencing inËense and uncontrollable pain their defence of denial ís

stripped a\À74y. TemporaríIy, a sense of hopeless and helpless panic

may emerge. Davidson (L975, p. 44) defines "panic" as the opposite

of denial as it is a frenzied search for an emotional coping mechanism

which will restore some sense of order. Pattison sees fear of loss of

identity as a cumulative effect of the losses and insults to identity

integrity resulting from the fears previously discussed. The family
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may reacË to the patient in an impersonal and cold manner in their

anger and sense of guilt for possibly blaming Èhe patient for leaving

them Ëo face life alone. The faurily identity may as well be called

into questíon as friends and extended family avoid usual social con-

tacts so as noË to be reminded of Ëhe death and their o\,rn morË41 ity.

As the patient approaches the Ëerminal phase of the living-dying process,

fear of regression arises with the further deÈerioration of physical

capacity and the gradual slippíng away of consciousness. This may

produce further suffering as the deníal of death may no longer be

possible for the terminal patient motivating him Èo atÈempt to hold

on to reality at all costs. Pattison d.efines thís as'rdeath agony.tt

The regression of the terminal patient may also provoke increased

anxiety in the family as they see that the paËient is dying and they

are por¡Ierless to do anything about it.

As the dying person struggles with the f.ear of death and

anxiety generated by his antícipated separaËion from his family, the

family experiences similar social processes. They must bear not only

Ëheir own grief buË the grief of the terminal patienÈ as wel1. The

patient may with Ëhe progress of his disease or perhaps in reaction

to pain relief medication, suddenly enter a stupor from r¡hich they

never emerge, or experience decathexis¿ Fundamentally, the dy|r¡gl

bereavement process is reciprocal and circular. All family members

are ínvolved as a neûr system of role disËribuËion, status hierarchy,

and the occupation of new social positions evolves.



CHAPTER THREE

The Exís tential-Development. a1 Life Cvcle View of Dyine and Bereavement

I Introduction

Man is a social and political animal who experiences life

and others in the process of achieving meaníngful self-concept and

self-realízation. Manrs "species lifett (Fromm, 1970) consists of a

number of exisÈenËial predicamenËs or crises which must be dealt v/iËh

either genuinely or falsely, congruently or incongruently by choice

of the individual. Man in this way becomes his choices. SomeËimes

making these choices becomes an onerous, often ímpossible task for

people to manage relyíng on their ol^7ïr resources. Death presents a

siËuation and occasion to the terminally ill and Ëheir families in

which problems solved and unsolved, deeds done or left. undone, feelings

of guilt, fearr lonelíness, remorse, satisfaction or joy, denial,

anger and depression and sometimes acceptance can be experienced in

a confusing and disoríentíng fashion which can lead Èo inability to

deal with death. For the patient this may mean that in addition to

physical pain, Ëhe emotional pain he experiences may be just as real

and debílitating. (Barker, 1969), (Fromm, I970), (Kubler-Ross, L969),

(SarËre, Ig57) May defines this ltexí-sËp.ncia.l arxieLy" as "the subjective

staËe of the individualfs becoming aware that his exisËence can become

destroyed, that he can lose himself and his world, that he can become

f nothing"'. (Kirnnel , L974, p. 498) In this way dying presenËs a

developmental milestone for both the individual and his family which

TþIË UNIVEI,TS¡T'Y CIF fu4A¡\IT'üË.A [!BRÊ.RIËS
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may present an opportunity for growth, fulfillmenË, a heightened sense

of inrimacy and enhanced meaning for life.

II Coalescing Life Cycle Theory and Existentialism

According to developmental life cycle theory advanced by

Lidz (ú968), Erikson (1963) (1968), Haley (1971) and KimmeT (1974),

it is in experiencing and mastering life crises, as presenting tasks

to be met and coped with adaptíve1y, that an indívidual gains personal

confirmaËíon, a sense of self-rsorÈh and is able to groI,I. The accompanying

chart illustraËes a comparison of indívidual and family life cycle

Ëheory from birËh to death. The chart reveals that although the family

life cycle of the individual and family may be 1abel1ed differently,

there is a para1lel in ËhaË both are faced with similar developmental

tasks. Sometimes the developmental tasks can interface wíth one another

resulting in the process of aging for individual and family becoming

more diff icult. It is at times like ,these:

Symptoms appear ¡¡hen there is a dislocation or
inËerrupËion in the unfolding life cycle of a family
or other natural group. The symptom ís a signal that
the family has difficulty in getting past a stage in
the life cycle . . (rn this way) therapeutic strategy
has as its larger goal Ëhe resolution of 'the problems
of the family to get the life cycle moving again.
(Haley, 1974, p. 74)

Moreover, from Ëhe systemrs point of view, if the individual is ex-

periencing developmental dífficulty, this is the result of an unspoken

conËract ín Ëhe family to relieve the stress accompanying change and

development. Thus individual developmental difficulty is symptomatic

of developmental difficultíes in the family. However, it is in ex-

periencing these normal life situations Ëhat an individual gains personal
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confirmatíon, a sense of self-worth and is able to groul. In this

process an individual in our society relies on his primary social

unit - the family - to derive personal definitions and meaning both

as a child, adolescenË, a parenË, and as a grandparent. In Ëhese

terms, deaËh and bereavement are seen as a right of passage or

developmental mílestone leading Ëo a neÌ,I phase of being (or non-beíng)

for Èhe family. (Van Gennep, 1960)

The life cycle of families and individuals is essentially

a biological process of growth, stability and decline occurring

simulËaneously and complementarily with the psychosocial process of

expansion, sulmination and contraction in actívities and accomplish-

ments. In exisËential Ëerms this could be seen as a process of con-

tinual emerging, becoming and redefinition of meaning or meaninglessness.

Just as a flower grours from a seed, sprouts, develops a bud, unfolds,

petals fall off, a seed is formed and the flor¡er dies; so too the

individual and family life cycle go through similar stages as shown

ín the accompanying chart. In the índividual, basic t.rust versus

mistrust, autonomy versus shame, initiative versus gui1t, and in-

dustry versus ínferiority are developmental tasks which must be com-

pleted, each in its ol¡rn Ëurn, if Ëhe adolescenË is to form his ego

identity (Erikson, 1963). Then in adolescence, one musÈ decide for

himself who, whaË and how he will be as an adult in the world. Sartrers

descriptíon of life as a maËter of choice and abandonment ís crucial

for the adolescent in the formation of his ego identity. For Sartre,

man "is responsible for the world and for himself as a r¡ray of being.

I¡le are taking the word f responsibilítyt in its ordinary sense as rcon-

sciousness (of) being the íncontestable auËhor of an event or of an
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object. rt' (Sartre, 1957, p. 52) Thus Sart.re sees every:

Sítuation is mine because it is the image of my
free choice of rnyself, and everything which it pre-
sents Èo me is mine in that it represents me and
symbolizes me. Is it noË I who decides the coeffic-
ient of adversity in thíngs and even their upredict-
ability by deciding myself? (In this way) I
encounter only myself and my projects so ËhaË finally
my abandonment - i.e.¡ my facuicity - consists simply
in Ëhe fact Ëhat I am condemned to be wholly resporì-
sible for myself. I am the being which is in such a
way that in its being its being is in question.
(Sartre, 1957, p.53)

SËated more simply by Paul Tillích 'rrMan becomes truly human only

at Ëhe momenË of decision. t" (Sartre, L969, p. 14)

Erikson ídentifies ego identity as ttthe accrued confídence

that the inner sameness and continuity prepared ín the pasÈ are matched

with the sameness and continuity of onets meaning for others."

(Erikson, 1963, p. 26L) The way this dilemma of identity is resolved

profoundly affects the remainder of the individualrs life. tlith the

assumptíon of the responsíbilitíes of adult life, the development of a

mariËal coalition and a family, this ego idenrity is nurtured, con-

firmed, challenged and possibly, modified. In old age, identity is

attacked by the loss of friends, loss of reproductive ability, death

of spouse, decreasing sense of worth, loss of the will to meaníng

and the eventual loss of bodíly funcËion Ëhat has been Ëaken long for

granted. Thus life's meaning and purpose is sharply called into focus

with the onseË of each stage of development culminating with old age.

How this ís handled is dependent on orìets personaliËy, which is merely

a recurríng Ì¡ray of interacting generated by force of habit. Accordíng1y,

as Haley (Ig74) has asserted, crisis can be predicted to occur when
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famílies have difficulty moving from one stage of development to

another or when the family life cycle ítself is disrupted. Develop-

mental crisis then ís characteristic of the human condition. In the

context of dying and bereavement, the task of the social worker re-

maíns to aid the family in its maintenance of life cycle tasks.

Specifically, life cycle Ëasks include: the formation of parental

coaliËion, nurËurance Ëasks, and culturation of the younger gerleration,

emancipation of offspring from the family, family crises and adjust-

ment to death. (Sríckson and Hogan, 1972, p.105) The existence of

a very close parallel beËween family life cycle theory and goals for

living as articulated by the modern existentialists has been cited in

numerous sources. (Kimmel, 1980. Spero, L982. ?attison, L976.

Ki1lilea, 1980. Becker, Lg75. Choron, 1964.) Accordingly clinícal

thanatology, as all pschotherapíes, mu6t subscribe to existential

themes for liúing as suggested by Braaten and Albert Ellis. A list

of themes would include:

(1) Man, you are free, define yourself t (2) culti-.
vaËe your own individuality; (3) live in dialogue
with your fe1low man; (4) your o\¡rn experiencing is the
highest authority; (5) be fully presenË in the immediacy
of the momenË; (6) there is no truth except in action;
(7) you can trarì.scend yourself in spurËs; (8) live your
potentialities creatively; (9) you musË learn to accept
cerrain límirs in life. (811ís, 1963, p. 54)

Kirnrnel has ciËed the similarity between Eriksonts eighth stage of

integrity versus despair and existentialism. He draws a link between

the resolution of lifets meaning in terms of íntegrity versus despair

and the existential sËance thaË: ."mankind strives to find meaning

in their great or mundane lives, and that Ëhe absence of a sense

of meaning leads Ëo despair." (Kimmel, 1974, p. 498) As such, a
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posiÈive confrontation with death is an experience of personal

liberation important in developíng an authenËic sense of meaning

in an alienating world. The resolution of intrapersonal and inter-

personal conflicts in Ëhe terminally i11 paËíent and the family then

rests qn Ëhe question of meaning, mutual and reciprocol self-defíni-

tion (Kinmrel, lg74) or what has been referred to as the'\¿i11 to

meaning" (Frankl , L97l).

The exisËenËialist emphasis on: optímistic Ëoughness; Ëhe

ahrareness that emotion is noË toËally capricíous; that man is abandoned

ín the world and is thereby responsible for his own fate; that thought

precedes existence; discovery of meaning in suffering; and that "there

is no realiËy except in action" (Sartre, 1957); are clearly akin to

life cycle theory. Families experiencing dying and bereavement may

inevitably become confused, bewildered, and disturbed by Ëhe problems

and pain oi their coexistence. As each step of the life cycle is en-

countered, the family ultimately defines ítse1f in acEion by Ëhe choices

collectively made by its members. Struggling Èo achíeve and maintain

homeosËasis, families will necessarily resorË to defensive straÈegies

and mechanisms.

The model of health implícitly proposed by sartre is that man

must be able to make choices in the definition of his life, assume

responsibility for his choices and accept TesponsibiliËy for others

as parË of his process of self-definition. To change, man must take

the initiative and make the choice to confront the anguish and despair

of his freedom to define himself and with an optimistic Ëoughness,

negotiate Èhe subsequent choices that arise therefrom. Pathology then,

in a general sense, exists only in as much as man abdícates his
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self-responsibility by surrendering to Ehe tide of events rather than

initiating them. I^lith existential anxiety man is thereby regulated

by his environment instead of by himself. In Ëerms of existentialism:

Death provides ultimate freedom not, in Ëhe momenË
of surrender Ëo death, but in the rone finds meaning
in life when one is committed to something for which
one is willing Èo accept. death. t fThe confronting of
death gives Ëhe most positive reality to life itself.
IÈ makes the individual existence real, absoluÈe and
concrete. For rrdeath as an irrelative pot.entiality
singles man out and, as it rrere, individualizes him
to make him understand the potentiality of being ín
others . when he realizes Ëhe inescapable nature
of his own death. I Death is, in other words, Ëhe
one facË of my life which is not relatíve but absolute,
and my ar¡rareness of this gives my existence and what I
do each hour an absolute quality. (Spero, 1981, p. 38)

Eriksonrs eighth stage of ego integrity versus despair can be

reached. at any Ëime when the dying person confronts his own death. In

Èhis sÈage the díalectical struggle between tlüo dichotomous opposing

tendencies are both equally possible out.coues. Death imposes an

absoluÈe state of non-being. Successful resoluËion of this stage ín-

volves looking back over one's life and examining the question of the

meaníngfulness of oners life, how oners life intersects with history,

and a someËimes excruciating choice and judgement of whether onets

lif,e was acÈual1y worth living. If this examinatíon of onets life

yields the conclusion that Ëhe time is too short and it is too laËe

to change a meaningless life in major \ìrays, despair can ensue. This

concept of despair bears marked resemblance Ëo Mayrs description of

existential anxiety and Laingrs descríption of ontological insecurity.

An ego íntegrity crisis then can d.evelop:
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hlhen onets rreviewr reveals lacunae; when the
individual cannot accepË death in some meaningful,
non-defensive manner; when the anticípation of death
conjures up only loss, separation and grief rather
than fu1fi1lment, accomplishmenÈ and love; when the
imminence of deaÈh illicits regression to infantile
illusions. (Spero, 1981, p. 39)

The confronËation with death, however can have an emerging

positive value of wisdom, which Erikson defines as "accumulated

knowledge, maËure judgement and inclusive understanding. " (Erikson,

1968, p. 140) This positive resolution of the dialectical conflict

subsumes, embodies and recapitulates all of Eriksonrs stages.

The parallel with existentíal thinking lies in that ín both

the developmenËal and exisËential view, Ëhe overriding and primary

goal is to find meaníng in existence, and that absence of meaning

leads to the despair r¿hich is in itself grieving for the loss of an

opportuniËy, for things that might have been. Kimmel suggesËs that

these fundamentally profound issues become of primary ímportance

not acËual1y when death is imminent but when a developmental milesLone

is turned in midlife. A period of self-assessment occurs in the midst

of the transition between Ëhe conÈradictory 1ífe cycle tendencies of

growth-expansion and eontracÉion. Kuhlen sees Ëhis process as being

initiated in itself by a single or perhaps a series of irreversible

losses ranging from physical illness, family breakdown, death of

friends or loss of job opportunities. This in turn results in a

qualitative change in 1iñe by which the focus shifts from time elapsed

from bírth to time left until death. (Kimmel, 1980)

The existential approach suggests that there is no objective

standard of human nature as there ís no God Ëo prescribe and define it.

There is only exisËence and the will to be which defines us. Man
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becomes his choices oËherwise there is nothingness. Existence is

Lherefore tied to will and is totally free. It is a caËegorical im-

perative, Èhere is no freedom not to choose to define onets self.

One cannol not choose. The fundamenËal choice is beËween ego integrity

versus despaír. As suchttman is condemned to be freern but in thaÈ

condition man is responsible for everything he does without excepËion.

Man is then also responsible for others as in relaËing to oÈhers man defines

hímself in totaliËy and eíther infticts Ëhe pain of, the nothingness

of, or the enjoymenË of a meaningful social situaËion upon himself.

Freedom is a muËualiÈy. (Sartre, L957 r pp. 16, 18 , 46) SarËre as-

serts that in thrusting towards freedom we discover Èhat our freedom

is defined entirely by Èhe freedom of others and the freedom of

oËhers is entirely defined by our own freedom. Becoming ar^rare of his

condition man defines himself in his actions and by acËing imposes

values. Freedom is then the basís of all values and the only reality

is action" The opÈimistic toughness imposed by existentialism leads

to rebelling againsË meaninglessness as man must acË and struggle

to experience life ful1y if he is to be real and not absurd. Thus

the emphasis musË be put on experiencing - in the sense of the present

tense - in the here and now. To place emphasis on experiences would

be to exíst 'in the past by focusing on peak experiences. I^Iith the

emphasis on experiences apathy and indífference to an often grim set

of circumstances results. Life is then a matter of choice and man

becomes his choices. Mants humanity and achievemenÈ of meaning then

exisÈs only in so much as he participates ín the life of his community

and associaÈes with self-asserÈion and struggling Ëo satisfy his will

to meaning or ego integrity. (f,aing, L974)



CHAPTER FOUR

The Crisis Aspect of Dying and Bereavement

I Introduction

ConËrary Ëo the view of crísis intervention (Aguilera, Messick,

1978) (Golan, 1973) which sees dying and bereavement as situational

crisis; given the previous discussion of dying and bereavement in

terms of existential and lífe cycle theory, it seems more appropriate

to consider dying and bereavement as developmenËal crisis. This is

the view shared by rnrch of the death and bereavement literature.

(Kubler-Ross, I975) (Pattison, 1967) (Kimmel, 1980) Labelling of

dying and bereavement as situational crises, could only possibly be

considered appropríate and accurate for situations where death is

accidental and unanticipated. If one accepts the notion that death

ís part of life, death then fundamentally belongs to life whether it

be an unanticipated misadventure or not,. Death as the result of

prolonged illness, which is the subject of inquiry here, is therefore

by any consisÈenÈ definiËíon, a developmental crisis. Despite dis-

agreement over this use of labels, Èhe viewpointsexpressed regarding

death as a situaÈional crisis are noneËheless pertinenË to our dis-

cussion of dying and bereavement,.

Crisis literature and crisis theory have developed from the

work of Lindemann and Caplan, two of the many r,¡riters in Ëhe area'

in their study of bereavement and reactions to death. (Golan, 1978)

Parad and Caplan (1960) view the whole subject of crísis in human

existence as occurríng and operaËing on Ëhree, systematically involved
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and muËually related levels or perspectives. They define the 1evels

or processes involved as intrapersonal, interpersonal and transac-

tional. By this is meant that an indívidualfs disËurbed state of

equilibrium and functioning will inevitably, and interpersonally,

affecË those about him. Those about the individual in crisis wheËher

they be friends, family or work associaËes will not only find ÈhaÈ

Èhe conËent of Ëheir relaÈionship is affecËed, but also transacËionally,

the processes of relaËionships will also be affected. This does not

imply Ëhat crisis is fundamentally an inÈrapersonal staËe of being in

disequilibrium which secondarily affects the content and process of

relationships. Every situational crisis r,fiich results in a change in

the functioning of that individual means that Ëhis change will ripple

or reverberate Ëhrough Ëhe social systems of which he is a member. As

Erilcson has pointed out and has been discussed earlier, at cerLain

predictable times, families and their members are subject to crisis,

turning poinËs or milestones in Ëheír development. Moreover, Rapoport

(1970, p. 274) has commented that crisis theory is applicable to the

individual, family and group.

II Crisis Theory

Aguilera (1978) and Golan (1978) have both commented thaÈ

the Chinese characËers which Èaken togeËher represent the r¿ord crisis

can be interpreted to mean both danger and opportunity. FundamenÈally

this is Ëhe nature of crisis. Crisis provides an opportunity to

establish new coping mechanisms in a situation or life context which

may be experienced time and time again. In Èhis way, crisis can en-

hance adaptaËional capacity and in Darwinian terms could be described

as a process of natural selection. (Pollock, 7961, p. 342) Crisis can
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produce a higher level of functioning than that previously attained,

increased funcËiona1 stability for the system in terms of improved

mental health for both the paËient and his family. Conversely, the

crisis can lead to a lower level of functíoníng and diminished level

of mental healÈh. (Parad, 1965, p. 26) However contrary to crisis

theory as stated by Rapopo rt (1962) and virtually every oËher writer

on the subject of crisis, the resolution Ëo the crisis state fundamentally

cannot lead to the prior level of functioning or equilíbrium. In the

context of chronic, fatal illness, the famíly system can never operate

qualitatívely ín the same way it did prior to Ëhe death of its il1

member. In common with all other developmental or siËuational crisis

however, it is imperative that the family sysËem find some solutíon to

the crisis. As Watzlawick (1967) has commented!' "One (the system) can-

not not reacË. "

Basically, crisis theory suggests thaË there musË be a hazardous

evenL, stressor or precipítant which puts the individual/family ex-

periencing it in a vulnerable staËe as tension rises in response to the

initíal impacË of stress. Previously used copíng mechanisms are

operationaLízed and Ëested. The indivLdual/ family subjectively react,s

Ëo the hazardous event as a threaË, a poËential loss or as a challenge

and becomes unable to master the situation. AnxieËy, mourning or de-

pression result. if the usual coping mechanisms faíl to meet the demands

of the acËive crisis. Hill (Parad, 1965, p. 36) suggests that¡ "A

(the event)--interactíng r,rith n (the familyrs meetíng resources)--in-

ter:acting with C (tne definition the fa¡nily makes of the event)--pro-

duces X (the crisis)." The experience can also reacÈivaÈe earlier un-

finished business which compounds the difficulty. Old conflicts
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symbolically are linked to Ëhe presenting problem in Èerms of their

common characteristics of either being ËhreaÈs, losses or challenges.

As this experience occurs, Ëhe client systemts sense of demoralizaËion,

helplessness, and powerlessness becomes compounded. In this way, re-

pressed unresolved psycho-social crisis and weaknesses are reopened,

exposed and their resoluËions are found to be inadequaÈe. Thus there

is a relationship beËween the completion of different developmental

tasks and later life situations which symbolically call up the old

conflicts of the preceding tasks. As has been discussed in the

existent.ialism and life cycle theory section of this paper, develop-

mental stages are mutually dependent. Failure or inability to compleËe

some or fer¿ of these tasks in any of the initial sËages of development

will be reflected in inadequate performance of the developmental tasks

of the later stages. As Erikson (1963, p. 274) explains:

The assumption thaL on each stage a goodness is
achieved rohích is ímpervious Èo ne¡.r conflicts and to
changing condítions is, I believe, a projecËion on
child development of that success ideology which can
so dangerously pervade our private and public day-
dreams and make us inept in a heightened struggle for
meaningful exístence . The personality is engaged
r¿ith the hazards of existence conËinuously even as
the bodyrs metabolism copes with decay. As we come
to diagnose a state of relative strength and the symp-
toms of an impaired one, r¡e face only more clearly the
paradoxes and Èragic potentials of life.

Rapoport (1962), in agreement r+ith Caplan has asserËed Ëhat

crisis usually lasts from one to six weeks. Ln terms of chronic, fatal

ill-ness the period of crisis may be prolonged into months and possibly

years. The disease rnay be very slow in progressing and the patient

and his family may not cope successfully and adapt to a higher level of

functioning when initially confronËed with rthe disease. I{hen new
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developmenËs in Èhe progress of the disease occur, Ëhe family may be

repeat.edly thrown inËo another state of crisis which ís basically an

indication of failure in resolving the life crisís inirially. Hill
(Parad, 1965) has suggested certain factors and processes when t,aken

together, produce a state of crisis proneness. Hil-l suggests that

crisis proneness be understood in terms .of his previously discussed

crisis formula:

Crisis proneness is in effect the phenomenon of
experiencing sÈressor events (À) with greaËer frequency
and greaÈer severity and defining these (C) more
frequently as crisis. In other words, crísis prone
families appear to be more vulnerable Ëo stressor evenËs

., and more likely because of meagre crisis meeËing
resources (B) and failure to have learned from past,
experiences r¿ith crisis, to define these events as
crisis provoking. The explanation for crisis proneness
therefore lies primarily in Ëhe B and C factors in our
equation. (Parad, 1965, p. 40)

Simply stated, a famíly experiencing the chronic illness of

one of its members may simply be worn out by Ëhe pain and depression

produced by loss or threatened loss of their loved one Ëo be able to

cope adaptívely r¿ith a ner¿ situational crisis or the further progress

of Ëhe disease. The family also may not have successfully dealt with

the crisis initially by denying the reality of Èhe siËuation and con-

tinuing to do so. such a familyts ability to maintaín their denial

would be severely tested with the progress of the disease. various

factors in the progress of the disease could produce anoÈher in a

series of episodíc crisis if the dying famíly member should experience

Íntractible pain, become confused or lapse inËo unconsciousness and

thereby be unable Ëo relate as they formerly had. rn crisis theory,

if the state of crisis persísËs and fails to yield t,o previously used
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coping mechanisms or emergency, untried ones, the person/tamily

can become particularly amenable and open Ëo help. The final stage

of crisís theory is a period of reintegration which is marked by the

learning of new adapËive, coping styles ¡¿hich can be transferred Ëo

oËher situations. As previously mentioned, if the person or family

in crisis needs but does not receive help, inadequate or maladaptive

copíng patterns can result which then produce weakened coping ability

which limits functioning, leaving the person more susceptible to further

crisis. (Go1an, 1978)

Definitions of crisis have been suggested. Rapoport (Parad,

L965, p. 24) lnas suggested that crisis: "is a call to new action .

(or) tan upset in steady stater . (in which) the habiÈual problem-

solving activíties are not adequate and do not lead rapidly to the

previous achieved balanced sËate.tt Caplan suggesËs that I'a crísis oc-

curs when a person faces an obstacle to important life goals that ís

for a time insurmountable through the uËili zatíon of his customary

methods of problem-solving. A period of disorganizatíon ensues, a

period of upseË, during which many abortíve atËempEs at soluEion are

made." (Aguilera, Messick 1978, p. 6) Another definition of crisis,

suggested by Caplan, offers the most satisfactory, comprehensíve de-

finition of crisis:

A crisis is a period of disequílibrium overpowering
the individualrs homeostatíc mechanisms. During a
crisis a person is faced by a problem r¿hich, on the
one hand is of basic imporËance Ëo him because it ís
linked with his fundamental instinctual needs, and on
the other, cannot be solved quickly by means of his
normal range of problem-solving mechanisms. (Parad,
1965, p. 56)
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III How the Crisis Occurs and Evolves

Many potential crisis situaËíons arise in the complex experiences

of dying and bereavement. Initial awareness of the termínal prognosis,

the emergence of new fears, Ëhe death itself and many other circumstances

in Ëhe living/dyíng process may develop into crisis. These hazardous

situations threaten Ëhe patienÈ and survivors with pain in anticipa-

tion, or the fact of separation and loss. Not every family Ëhat expe-

riences dying and bereavement associated v¿ith chronic, f.ata1- illness

will find itself in a state of crisis. As Hill (Parad, 1965) has sug-

gested, whether or not a situation is a crisis will depend on the de-

finition that is made of the event. However, the definitíon of the

event also depends upon Ëhe crisis meeting resources and coping

mechanisms available to the indivídua1/family. Few people die or

experience bereavement becarrse they premeditate, plan or want the ex-

perience. In actuality, the opposite is Ërue. The event of dying

and deaËh is inevitable but ís also ínevitably met with denial. The

positive social function of denial has been discussed. previously as

has inappropriate denial. The suggestion has been made thaË ín crisis

the individual becomes more receptive than usual Èo help as defense

mechanisms become weakened. However, the taboo of deaËh and socially

prescribed denial of the event frequently obviates and prevents Èhis

openness in Ëhe bereaved. ConsequenËly two factors operate Eo generaËe

crisis in dying and bereavement. First, the event may not be resolvable

for those eoncerned based on their pasË repetoíre of coping paLËerns.

Second, denial may prevent Èhose concerned from reaching out to pro-

fessionals for he1p. The situation may also result in everyone con-

cerned feeling uncertain and awkward about how to respond to each other.
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The silence of denial may be reinforced when the dyíng patient and

their loved ones do not know what to expect of each other, how to

react Ëo each other, nor how to reach out Ëo each oËher. Conversely,

patient and family may attempt to proËect each other and themselves

by becoming enmeshed in conflict. Blaming and rejecting can symboli-

cally become an aÈËempt to deal with the dying/bereavement develop-

mental crisis in an easy, indirect way; The pain of separaËion through

death and the uncertainty of how to confront the íssue are Ëhereby

avoided at least temporarily. This type of relationship vacuum can

lead Ëo intrapersonal and inÈerpersonal alienation in the family as

invalidation and mysËífication deny the reality. The crisis of dying

and bereavemenË can take many forms depending on the family hisÈory,

relationship rules in Ëhe process of communicaËíon and patterns of in-

format ion-sharing .

Dying and bereavement in chronic fatal illness may seem to

present an irresolvable crisis for the patient andfor family. The

terminally í11 patient cannoË solve his predicamenÈ--only learn to

live with the inevitability of his death. The family cannot replace

a loved one. The family can also not reLurn to its prior level of

functioning or function in the same Ìray that it once did, r+ith a

missing member. They musÈ learn Ëo live with their loss and form

new relaËíonships. Added to this insËinct of self-preservatiqn \arhích

dictates that life must go on, is the d.epression experienced by Ëhe

patienË. The stress of the dying process and the concurrent adapta-

'Ëion to Èhe ímpending loss can sometimes lead to a questioning of

loyalties. Famíly ties can become strained if the pace of adaptation

to the loss is noÈ uniform across the system. Delay in the adaptation
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can lead to continuation of reactive depression resulting in loss of

support systems needed for the adaptaËíon. Lack of decision and

initíative can be detrimental to continued social and economic

exisËence. (l,indemann, 1944, pp. 145-146) Crisis may occur if the

regression in bereavement referred Èo by Spiegel (1977 , p. 77) Èhreatens

the performance of necessary tasks or dutíes.

Pattison (1967) has suggested that deaËh is a crisis event and

can be undersËood in the clinical teïms of crisis intervention therapy.

The approach taken by Pattison ís to examine how one faces death and

goes abouË the process of dying. Pattison concludes on this basis

that while hre cannot deal with the ultimate problem of death and can-

not change that, r^re can help the person deal with the various parts

of the experience of dying. Pattison sees death as a crisis event

characterízed by five criteria. (Pattison, 7967, pp. 34-35) FirsÈ,

Ëhe experience of dying imposes a problem which by definition, ís in-

soluble. Death however, is parËicularly sËressful as it is an evenË

whích musÈ be adapted to rather than overcome. Second, onets olnrn

death is beyond traditional coping mechanisms as r¡iÈhout prior personal

experience to rely upon, oËheu than the experience of Ëhe death of

oÈhers, Ëhe innovation of ner¿ problem-solving methods is forced. Third,

the experience of dyíng threaËens the lífe goals of the dying person

and deprives the individual of their atËaínment. Fourth, when one

learns of his impending death, tensíon and anxiety mounÈs Èo a peak

r"¡hich can be responded to by: the mobilization of coping mechanísms

and dealing with the anxiety; or by disorganization as overwhelming

anxíeÈy is experienced. I,lith either outcome Èhe anxiety usually peaks

much before deaËh, diminishing as death becomes more imminent. Fifth,
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dying rea\Àrakens the ínevitable past conflicËs of life and unfinished

business including dependency, passiviÈy, narcissism, inadequacy,

identity and many oËhers. While Pattison reserves hís description of

death as a crisis for only the dying person, however, similar crisis

provoking effecËs can be seen to apply to the family as has been pre-

víously described. In terms of Pattisonts critería, the death of any

famíly member will reactivaËe o1d conflícËs and crisis, questíon the

nature of the past, relationship, and how onets life has intersected

with the dying loved one. FundamenËally again, as for the dying person'

Ëhe bereaved are faced with a situation Ëo which Èhey rmrst bow rather

than solve.

Dyíng and bereavement may overwhelm the patient or family. The

family may become disorganized and begin to function ineffectively. To

the stimulus of E:ne hazardous onset of the disease, the patíent and/or

the family may respond with certain maladaptive coping patÈerns which

are counter-productive to the resolution of their crisis situations.

Rising tension may induce a response of magical thinking, excessive

fantasy, regressive behaviour, somaËization, or psychosis. (Rapoport,

L962) Normal and atypícal grief have been discussed previously.

Certain family processes and operaÊional styles however may indicate

a family in trouble. A family r¿hich abandons itself to the vícissitudes

of fat,e particularly in times of stress could experience serious dif-

ficultíes adapting Ëo death. Such families have a here and now orienta-

tion to the extreme thaË they disregard the consequences for living

that their situation imposes upon them. Families such as these are

faced with the choice of mastering theír situ4Èion and defining them-

selves individually and colleetively or symbolically dying themselves

by givíng up and allowíng themselves Ëo be defined by events. A
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famí1y structure of this kind processes events through the use of

group denial mechanisms by faílíng to foresee consequences that. may

produce stress. Such families are prone to impulsive reaction which

can have a positive result but r¡hich can also produce a profound crisis

reaction and self-alienatíon. (Parad, 1965, pp. 40-45) Families that

are also solitary with little exËernal supporË systems in terms of

relatives, friends or neighbours may also experience serious diffi-

culËies. Thís type of family could be said to be inner-directed

rather than outer-directed which is the anÈiLhesis of the position that

man defínes himself in action and in relating to .others. Rapoport

(Parad, 1965, p. 29) has suggested that for individuals and families,

a healthy response Ëo crisis and a similar resolution could be

described by:

(1) correct cognitive percepËion of the situation,
which is furthered by seeking new knowledge and by
keeping the problem in consciousness; (2) management
of affect through ar^rareness of feelings and appropriate
verbalízation leadíng toward tension discharge and
mastery; development of patterns of seeking and using
help with actual tasks and feelings by using inter-
personal and insËitutional resources.

I{ith specifíc regard to bereavement, Híl1 (parad, 1965r pp. 46-47) has

suggested that. a generíc patËern of adjustment to bereavement in families

to crisis consists of disbelief, numbness, mourning, trial and error

adjustments, rene$ral of routines and finally recovery.

Parad and Caplan (Parad, L965, p.56) suggest that a framework

for assessing individual mental health and adapËability to his en-

vironment considers:
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The individual rs abiliry to (1) initiate and main-
Èaín satisfying emotional relationships with others,(2) work productively and fulfill innàr resources,(3) perceive realiÈy undistorted by fantasies, and(4) adapË to his environmenË if this is conducive to
his welfare, in a way that impinges minimally upon
the rights of others.

on the level of the family, parad and caplan (parad, Lg65r pp. 62-7L)

also suggesË a framework for assessing the adjustment of families

to crisis. The lÍfe-style of the family, the familyrs intermediate

problem-solving mechanisms, and the need response paËtern of the

family to Ëhe basic needs of its individual members are consid.ered.

Assessment of family life-style ínvolves evaluaËion of the familyrs

value sysËem, communication network, and role system. The responsive-

ness of each of these elemenËs to the crisis situation in a congruent

yet innovaËive and novel manner determines the efficacy of the familyrs

life-sËyle. Intermediate problem-solving mechanísms are seen as the

familyts lífe-style in action in response to the stimulus of the crisis
situaËion. A triar and error approach Ëo dealing with the evenË re-

sults in a variety of new coping mechanisms being tesËed. This element

of a familyrs adjustmenÈ to crisis r¿ill either have a growth-promoting

or growth-diminishing effect on the familyts collectíve men¡al health.

The familyrs need response pattern dicËates the extenË to which the

familyrs members have their basic mental health needs meË. parad and

Caplan suggest that this element can be measured across several dimen-

síons. rncluded are the ability of the family,s members Ëo reach out

to each other with unconditional 1ove, the degree Lo which a balance

is achieved between support and independ.ence tasks, the degree to

which a balance is achieved between freedom and control in terms of in-
dividual expression and lastly, the availability of suitable role models.
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This discussion does not assume nor imply that everyone re-

quires int.ervention from professionals such as social rn'orkers to cope

successfully and functionally with dying and bereavement. Dying and

bereavement in any life ËrajecÈory (Pattison, I976) is not necessarily

a pathological process. Death and dyíng are natural processes and

are as much a part of life as birth. Therefore, a major task of helping

professionals in the care of Ëhe termínal patient and his family is to

distínguish client systems that are in need and those that are not.

This distinction has already been described in chapËer tl^ro"

These frameworks of individual and family adjustment to crisis,

(although they have not been empirically validated) suggesË that they

may be utilized in assessíng the need of the dying and Ëhe bereaved

for therapeutic intervention t.o assisË them in overcoming the obstacle(s)

encounÈered t,o healthy resoluÈion of their crisis. In this way the

goals of intervenËion can be specified, focused and achieved. In this

process the challenge to the social worker is, Èo respond professionally

wíthout personal bias. As has been discussed earlier, whaE may ap-

pear to be extremely inappropriate reactions to dying and bereavement,

may in fact be an und.erstandable and congruent response t.o the ideology

of the clíent systemrs history and life-style.



CHAPTER FIVE

Interventíon

McKitrick (1931) following the work of Bard, and Kastenbaum

and Aisenberg, suggests thaË there are four ways of relaLing to dying

and death: overcoming, partícipating, fearing, and sorrowíng. l{hile

McKitrickts work has some raËher obvious limitations, in that he mis-

caEegorizes some approaches and neglects the family centred approach

totally, hís categorLzation of four ways of relating to dying seem to

be a useful way of organizíng tlne literaËure.

McKitrick suggests that Ëhe foremost approaches to overcoming

onets death are suggested by a psychoanalytic approach, a crísis in-

tervention approach, with the Ëreatment focusing on the clientrs feelings

of loneliness.: The psychoanalytic approach, according to McKítrick,

offers clients a choice of two options to overcome death. trIhen clients

do noË openly acknowledge that they are dying, Eissler (1955) suggests

the therapist help the client maintain their fantasy of immortality

while at the same time provídíng them r¿ith support to endure the process.

On Ëhe other hand, clients who openly acknowledge that they are dying

are offered the therapist's supportive companionship in an atËempt to

fend off negative aspects of the dying process. This approach seems Èo

unquestioningly attempt to follow the prevailing cultural stereotype of

death and dying as something that is not essentially a part of life that

is to be resisted at all cosËs so that one may triumph over death. This

approach seems Ëo be inherenÈly dishonest as it does not confront the

reality of deaËh and íts finality. McKitrick suggests that the crisis
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approach to dying and bereavement is advanced by PatËison (L976).

PatËisonrs approach and work has been discussed earlier as a way of

understanding the varying reacÈions to death. However, PattisolÌ sug-

gesËs not only how to deal with specific reactions to Ëhe process but

also suggests how the process may be int.egrated with the meaning of

the dying personts life to achieve an t'appropriate death." McKiËrickrs

deliniation of Pattisonrs work up to Ëhis point ís accurate buË it

ignores PatËisonts work on ltÈhe family matrix of dying and death."

The fundamental poinL that PaËtison makes in his consideration of hor¿

a family gives meaning and form Ëo deaËh, is his identification of

deaËh as part of life and therefore is not purely suggesting Ëhat death

is something that must be struggled against and overcome. Instead,

Pattison as \¡/e sha11 see later is suggesting that family particípaËion

ín the dying process and in bereavement can be in itself how the family

overcomes the death. McKitrick suggests that Schoenberg (1970) identi-

fies loneliness and isolation as the primary problem r¡hich the dying

face as the patienÈ and their family naturall¡z withdraw from each other.

Schoenberg seems to restrict his approach primarily to the dyíng patient

in terms of offering the patient supporË so that Ëhey may live as totally

and meaningfully as possíb1e during their dying. Schoenbergts approach

seems to have a very narrow focus whieh views the dyíng patient as some-

one who can potentially emotionally live as a separaËe autonomous being

without reference to Ëhe role of Ëhe family in the dying patient ts

ability to cope \,rith the process.

In a participative way of relating to death, McKitrick identífies

patient-cenËred and self-actualízation approaches. The patient-centred

approach vras advanced by Feigenberg G975) as a purely individual-centred
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psychotherapy. The imporËance of a strong therapeutic relationship

characterized by trusË, empathy, genuineness and respect ís emphas ízed.

A non-directive sËance is assumed by allowing the client to determine

the directíon and pace of counselling. Feígenberg suggests Ëhat con-

tacË betrveen the therapist and families ruust be severed at the begin-

ning of contact with the patient to facilitate the breaking of emo-

tional ties which inevitably occurs in Èhe dying Process. The self-

actualizaËion approach suggests that clients be shown how Ëo use their

dying as parÈ of a growth process which ín essence focuses on at-

tempting how Ëo treat and teach clients to live as they die. This is

essentially a holistic approach which suggests Ëhat emotional well-

being can affect the progress of Èhe disease such that the dying patienË

can be eased Ëhrough the experience. This process must deal with pat-

terns in the patientts life-style and his search for meaning. Taken

together, the paËientrs will to live may be rekindled, allowing maximiza-

tion of their living before death occurs.

RosenËhal (1963) suggests that fear of death is an indispensable

factor in all psychotherapy and is the primary issue which must be

addressed in psychotherapy t,¡ith the dying. Once this issue has been

dealt with, Rosenthal then suggests that the goal of therapy becomes

to understand and inculcaËe understanding in Ëhe dying patient of his

past life-sËyle and to resolve the patienËfs negative feelings about

himself. RosenËhal attributes Èhese negative feelings to the patíentrs

feelings of guilt arising from his patíentts past life which may be

manifesÈ in self-destructive wishes and a yearning for death as just

punishmenË for his pasË. Rosenthal descríbes this as Ëhe "tragic

guilt" feeling which will be resolved if the counsellor and client
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develop insight ínto the clientts past life-style which r¿ill then

reduce guilt and fear of death. McKíËríck proposes that another way

of counselling dying clients is to focus on their sorro\^r or "antici-

patory grief." The work of GoldsËein and Malitz (L974) suggests that

this approach comprises Ëhe selection of a task by Ëhe counsellor to

structure Ëhe relationship with the client. The counsellor musÈ then

be aware of the emoËional content the task assumes because of its as-

sociation with the coming death. The counsellor should also not ín-

duce discussion about death, the counsellor should instead respond to

the clientrs need to talk about dying if it should arise.

McKitrick concludes by discussing "Ëhe sÈage theory'r which he

attributes to Kubler-Ross (I969). As previously mentíoned, Kubler-Ross

describes the processes of denial, .anger, bargaining, depression and

acceptance. McKitrick sees Kubl.er-Ross as depicting these processes

moving in a sequential and linear fashion from denial Ëo acceptance.

As we have discussed earlier, thís would seem to be a serious misin-

terpretaÈion of the approach suggested by Kubler-Ross. McKitrick in-

dicates that he did not include the work of Kubler-Ross within any of

the caËegories of neactions he suggesËs, as her approach does not

seem Èo fit any of them. This observation in ítself seems Ëo suggesË

that McKitrick failed to understand Kubler-Ross as she does not pro-

pose that all patients must experience each phase of the dying pro-

cess or thaË one sËage will determinístically fol1ow the other. Neither

does Kubler-Ross attempt to focus her treatment upon moving the dying

client from sËage to stage so that they will eventually reach ac-

cepËance. Instead Kubler-Ross proposes a non-directive approach

which keeps pace with the clientrs capacity while aËtempting to deal
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rÀ?ith Ëhe process the cl ient is experiencing. She does this by

listeníng Ëo the clienÈrs s¡rmbolic non-verbal language as well as

Ëo what they are saying.

McKitrick also does not take into account, behaviour therapy

in termínal care as advanced by Sobel (1981). Behavioural therapy

is in part a reacËion to the popularized misunderstanding of the

Kubler-Ross approach. Sobel suggests that the approach taken by

Kubler-Ross emphasizes mere "being with" the dying patient. fnstead

Sobel suggesÈs that the therapist must be actively involved in a con-

sultative and educative role to assisÊ the patient in regaining self-

control whíle dying by suggesting a ne\¡r approach Ëo the developmental

task of living in the face of death. Sobel suggests that this ap-

proach is inherenËly more humanistic as it centres on what the client

wíshes to work Ëowards during the dying process raËher than determinis-

tically fitting clients into a preconceived notion of dying and forcing

Ëhem to accepË death. However, Sobel also seems to be distortíng the

Kubler-Ross approach. Kubler-Ross clearly sees death as the final

stage of growth and implies that she does not expect that every patient

will accept death. She also acknowledges that it is noË necessarily

desirable Ëhat every patient accept death. Neither does she suggest

the patients be forced from one sËage to another. I,IhaË Kubler-Ross

does propose is that, not, only must the medícal needs of the patient

be met; but the patientts emotíonal and social needs as well.

Another approach t.o intervention in dying and bereavement is

what may be called the family-cenËered approach. From the, literaËure,

it is clear that Kubler-Ross (1969), Pattison (1976), Bowen (1976),

Paul and Grosser (1965), Lloyd (L977), OrcuËt (1977), and Arndt and
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Gruber (1977) are perhaps the leading proponenËs of this approach.

This is primarily the approach taken by thís social \nlorker in workíng

with patíenÈs and their famí1ies experiencing dying and bereavement.

It seems that this process is however an eclectic one, as the process

is also patíent-centered, self-actu alízalion-oriented and crisis-

oríented. This family-centered approach seems to be humanistíc ín its

orientation. Its basic assumption ís Ëhat the clientfs primary social

unit ís his family which musË be involved as much as possible to en-

hance Ëhe dying paËíentfs coping and living experience in the face of

deaÈh. The goal of Èhís approach ís essentially to facilitate Ëhe ad-

justment of patient and family by role modelling a congruent, concrete

and meaningful response to the dying process. Another assumption of

this approach seems to be that it is ídea1 for the therapist to become

involved ¡vith the family as a whole before Ëhe paËient has actually

díed. It should be poinÈed out Ëhat Pattison resËricts his view of

Èhe fa¡nily natríx of dying and death to involvement with the farnily

only after the death has occurred. However Pattison does cogently

describe the processes of family myth and mystification. These pro-

cesses help mainËain our culËural denial of death and a1low the family

Ëo maintain a superficial sense of equilibrium in the face of a crisis

of death and dying. The I'groupthink" phenomena operates such Ëhat each

member of the family looks for cues from the other members of the family

as Ëo how they should Teact and where the limits of socially accepËable

response Ëo gríef are located. Pattison also points out the existeïitíal

basis of dying and bereavement and adjustment to loss¡

Our existential view of death is also our view of
life. If we cannot admit death ís part of 1ife, may
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it be that rrre cannot, face the fundamental psychologi-
cal íssues of separatíon and individuation that con-
tains the kernels of loss? Therefore, I suggest Ëhat
the management of death in the family is rooted in the
basic management of object relation separaËion and loss
in the family, r¿hich in turn ís a reflection of the
existential death posiËion of the family. (Pattison,
L976, p. 40)

Lloyd (L977) has discussed the importance of the resolution of

grief and the double bind that is presenÈed to families. Cultural

prescrípËion cal1s for <leath to be denied, conÈained, proper and at-

tenuated. However, for healthy resolution of gr:ief, the reverse is

required. Gríef must be expressed openly, honestly and musË be shared.

Orcutt discusses the imporËance of a family meeting as a way of ending

Lhe "moraËorium on communicationt' in the family to promoËe a "reci-
procating-empaLhic responsiveness" in the family. Arndt and Gruber

discuss famil-y patterns in coping with dying and bereavement and sug-

gest Ëhat Ëasks the family performs para1le1 the tasks of individual

famíly members.

Paul and Grosser (I97I) have suggested the technique of opera-

tional mourning in conjoint family therapy. Paul and Grosser suggest

that the experience of loss can be passed down transgenerationally such

that incompleted mourning experienced by a member of one generat,ion re-

sults in Ëhe creation of a pervasive defense against furÈher losses

and disappointments. This reaction can be passed down from parenÈ to

child, resulting in a family life-sËyle which attempts to deny or

"hrard off" losses and dísappoinËments. Therefore major changes in

family situat,ion such as, a nehT birth, emancipation of offspring or a

death ín the family rear¡aken the sense of threat imposed by the pre-

vious loss. In this way coping rnrith death is seen Lo be a very importanË
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developmental task for future functional and congïuent living. As

paul and Grosser comment, Ëhe transgenerational Ëransmission process

illustraËes the exisËential view of the qualiËy of life. In these

terms, Ëhe dying, Lo the extent of the time they have left to live,

and the bereaved can condemn themselves to pain and alienatíon by

refusing and fearíng an open, honest, confronËation with their reality.

Therefore the dying and bereaved can be seen Ëo define theír existence,

position in the famíly and capacity to live fu1ly in a larger community

by their behaviour .and action. This approach very closely fits with

the approach of Kubler-Ross in which she atÈempts Ëo help the dying

patient and family Èo deal with their unfinished business so that Èhey

may get on wíth life, to the extenË that is available to them, without

the subconscious shackles of the "But I didnrtrr regrets.

Bowen (f976) suggests Ëhe chief taboo subject in our society

is deaËh. T,his taboo is partly maintained by Ëhe automatíc reflex of

closure of communícation ín the social system of a family. The family

Ëhat begins with a more or less closed system of conmunicaËion r¿ill

shíft their relationship toward an even more closed system to avoid

sensitive subjects such as dying and bereavement. Bowen suggests also

thaË death can frequently be the precipitant of an emoÈional shock

wave in the family whích may be carried by a mult,í-generational trans-

ml-sslon process from parent Ëo child. The family projection process

will then scapegoat one member of the family so that person becomes

the focus of the stress and the tension created by incomplete mourning

or other seríous evenËs. In this way a sense of balance and equili-

brium remains in the family so that ít can function on some level.

Emotional enmeshment Ëhen results in Lhe family as a functíon of the
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degree of differentiation of self that is operative. This concepË

refers to the degree of fusion or different,iaËion between emotional

and intellecÈual functíoning. Where grief work is incompleted, un-

finished business results, inevitably affecËing the relatíonship pat-

Ëerns in the famíly. The effect of unfinished business may noË be

clear, however, until ühe next generation of the family. For the

multigenerational transmission process to occur, the relationshíp

rule, (lñatzLar¡íck et al, \967) which reinforces the denial and shields

against ar4rareïless of the incompleted grief v¿ork must be projected by

the family onto one of íts members. The family then develops the per-

ception that the deviant family member musË change as he does not fit

the familyrs value system or behave as is considered appropríate. In

fact, this family meniber is the symptom-carrier of the family dysfunctíon

which Ëhreatens the family myth and the mysËification inherent in the

multigeneraËíonal Ëransmíssion process. lrrorking with families dis-

playing this type of dysfunction entails problems of engagement if

the family feels Ëhey are being stigmaËized and victimízed by a de-

gradatíon process in being the recipienÈs of help. Then if the pace of

therapy should be too fast, the family will terminaÈe involvement as

their conservative impulse (Marris , LgV5), reflexively activates. Thís

reflex response is indicative of the familyrs attitude towards change

and their preference for the famíliar versus the comfortable. The

familiar is aË least a Ìray of functioning that they know which they

will automaËícally prefer to a way of functioning that ís both un-

known and foreign. Taking these considerations inËo account, it seems

that the famitries most in need of help are likely to be Ëhose expe-

riencing dying and bereavement simultaneously with another major
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developmental milestone. The Èe1l-Ëale effects of the emotíonal

shock wave of previous bereavement experíences or serious losses in

terms of the current life-style of the family may also be a prime

indicator of the need for help.

Essentially, the family-ceirtered approach is humanistically and

ecologically oriented. Dying and bereavement are fírst of all normal

developmental milestones and as such every family wíl1 noË require

some form of professional help in dealing with the deaÈh and bereave-

ment. The approach also begíns where the family is and proceeds aË the

pace ËhaË they are capable of sustaining. Holistically, the medical

as well as the emotional and socíal needs of the patienË and family are

given equal consideration. The non-directiveness of the approach enables

the client to choose for lhemselves the direction of the Ëherapy rather

than having Ëo accede to a preconceived notion of what dying and be-

reavement should resemble. In attempting Ëo involve as much of the

client's social system as possible, Ëhe social worker is utilizing

the family as the means and modality of treaËment. In this way it

is assumed that Ëhe family is capable of correcting itself if gíven

the opportunity to deal with the unfinished business. Specifícally how

this is affected is basically very simple. First, the healËh care in-

sËituËion itself can do many things in terms of its organízaLion of

staff, physical seËting and adherence Èo a holisËic approaeh Lo open

a famílyrs closed communication syst.em. Implicitly, the message may

be given that death is parË of life and while there will be loss in

grief, Ëhe possibilíty of growth remains. Secondly, the social worker

must alv¡ays begin with what the family has already been told about the

diagnosis by the physician, assuming of course that the physician
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himself has not become a parÈ of the closed communicational system.

Third, the social lrorker must be honest about Ëhe process while

acknowledging the pain inherent in dying and bereavement. This is

done by using the words deaËh, dyíng, bereavement, bury, funeral, life,

and encouraging a life review process. Fourth, the socíal worker musË

be aware of his or^rn reacËions to Ëhe reacËions of Ëhe dyíng patient

and family to avoid being seduced into reinforcing Ëhe closed communica-

Èion sysËem of the family.

The resolution of inner and outer conflicËs in the terminally

ill patient and family rests on the question of meaning or what has

been referred to as the will to meaning. According to life cycle

theory as it has been presented here, it is in experiencing and resolving

these life conflicËs that an índividual gains personal confirmation,

a sense of freedom, a sense of ímproved feelings of self-worth and is

able Èo gïot¡/. The model of health in dying and bereavement suggested

here is that man must make choices in the definition of his 1ife, as-

sume responsibility for his choíces while accepting responsibility for

his loved ones and the larger community as part of his process of

self-definition. To change, man must take the initiative and make

Ehe choice to confronË the anguish and despair of his freedom to de-

fine hímself and with an optimistic toughness, negotiate the subse-

quent choices that arise therefrom. Pathology Èhen, in a general

sense, exists only inasmuch as man abdícates his self-responsibility

by surrendering to Ëhe tide of events raËher than iniËiaLing them.

This is exisËential anxiety in which man is regulated by his envíron-

ment instead of by himself. Death then provides an ulËimate opportuníty

to grow and ext.end oner self to achieve a sense of freedom that could not
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otherwise be aËtaíned. At Èhe time of death, there is no further

reprieve for the dying patient. Either at that point they will deal

with their unfinished busíness or Ëhey will take it with them to

their grave. For the family, the occasion of the imminent death of

their loved one gives them a last opportunity to say the things thaË

they may have wanted to say but may have been unable to say. rf the

opporËunity is passed by, it will never come again. The resolution

of unfinished business is stil1 possible although more problematic as

the irnrnediacy of the experíence is 1ost. Death then, can give a positive

present orientation to life which a clientrs system may never other-

wise be able to attain. As such, a positive confrontation \^rith death

is an experience of personal liberation imporÈant in developing an

authenËíc sense of meaning in an alienating world. This is the

existenËial model of health based on an understanding of death and

dying suggested in Ëhis paper.

From Ëhís viewpoint, the interventive sËraËegy then, has been

to maximize the health of self-help capacíty of Ëhe terminal patient and

surviving family by providing a permissive, supportive therapeutic

milieu intended to open the clíentfs communícative system. A very

closed cornmunication sysËem helps a family maintain their mystifica-
tion process that attempËs t,o "ward off" losses, grief and disappoint-

ments. This false sense of security breeds a fusion of emoËional and

intellectual functioning resulting in a lack of awareness of diffi-
culties. Therefore, a primary task for social work is Ëo help families

identífy their unfinished business so that Ëheir creative energy can

be released to achieve a higher level of functíoning. Encouraging

initiation of planníng, a sharing of life review and the open expression
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of grief are the main ways of achieving an opening of communication

and identification of unfinished business.

The difficulties'inherenË in this approach are not Ëo be

minimized. rt may noË always be possible to work successfully with

every family. As this is the case, the creatíon of a permissive total

atmosphere in Èhe healËh care institution involving the physical setting

and the function and oríent.ation of all staff can in itself achieve

some reopening in a totally closed communication sysËem. The effect

of social work involvement in helping dying patients and their families

cope with their react.ions Èo dying and. bereavement can Èhen be maximized

as the stage will have been set for Èhe opening of communication.



CHAPTER SIX

Practicum Overview

I Clinical Summary

The Ëerminal sare program of the St. Boniface General Hospital

provided the clinical setting for this study. This writer provided

a social work servíce to eight farnilies drawn from some component parts

of the terminal care progïam. Included were three famílies in which

the patient üras at home and receiving Home Care services. For this

group, admission to the terminal care ward of the hospital (hereinafter

referred to as 2ECU) was available on a priority basis as needed. Such

admissions could result from deËeríoration of the patientts condiËíon

or care management problems. Four families had members who were ín-

patients of 2ECU. The eíght family had a member who was accepted

on the waiting list for transfer to 2ECU from one of the hospitalrs acute

care r¿ards. Seven of the patients suffered from various forms of cancer;

Ëhe remaining patient suffered from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, a

degenerative, neurologíca1 disease. As originally intended, follow-up

was Ëo occur with families before and after the death of the patienË.

Hohrever, for various practícal reasons, made clear in the case reports,

1ittle follow-up occurred with famílies after the patienÈts death.

From the point of initial contracting with the hospítal to

the conclusion of casework, Ëhe study was conducted from September,

1979 to July, 1980. A tentaÈive contract !üas struck with the ExËended

Care Unir Director in April, 1979. The contract did not ínvolve the
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hospitalrs DeparËment of Social I^lork until September, Lg7g. The

ínitial conËact was made with the Unit Director as this social

worker had been involved in a previous project under his management.

The Ëerminal care program provides a truly comprehensíve de-

livery of eare Ëo paÈients and their famílies. The goal of the pro-

gram is to treat the whole person which involves the identification,

assessment, treatment and evaluaËion of physical, psychological,

socíal and economic needs. Out of necessity, as defined by these

goa1s, the method of service delivery is a multi-disciplinary team ap-

proach. The team consists of physicians, nurses, physio and occupa-

Ëional therapists, pasËoral care, social workers, dieËetics, pharmacists,

home care and hospital support staff. This social worker functioned as

a member of the terminal care progïam team. The primary method. of re-

lating to the team hras by atËendance at the weekly case conference on

2ECU. At Ëhe case conference, informat,ion about the paËient.rs pro-

gress/deterioration, care plan and social situation, üras shared, dis-

cussed, evaluated. A planned total treaLmenË approach was coordinated

and formulated. The case conference \¡ras also the primary \^ray this

socíal worker was oriented to the philosophy and programs of the terminal

care service.

The term social work approach to dying and bereavemenË, as used

in this report,, refers to a gestalt consisting of: dying and bereave-

ment Ëheory and intervention theory which coalesce ínto case specifíc

interventive straEegy. The available literaÈure reviewed in this re-

port was selecËívely exploited to develop a general conceptual frame-

work which, in Ëurn, was eclectically applíed as the individual case

demanded. The practicum contract in parÈ defined Ëhe parËicular
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interventive strategy and tactics used in each case. It had been

agreed that this social Ìrorker would provide a comprehensive service

and play a similar role to the permanent socíal worker on the ward.

The agreement rnras based on an obvious need t.o be a clearly defined

member of the team. Therefore, instead of purely being a specialist

working with farnilies experiencing dífficulty with dying and bereave-

ment, the role of general social worker had to be assumed as wel1.

Thus, a host of activities underËaken came to be subsumed under in-

Ëervention straËegy and tactícs. These included insÈrumental actívities

(í.e., referral Ëo community programs, developing and engaging support

systems, participating in the team) as well as contracting with family

systems and individuals to provide supporÈíve and adjustment counselling.

Thereby, the goals of the practicum r/rreres

1. co facilitate appropriate grieving in families by thera-

peutically using family process guíded by an understanding of the is-

sues inherent in dying and bereavemenË;

2. to support the adaptation of the dyíng and bereaved to

their situation;

3. to maximize the self-help capacity of fanilies coping with

dying and bereavement,;

4. to role model how Ëhe dyíng and bereaved can react to each

other in family process;

5. to elicit feedback f,rom clients, members of the 2ECU Èeam

and members of Ëhe practicum committee.

These goals are found.ed on a knowledge base which has 1ed to

the following assumpËions about dying and bereavemenË:
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1. The qualiÈy of grieving is limited because of our cultural

and social death denial. However, the appropriate resolutíon of grief

is dependenL upon a sharing and open expression of emoËion. Thus,

families are placed in a double bind.

2. NoË everyone requires professional help in coping with dying

and bereavement.

3. An importanË task for professionals is to identify Ëhose

families in need of eounselling.

4. Engaging with families experiencing difficulty with dying

and. bereavemenË will be problemaËic; as the greater the difficulty

experienced, the more the client sysÈem will isolate itself.

5. Owing to cultural and social prescriptions that dying and

bereavement are essentially very private matÈers, Ëhe accepËance of

counselling by the client sysÈem will be an ongoing and primary concern.

6. The terminal paÈient and their family cannoË be dealt with

in isolation from one another. Any change in one part of the client

system will inevitably affect Lhe entire system.

7. Families coping with dying and bereavement will benefit from

ventilation of feelings and sharing feedback.

8. The social worker must be aware of his own feelings, values

and attiËudes t,owards dying and bereavement Ëo mainËain detriangulaËion

and differentiaÈion from the famí1y emot,ional system.

g. To function in a multi-disciplinaïy team setting, the role

and responsibilities of the social r¿orker have to be clearly defined

and undersEood.
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II Practice Issues Raised in the Practicum

The operatíonaLízation of the aforemenËioned goals and Ëhe

assumptions on which they are based, 1ed Ëo pracËíce issues arising

which affecËed. the out.come of Èhe practicum. From Èhe beginning of

this social workerrs involvement at the hospital, the trust of the

team r¡/as a major issue. This social worker was basically unknown to

the Ëeam. Serious practical problems were antitipated if this social

worker were only involved as a specialist in dying and bereavement.

If ongoing social work responsibility remained with the wardrs permanent

social worker, how would the team differentiate and distinguish the

Ëwo differenË roles? To avoid this foreseen role conflicÈ, Èhe only

practical solution seemed Ëo be for this social worker Ëo function as

a general social worker in the medical setËing. Roles vüere then clearly

specified. Thís social worker had total social work responsibility for

certain patients. To be part of the team \das necessary for supervísion

to be obtained from Ëhe Ëeam and the ward social r¿orker. To become

accepted as a member of the team \,À/as essential as staff members seemed

to find communication easier and less inhibited once a familiar role

was played by this social worker. Becoming part of the Èeamrs gïoup

identity also had positive benefits for the patient in terms of con-

tinuity of care. Generally, the purpose of social work intervention

on 2ECU is to establish a therapeutic action system Ëo support Ëhe

paËient, and family and ease suffering. Oongruent with this purpose,

Ëhe overall goal of intervention ís Ëo help the terminally i1l and

Lheir ímmediate family, deal wíth the problems of imminent death in

their owïl ïray

Role conflict was avoided in the context of the team buË instead
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was internalized by this social viorker. Hospital expecÈaÈions de-

fine the social workerrs role in many üIays Ëo be a provider of

pracÈical help in dealing with instrument,al issues. This social

rrorkerfs basic purpose \¡ras to transcend this role by working with

families experiencing difficulties with dying and bereavement. It

rnras possible to engage families around instrumental issues to a greater

or lesser degree, but it r¿as very difficult to contract around diffi-

culties with dying and bereavement. Instrumental problems are socially

accepËable universal facts of life. Few people, on the other hand,

admit to difficulties with dying and bereavement as social and cultural

norms, values and beliefs about hiding and attenuatíng grief are then

víolated. Therefore, insÈead of being inÈensively involved providing

counselling around farnily difficulties and experiences of dying and

bereavement, much time was spent on instrumenÈal issues. Sometimes

dealing with instrumental íssues provided an opporËunity for assessment

which revealed difficulties with dying and bereavement. However, it

seemed inevitable thaL Ëhere would be severe difficulties changing

the contracË from addressing instrumental to relationship mainËenance

issues.

The nature of the referral process and the referrals themselves

made to this social r¿orker reflect role expectations of a general social

rnrorker in a medical seËting. Generally, referrals were made to this

social r"rorker by a member of the team on the basis of perceived specific

problems or problem behaviors. In other words, a symptom hlas identified

which tras equated with dyíng and bereavement difficulties and treatment

was sought from this social worker. The nature of this referral process,

however, meant that families were being referred \,rithout their request
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or consenË. Perceived needs \i/ere ascribed to the client system by

a member of the team as opposed to a felt need beíng identified by

the family. In other words, rather than a family presenting one of

its members as the identified patient and asking for help in some hray;

a specific issue or problem behavior \^ras presented by the team as an

indicator of needed help. The nature of the referral process Ëhen

stigmatized the family or one of its members as ttin need of help."

The 'rproblem" focus of the practicum seriously endangered the

viability of Ëhe practicum itself. The practicum was tainted by a

seeming search for paËhology which could be addressed in famíly process

and therapy. The self-help capacity of families was downgraded in this

way contrary to the intent of the practicum. A way of liberating the

dying and bereavement process from self-imposed restrictions and then

stepping aside Ëo IeÈ the process to happen natural ly l{as not found.

Moreover, the problem focus of Ëhe practicum led to many problems with

contracting and relaËionship fornation. To enter into a relationship

of mutual trust with this social vrorker could have been interpreted by

clienÈ systems as an indícation Èhat they had a problem. Most families

when confronted in this way wheÈher they are experiencing dying and

bereavement or not, will, as a sign of health resist the degradation

or labelling process involved in being singled ouË as "in need of

he1p." One benefít of being cast in the role of the general social

worker r¡ras that as relationship groTrs r¿ith the client system, a specific

contract, dealing with specific famíly íssues relating Ëo dying and

bereavement could be developed.

The referral process also illustraÈes the operaËion of Ëhe

medical model. Assumptions were made by Ëhe referral source that certain
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specific problems and problem behaviors \.i/ere symptoms of difficulties

with dying and bereavement. In effect, a diagnosis had been made and

a ËreaËment prescribed (i.e., referral Ëo social work). The linear

thinking of cause, effect, and Ëreatment inherent ín the medical model

was also clearly in conflict with the circular, interactional, systemic

conceptual framework r¿hich is the basis of this social workerfs approach.

The reason for the referral always coloured this workerrs

response to the clienË system. If the client was referred for discharge

planníng or because of famíly conflict, inevitably, this social workerrs

initial actívity was always orienËed to that problem. This socíal

worker was thoroughly inducted ínto the role of the hospíta1 social

worker. Reinforcing the induction was the expectaËion of recording on

Ëhe patientfs chart in the problem orienËed rnedical record formaÈ. Thus,

the shift from linear to circular Ëhinking about the families was made

more difficult. At times iË was therefore very difficult to mainËain

a family approach rather than a medically orienËed disease perspective.

Process was frequently overlooked ín favor of content.

The issue of responding to the reason for the referral also re-

sulted frequently in this r^rorker undertaking a flurry of actívíties on

the clientfs behalf. It had become evident that helping with instru-

mental problems r¡ras a way of engaging the clíent. system so Ëhat a

possibiliÈy of establishíng a contract exisËed. Thus, this social

worker was frequently prone to the "I rve got Ëo do somethingtt process

trap (Xuypers and Truter lg8l) as shown in the case reporËs. The

tendency to fall into Ëhis trap could also be a mark of this social

workerrs relative inexperience in working with the dying and bere4ved.

Accordíngly, wiËhout being av/are of the tendency, this worker may have
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seemed over solicítous at times. This workerrs need to do something

may have produced unnecessary engagement problems and caused at least

one hostile client reaction.

If this social r¿orker had previous social v¡ork experience in a

medical settíng, the learning experience of the practicum could have

been greatly enriched. Instead of focusing ori dying and bereavement

issues directly, time had to be spent oríentating to the medical setting.

It had been assumed that previous related experience obtained r,¡hile con-

duct.ing a research proj ect on 2ECU would suffice as an introduction to

hospitatr social work. This was not the case. Hospital social work

poses unique practice issues whích must be addressed and reconcí1ed for

the social worker to be effective.

ricËion arises between the disease-orienËed model adhered to

by Ëhe medical profession and the interactional, systemic and oft.en

ecological focus of social work. Frequently social workers are ascríbed

a role of providing nothing more than pracËical help for patients. Role

confusion, guestions of professíonal autonomy and the identity of social

work are perennial issues to be confronted. Sometimes coprofessionals

do not really regard social work as a profession at all. The question

of who the client is must frequenËly be debated and justified. other

professíons who adhere to the view that. the needs of the patient are

primary can auËomatically assume that the social workerfs client similarly

is the patient. Serious confusion and sometimes conflict can result

as iÈ becomes clear that the social rrrorkerfs client is the family Ëoo.

The conflict in the perception of who the client is, is perhaps clearest

when the subject of díscharge planning is raised. As hospital facilities

are taxed to the limit by demands for needed nedical care, hospital beds
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can become a scarce material resource. Exacerbat.ing this difficulty

is current funding restraínËs as governments allocaÈe financial re-

sources to other priorities. Thus, there can be an emphasis in the

hospital on "clearing the beds" for others. Sometimes among members

of Ëhe medical profession, there may be a perceived lack of need for

a patienË to continue Ëo occupy a much needed bed in hospital. However,

if the famí1yrs emotional system and the proposed primary care-giverts

capacity to care are limited because of relaËionship problems, discharge

home may be impossible. Terminal disease poses particular problems

in this regard. Pain control and other medical technologies may allow

many discharge planning opporËunities. Discharge home may not always

be practical or feasible when the family is unable Ëo cope with the

demands of in-home patient care. In this regard, it is partícularly

imporËant to draw assessment distinctions between inability to cope

with patient care case demands and difficulty coping with dying and

bereavement. This distinction may have occasionally been lost by this

social worker in the casework process. When family needs and hospital

needs "to clear Ëhe beds" conflíct, it can become necessary for the

social worker to advocate on Ëhe clientrs behalf. OpporÈunities Ëo

advocate for the client can also facilitate engagement and contracting

on treatment issues.

EvaluaËíon has proven to be a definite shortcoming of this

practicum f.or a variety of reasons, partly pracËical and technical.

Indirect measures of outcome such as projective tests were ruled out.

In consultaËion with the practicum committee and collaterals aÈ the

hospital, it was decided thaË dying and bereavement impose enough on

the client system without indirect measures of quest,ionable value being
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applied as r4re11. A quasi-experimental design was impossible be-

cause of practical problems such as attrit,ion, involved in setting

up a control group and experimenËal group.

Direct measures of outcome seem to offer some potential evalu-

ative tools in the study of treatment. efficacy in dying and bereave-

ment. A technique-oriented approach did not seem feasible, as it calls

for a highly controlled outcome evaluation. All clients have Ëo be

treated in the same manner wíth the same single Ëechnique. However,

Èhe problems people encounter with dying and bereavement are too

varied, individuaLízed, and complex for a single treatment approach to

be appropriaËe for al1 clienËs. Different people respond to irnrninent

loss in different ways and have different needs. As such, the treat-

menÈ offered in íntervention cannot be standardized for all clients.

For some client systems, a supportive approach may be all that is

necessary to relíeve a burden of self-doubË from a difficult process.

OËher situatíons may require a more direct.ive approach such as crisis

intervention or an induced, planned change model.

A number of consideratíons would apply if evaluative research

on this social workerts approach was to be underËaken in the future.

The 2ECU seËting already has its oürn treatment package ín its multi-

disciplinary, problem-oríented team approach. Therefore, it would

seem that the evaluation strategy mosË applicable to the setting is a

consËruct sËrategy. The exisËing treatment package at 2ECU could be

augmented by the ËTeatment package provided by the researcher. The

consËruct strategy would have to be based on a single case design
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using process and direcË measures of out.come evaluation. The direct

measures would probably include client self-report and direcË observa-

tion of behavior

Rigorous evaluaÈion of intervention \^ras not pursued in this

practicum as that task seemed to be so involved, in and of itself, as

to be the subject of a thesis or practicum in its ornm right.

III Themes and Issues Raised by the Case Reports

The study of the cases suggests certain themes and issues

are prominenË which have been already presented in the literature

review.

Denial is a first line of defence as socialization and "face-

workt' expectatíons effectively sanction denial. Pervasive deníal may

frequently be a mechanism used in families to cope with successive

emotional shockwaves of dying and bereavemenË. I,üithout the pervasive

denial, near of deaËh and mortality would be so strong as to pararyze

normal activities and relat,ionships. The effect of pervasive deníal

cannot be held at bay. lJhíle relationships may conËinue, it is in-
evitable that relarionship rules are buí1t Ëo reinforce the denial.

The relationship rule may affect the qualíty of all relationships and

communication patterns ín the family. However, if death has a place

in life then the reality base of life irself is eroded by family

mystification. Existential denial then becomes an existential vacuum

fí1led with self-alienating anxiety.

. Death offers a ne\rr opporËunity for an existenËial choice of

how one will live l-ife. Once the confrontaËion with personal death

becomes so apparent that denial can Ro longer be effective, the
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ultimate and final choice ín life becomes clear. DeaÈh can be a pain-

ful, self-alienating, degrading experience or it may change life
orientation totally. rnstead of 1ivíng as if death can be postponed

and further reprieves obt.ained, ímmediacy of experience and avrareness

of lífers endless choices can govern consciousness. Death can be

"an adviser" (Castaneda, Lg75) A new sense of choice, responsibility

and control can emerge such that pain and death, in a sense, c.ease to

exist. Fear no longer would rule lífe.

Emotional shockwaves can leave an imprint ín relationship rules

that atËempt to ward off losses and disappointmenËs. The relationship

rule protects the family from confronting their unfinished busine.ss but

also prevents congruent responses to other family sítuations. InsËead

the unfinished business dictates a reaction that refl-ects the fusion

of the family emot.ional system and a sense of learned helplessness.

In families with unfíníshed business, it is almost as if they

could be heard saying: I'r know r shouldn't be (feel) this way but r

cantÈ help it. rË hurts so much.tt Family situat.ions of change that

imply loss or disappointment may ïear^raken feelings of loss and pain

from unresolved. grief. There may seem to be a feeling Ëhat nothing

can change. The family feels doomed to repeat the past.

Closed communicat,ion systems in families reflexively close

further to avoid sensitive subjects such as dying and bereavement.

The fusion of emoËional and intellecËua1 functioning enables family

functioning to continue as it has without quesËion oï doubt. The

mystifícation process creates an illusion of safety. such familíes

may scapegoat one of its members so Ëhat he.becomes the focus of the

tension and strain generaËed by the closure of communication in the
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mourning process. Familíes maintaining a stoic response or t'a

secret" while confronÈing dying and bereavement are other examples

of closed communication systems.

The case sËudies demonstrate that. families experiencing dying

and bereavemenE can frequently find themselves in a double bind. The

literature review suggests that ít can be ínferred thaË every family,

to a greater or lesser degree, is subject to a double bind. CulËural

and societ,al prescriptions dictate thaË dyíng and bereavement are

privaËe matters to be dealt with in isolation. However, grief musË

be expressed openly and shared for family resolr-rces to be creaËively

utilízed to bind the wound. Far¡ilíes may agoníze not only about death

and bereavemerit; but also may struggle with uncerËainty of how to

react. The ansr^rer to the double bind seems to be within the family

itself . r'-f families adaptively coping with dying and bereavement are

to be able to choose a1 ternat.ive \^7ays of dealing with their síËuation,

then they must accept responsibility for how members of Èhe family cope

with the process.

The sick role is a collaborative, reciprocal function performed

by Ëhe patient Lo secure exemption from responsibilities and elicit a

he1pful, soliciËous reaction from social.systems. The sick role helps

to normalize the relationships of the paËient with a serious í11ness.

Thus, the patient remains socially alive and the illusion of death

deníal is maintained. The expecËatíon is created that the íllness is

only of a temporary nature. trrlhen recovery does not occuï within the

Ëemporal 1ímitations of the sick role, patients may have difficurty

surrendering to the psychological regression ínherenÈ in dying. The

perceived difficulËy trletting gottcan create a sense of guilt in the
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family. Family members feel helpless to deal with the patientrs

evident physical and psychologieal torment. ReacËing to the failure
of recovery Ëo occur, the family may quesËion medical decisions to

cease active treaËment andfor become even more solicitous Èowards

the patient. The arnbívalent, struggle in the sick rolettto keep or

1et go" seems to para11el Eriksonts second stage in personality develop-

ment--autonomy vs. shame and doubt. rf autonomy develops separation

will ease into beíng. If sharne and doubt arise, protest will characteríze

Ëhe process such that a serious grief reaction may result.

IV A ReexaminaËion of the Literature

Comment has been made previously on Ëhe overwhelming intrapsychic

bías of the literature. The social work approach to dying and bereave-

menË suggested here draws partly on the intrapsychic literature as it
seems clear ËhaË individuals and families experience the same process.

The primary literature resources used to develop the conceptual

framework here are to be found in existentialism, life cycle theory,

crisís theory and interactional-systems theory. The r¡eak link in the

approach is probably the use of inËeractional-sysËems Ëheory. using

a systems perspective results in a shíft in thinking from the linea-

rity of Ëhe medical model to the circularity of an interactíonal

model. The shift is not easy. some writers struggle to push their

approach and thinking but never quite meet the challenge, Kubler-Ross

for instance, while working with families sËill seems Ëo treat them as

individuals, using Ëhe family as íf it were a backdrop. she seems to

avoid assessing and using acËive interacËion among famí1y members t.o

bring about change in adaptation to dying and bereavement.

ThaË this wriÈerts greatesË debt is owed to Murray Bowen is
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probably no accident. From this writerts knowledge of the body of

family 1iËerature, Bowen is the only family theorist Ëo attempË

to apply his approach to dying and bereavement. Any weaknesses in

the approach or its application, as suggested here, however, are

aËtributable only to this writer.
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Appendix--Case ReporËs

I. Mrs. A.

Mrs. A. was referred in January, rgBO by a social worker

supervisor as a case thaË could be transferred from the part-time

ward social worker. Mrs. Afs daughters, Mrs. M. and Mrs. B. had

considered taking túrns caring for their mother in their homes when

discharge was possible from an acute care ward of the hospital. Hor¿-

ever, before definite discharge plans were made, both daughters re-
quested more information on the care involved. As the ward social

worker had not rnet with anyone in Ëhe family, the Ëransfer to this
social worker r+as initiated for appropriate discharge planning to

occur.

Mrs. A. had lived in a smarl town in rural Manitoba. Her

diagnosis r¡ras cancer of the bladder. Mrs. A. rs husband had died a

few years earlier of a brain tumor. Mrs. A. had three adult, married

daughters living in various rural locations in Manitoba. For this
study they are labelled Mrs. M, Mrs. B, and Mrs. C.

Mrs..a- had been living in senior citizenrs housing and had

1íved independently unËil December, Lg7g. At thaÈ time she became

weak, had no appetite, had difficulty walking and seemed. confused at
times. As Mrs. A. courd no longer function independently, she moved

into the home of one of her daughters, Mrs. M. she stayed Mrs. M.rs

home for approximately one month before she rr¡as admitted to an acute

ward of the hospital January 91 19BO. By the end of January she had

become more confused, weaker and r¿as unable to wark on her own.
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Thís social workerrs role had been defined by hospital expecta-

Èíons as a facilitaËor of discharge planning and to provide supportive

counsell ing.

To meet the request of Mrs. M. and Mrs. B. for more informa-

tion regarding the care that would be involved in Mrs. A.fs discharge

home, a family conference hTas organized by the Home Care DepartmenË.

Time did noË permit this worker to meeË Mrs. A. before the scheduled

famí1y conference Èo deËermine what her wishes vrere. Attending the

family conference \^rere the home care nurse, Mrs. M., Mrs. 8., Mrs. C.,

and this social worker. Public health and V.O.N. assist,ance r¡/ere

offered in managing Mrs. A.rs home care. The family declined the op-

portuníty t,o take Mrs. A. home. They seemed to arrive at this decisíon

very quickly as if the d.ecision had been made amongst themselves be:fore

the family conference.

I^Iork activity from that point became weekly visits with Mrs. A.

The goal \.ras to provide a source of supporË for Mrs. A. and her family.

The first time this worker met Mrs.4., she expressed a desire for

euthanasia. When this r^¡orker acknor¡ledged Mrs. A. rs wísh to die, her

only response was to look away. During subsequent visits Mrs. A.

responded verbally only to acknowledge this workerrs visit. Then she

ceased responding verbally altogeËher. Thís social r¿orker identified

himself on each visit. The purpose of these visits was ídenËifíed as:

"coming to see how you are.tt The visits usually lasted about fifteen

minutes and were spent in silence.

During one of these weekly visits ín Apri1, 1980, Mrs. A.ts

condition seemed to have deteriorated. She was lying in a fetal

position, sleeping and her face seemed very drawn. Mrs. B. v/as present
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at Ëhe time of Èhis social workerls visít. She was disÈressed about

the change in her motherrs condition with regard Êo swelling in her

feet, and r¿as concerned abouË whaË medication her moÈher T¡Ias re-

ceiving and who the doctor üras . B. was advised of who the at-

tendíng phusician was. Mrs. B. also indicated thaË Ëhe family is un-

certain about whaÈ is happeníng with Mrs. A. Mrs. B. \¡Ias advised

that her mother rüas on a waiting list for transfer Ëo 2ECU, Ëhe

terminal care unit. The possibility of a family conference with Mrs.

A. rs physician \¡ras suggested. Mrs. B. responded positively to the

idea of a family conference. Organízíng the family conference ïIas

díscussed r¿ith the head nurse. She offered to organíze the conference

with the doctor giving the family one day's notice because of the

Ëravelling ínvolved. A few days lat.er the head nurse advised that

a family conference could not be set up as the physician failed Ëo

see the need for one. Mrs. M. was visiting her mother on that day and

stated Ëhat she could see no reason for a family conference. Mrs. M.

maintained that in Ëhe pasË she had handled the responsibility of

family spokesperson and felt that she could obtain whatever informa-

tíon needed for the family by callíng the docËor. She said she would

check this out with her sisters. Mrs. M. r¿as contacted the next day

and reported that her sisters had agreed that she could just phone

the doctor for them. I advised the head nurse of the famílyrs

decision to simply call the doctor. Mrs. B. was noÈ contacLed dírectly

by this worker as her phone number Ìras unavailable and the exact 1o-

cation of her residence in rural Manitoba rvas not known. Two days

laLer, Mrs. M. was seen at the hospital during thís workerts weekl¡z

visit with Mrs. A. Mrs. II. advised lhat her sister Mrs. C. was to be
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admiËted to hospital for some minor surgery.

On April 15, 1980 Mrs. A. died. In calling Mrs. M. to express

condolences, Mrs. M. said that Mrs. c. was in hospital and had just

had surgery. Mrs. c. was visited in her hospital room a few hours

afÈer she had left the recovery room. she seemed to be in no dis-

comfort and was aürare of her motherfs death. Mrs. c. reported ËhaË

she had had a mastectomy in November, 1979 during which both breasts

were removed. Then in January, 1980 Mrs. c. had sílicone implants

placed and there supposedly had been some minor complication. Mrs. c.

however, indicated that she had noË had cancer, and had Ëhe mastecËomy

only because the doctor had told her it would prevent the future develop-

ment of cancer.

FurËher contact r¿ith this family did not take place. Mrs. M.

was made a\¡Iare of this workerts conËinued availabilíty when condolences

Ì/nefe expreSSed.

Case Comnentary--Themes and Issues

Mrs. A.ts expression of her death wish could have been associated

with her knowledge of the fact that her daughters would not be taking

her home. Possibly Mrs. A. ¡¡ranted to spend the remaínder of her

living/dying process with her family about her in the secure familíar

environment of their homes. Perhaps she int.erpreted her daughters t

unwillingness to take her home as a rejecËion and a separation for

which she was not prepared. Her confusion could have been the result

of institutionalization and the progression of her disease. Mrs. A.

became sleepy and withdrawn in preparation for death. she seemed

detached from her surroundings and acknowledged visitors reluctanLly.
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Mrs. B. seemed. unaT¡/aïe that her motherts sleepíness and withdrar¿al

T^rere natural components of the dying process and an indication of

decathexis. Mrs. B. seemed to fear this regression.

A fundamental íssue demonsËrated in this case ís the role

conflict of this social worker. Hospital expecÈations predefined

this social workerts role as facilitator and planner of discharge

arrangements. Inst.ead this workerts purpose was to work with families

experiencing difficulËies with dying and bereavemenË. Therefore the

contract offered this family was a dual one. The former they may

have been willing to consider for: a brief time but the latter never

became part of theír agenda. Therefore, when discharge planning was

rejected by the famíly, this worker attempted to continue an involve-

ment f or which there \^ras no contract.. A contract may have been pos-

sible, but the data needed to r¿ork out the contract Ì¡ras not presented

by the family in Ëhe initial stages of involvement.

This familyts refusal to accepË Mrs. A. rs discharge may have

been an expression of their inability to cope with the successive emo-

tional shock üraves of dying and bereavemen!

This famíly clearly demonstrates secrecy as a way of maintaining

a pervasive system of denial which in turn acts as a shield from the

pain of confronÈing death. Mr. A. had died slowly and painfully from

a brain tumor a few years before. Then Mrs. A. developed. cancer.

Mrs. B. and Mrs. M. subjectively reponted they expected their motherts

death to be easier for them than their fatherts death. Mrs. c. re-

mained. sílent on this point as her own fears of her disease made iË

very difficult Ëo cope with her motherrs death and dying. Before Mrs. A.f

death, Mrs. M. reported that Mrs. c. was to be admitted for some minor

S
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surgery. On the day of Mrs. A.fs death, Mrs. M. informed that her

sister was in hospital too and had just had surgery. hlhen Mrs. C.

was visited in her hospiËal room only then did she report having had

a masËectomy in November, 1979. She denied that she had had cancer

and maíntained Ëhat her current hospitalizatíon r¡ras to correct some

minor complicat.ion arising from the placement of silicone implants.

Mrs. C. maínÈained that she had undergone the radical mastectomy be-

cause her doctor had advísed that the removal of her breasts would

prevent the future developmenË of cancer. Mrs. C. rs denial r^7as not

challenged as Ëhat would have been both unappropriate and unethical.

There \^Tas no relationship or contract with Mrs. C. The emotional

shock \¡raves of serious íllness had produced a refl",exive sysËem of

denial Èo t'rrard off" potential and current losses. The conspiracy

of silence involving Mrs. C.rs dísease may have been an indication of

a defensive famíly mystificaËion process in action.

The relationship rule which lead to Ëhe famí1y selectíon of

Mrs. M. as their spokesperson seemed to help maintain the denial

system and the closed style of communicaÈion. From Mrs. B. ts request

for information regarding her motherrs medication, deËerioration,

decathexis and the doctorrs identity, it seemed. that there \¡ras no

substantive sharing of information occurring. The docËorrs refusal

to attend a family conference.as requested by Mrs. B. helped maintain

the closed system of communicatíon. Therefore, the doctorts failure

to see the need for a family conference and Èhe familyts refusal to

accept Mrs. A. home r.rere both att.empts to pTevent contaminatíng the

family system with a reminder of the facË that cancer seemed to be

occurring with a high frequency in this family. The idenrification
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of Mrs. C. rs disease and its effects on the family as a target. system

r¡ras thwarted until the contracËual link with Ëhe famitry--Mrs. A. had

1iterally died.

II. Mr. B.

A few days after his admission to 2ECU, Mr. B. was referred by

the,ward social worker. The reas.oïr for the referral was that Mr.

B. rs affairs were not in order. It seemed that Mr. B. r,¡ould have

to give up his apartment. in senior cítízents housing as he was unable

to funetion independently although Home Care supports hrere provided.

His diagnosis was cancer of the prostate.

Mr. B. rÀras in his seventies. He had never been married, had

no children and initially maintained Èhat he had no family. IIis

neighbour in seníor citizen's housing, Mrs. J. had been paying his

bi1ls for some time prior to Mr. B. rs ad.mission. Mrs. J. f elt that

responsíbility for Mr. B. ts affairs was not properly herrs. She

also found the responsibility burdensome because of her i11 health.

On admission to hospital, Mr. B. was socially outgoing with fellow

patients, sËaff and visitors to the ward. Then shortly after his

admission, Mr. B. became somervhat confused, withdrawn and for all in-

tenËs and purposes confined himself to his bed.

Initially, this workerfs role and actívities revolved around

attempting Ëo work out some arrangements that would sett,le Mr. B.ts

affairs. Mr. B. talked abouË having "friends" at Ëhe Legíon and

Union Centre with whom he drank. None of these acquaintances came

to visit him in hospital and therefore seemed unlikely support systems

for him. From Mr. B. rs hospi.tal admission; it was .learned that
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Mr. B. had named a cousin, Mr. H. as his next of kin. Mrs. H. resided

in a rural Manitoba tor¡¡n. I.Jhen asked about Mrs. H., Mr. B. responded

that he had not seen her in years and. was uncertain if she would wish

to have anything furËher to do with him. rt was poinËed out to Mr. B.

that he needed someone to look after his affairs as Ëhe responsibility

r¡ras too great for Mrs. J. Mr. B. agreed that Mrs. H. could be con-

tacted by thís worker. Mrs. H. responded very positively to telephone

cont.act by this worker. Mrs. H. was planning to come to tr{ínnipeg and

she agreed to see Mr. B.

During the subsequenË visit, Mrs. H. and Mr. B. shared

reminiscences. They discussed how their lives had inËersect.ed and

engaged in a mutual life revier,¡ process. Mrs. H. presented as a very

I¡/arm' compassionate and caring person who conveyed her attiËude freely
and. clearLy Ëo Mr. B. Mr. B. seemed to take particular delíght in
discussing parËicular incídent.s from when he \,¡as stil1 residing in
the rural town where Mrs. H. stirl resided. Mrs. H.rs positive recol-
lections of Mr. B. in his youth seemed Ëo give him a more positive

perspective on his life and a sense of having fully Iíved.

At this workerts suggesËion, Mr. B. ts financial affairs were

put in order, arrangements \lrere made for the relinquishment of suite

and the storage of belongings. Mr. B.,s prognosis rr¡as discussed and

funeral plans were made. Further visits by Mrs. H. seemed to reassure

Mr. B. that he would not be forgotten and abandoned again.

For a period of one month this workerts contact with Mr. B.

was twice per week for varyíng periods of time. Thereafter, following

Mrs. H. rs visiÈ there seemed to be no definite role for Ëhís worker.

During the last three monËhs of Mr. B.ts life, contact occurred about
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once per r¡reek. These visits were primarily of a social naLure as

Mr. B. had definitely made the ward his new home and. he became very

comfortabl e.

Case,Commentary--Themes and Issues

Mr. B.rs initial withdrawal, confusion and confinement to bed

afËer hís admission seemed to be the result of his denial suddenly

becomíng ineffective when he realized he would noË be returning home.

Depression then set in which was unrelated to any physical deteriora-

tion on his health. rt seemed that as a result of Mrs. H.rs vísit,

Mr. B.rs spirits improved and his depression was replaced wíth a d.e-

sire for joy and fun during hís last days of life. Mr. B. d.eveloped

numerous relaËionshíps wíth staff and he became close Ëo his roommate.

Mr. B. became a familiar sight going up and dor¿n the hall in his

wheelchair. He impressed sÈaff and fel1ow paËients with his sense

of humour and simple forthright personality. He became recognized

as a semi-official ward welcomer who greeted visitors and hospital

staff enÈering Ëhe ward.

The involvement with Mr. B. presented an unique opportuniËy

for hospital expeetations Ëo coalesce with this workerts intention

of working with families experiencing difficulties with dying and

bereavement. Rather than simply becoming involved in a pract,ical

sense to help sort ouË Mr. B.ts affairs; this social worker attempted

successfully to reconnect him with what remained of his family net-

work. When Mr. B. denied having any relatives, he seemed to be

symbolically expressing his fear of beíng a burden. Líke a caËalyst

Mrs. J. presented Mr. B. with the opportunity to make an existential
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choice. He could continue to die unhappily and alone or he could

choose to live so that every momenË counted. His,choice \.üas the latter
He found new meaning in 1ife. His sense of humour and sociable nature

glowed brightly if only for a few months. This change in Mr. B.

reverberated throughout the social sysËem of Ëhe ward. He joked wíth

everyone. To learn ËhaË others--even a cousin he had ïrot seen for many

years--could see him as worthwhile and desiring respect must have

been very gratifying for Mr. B

III. Mr. C.

Mr. C. was referred to this worker in January 1980 by the Home

Care Department.. The Home Care DepartmenÈ $ras concerned because Mr.

C. had recently been assaulËed by his daughter. He had also indícated

Ëo the visiting v.o.N. rhat he was having financial difficultíes.

The client system consisted of approximately sevent,y year old

Mr. c. and Mrs. s., his approximately forty-five year ord daughter.

Mr. c. was a widower, his wife having died of leukemia in september

L979. Mrs. s. was divorced from her husband. she lived alone and

T/ìras unemployed. Mr. c. was unsophisticated in his demeanor and in-
teraction. He was alert and oriented. Mr. c. described his daught.er

as having a serious drinking problen.

The c family had operated a small farm in the rural lJinnipeg

area. Mr. C. also norked many years for the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Mr. and Mrs. c. had tr,¡o children--a boy and a girl. The son died

during llorld l,üar rr of leukemia shortly after being conscripted.

Mr. c. was of llkrainian origin and was raised as a Ronan catholíc.

subsequently, he became a Jehovahrs trrlitness but did not practice any
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religíous affiliation. Mr. C. had a brother and two nephews in the

city with whom he had not maínËained any conËact.

The problem which thís worker sought Ëo address \^ras the con-

flict beÈween Mr. C. and Mrs. S. The ouÈstanding issues between them

seemed to require inËervention if they \^rere to deal wíth unfinished

business. Secondary to the concern seemed to be how Mr. C. was coping

with his living/dyíng process. Intellectually he was ahrare of his

diagnosis and prognosis. Initially, he seemed to minimize the conse-

quences of his disease. Mr. C. matter of facÈly acknor¿ledged his dyíng

when this social urorker conveyed permission for Mr. C. to discuss hís

dyíng openly. He lived an unnecessarily ausËere life-style. Mr. C.

had over $201000 in cash assets but he denied hirnself even small luxuries

in terms of basic foods. This paËtern of self-denial seemed consisLent

r¿ith his previous life-style. However, there seemed to be a symbolic

elemenË of death denial present as if he expected life to go on

definitely.

The issues beËween Mr. C. and hís daughter which lead up to the

assault essentially remained undefined. l^lhen interviewed, Mrs. S.

presented as an angry, belligerent lady obsessed with hatred for her

faËher. Mrs. S. blamed her father for her motherrs death because of

his i'meanness." She complaíned about Mr. C.ts irritability and the

unnecessarily austere life-style she believed he had imposed on her

mother. Mrs. S. attributed her motherfs rapid demise to her fatherfs

selfish mentaliËy. During the early morning inËerview with Mrs. S.,

she was obviously under Ëhe influence of alcohol and she admitted having

been drinking. In the 1aËe fa11 of L979, YIrs. S. receíved a gift of

$701000 from her father. Mrs. S. persuaded her father Èo give her the
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money whi.le he was alive rather than after his death. Mr. C. agreed

t.o do so on the condition that she use these resources in part to

provide for his needs. I^lhen Mrs. S. did not perform her part of Èhe

contract, Mr. C. confronted his daughter and an argument ensued.

Mr. C. alleged Mrs. S. hit him repeatedly wíth his cane, knocked him

down and conËinued hitting him. Mr. C. hras Ëreated in hospital for a

cuË to the scalp and broken ribs. Mr. C. had complaíned to the police

but decided against making an official complaint. Mr. C. ruled out

seeing a lawyer to determíne if he would be able Ëo recover his $701000.

Following the incident, Mr. C. changed the locks on his doors and ob-

tained an unlisËed phone number to control who had access to his suite

and person. There r¡ras no direct contact wirh her father except sending

a Fatherrs Day card and an ensuing telephone call initiated by Mr. C.

Mr. C. seemed Eo live in fear of his daughter coming back to see him

only Ëo give him another beating. As a result of his fears and sense

of loss, Mr. C. demonstrated an exaggerated need for financial securiËy

and total lack of trust in Mrs. S.

When Mrs. S. indicated no interest in meeËíng with her father

and Mr. C. was reluctant to rrueet for fear of hís safety, a conËract

Èo address theír conflict was i.mpossible. From ËhaË point, once every

two weeks for one to tü7o hours per session for a period of fíve months,

this social rn¡orker met índividually r¿íth Mr. C. The initial contract

r¿ith Mr. C. was Ëo provide supportive counselling. As the relation-

ship develpped, Lhe contract expanded to address his unfinished business

and adjustmenÈ Ëo dying. Attempting to work through these issues

created a dependent relationship. As difficulËy with termination r,ras

anËicípated, the services of a volunteer were obtained to provide at
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least friendly visits for Mr. C. Mr. C. refused to consider any

at.tempt to involve his brother and nepheÌ17s as a poËential source

of support. During the Ëermination interview, Mr. C. begged this

worker Ëo continue seeing him and offered to pay for ongoing involve-

ment. As Ëears came to his eyes, Mr. C. suppressed them and became

very quiet and withdrawn at the end of the interview.

Case Commentary--Themes and Issues

The role of unfinished business dominated Mr. C. and seemed

to similarly affect his daughËer. Mr. C. would not discuss his r¿ifers

death despite being offered many opporËunities to do so. Following

this loss, Mr. C. also lost his daughter through what he saq as her

betrayal. His response to the emotional shock ïùaves of these losses

vüas to Ëurn inward on himself. He became depressed. In despair, he

saw his disease as another insult which he was powerless Ëo control.

Rather than deal with his despair, Mr. C. chose to resist involvement

with family which could have met his need for love and intimacy. He

may have feared his dauhterts wrath because he felt responsible for

his wifers demise. I,{ith the death of his wife, a well of unfinished

business concerning the death of the son may have been tapped for

Mr. C. The symbolic connection may have been very strong as both son

and mother had died wíth leukemia. Mrs. S. may then also have held

her father responsible for Ëhe death of her brother and. mother. These

deaths may have requíred Mrs. S. to direct all her emotional energy

t.owards self-control . The net result r¡/as an emotional protest

of these losses demonstraÈed in hostility. Mrs. S. rs hostile, learned

response to bereavement may have confirmed for Mr. C. that he was

wretched, worthless and his life had been meaningless. Owing to this
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exístential anxieËy, Mr. C. saw himself r,¡ithout any int,rinsic dignity

and unworÈhy of respecË, caring and 1ove. Thus he felt he had no

choice but to try to buy his daughter's love and solicitation. Death

would cease to exist for Mr. C. if he had his daughterrs love. That

\ras noË to be, Mrs. S. rs unfínished business vras overwhelming.

Mr. C. talked abouË feeling as if he did not belong in a world

sÈressing the values of youËh, progress and compeËiËion. He viewed

socieËy as out of st,ep wíth human nature. By addressing the question

of meaning on a macrolevel, Mr. C. may have symbolically been attempting

to deal with his unfinished business regarding his daughter. As íf

he was wondering a1oud, he spoke often of not understandíng his daught.er.

Mr. C. regarded his life as a source of sorrow. He was isolaLed and

alone. He felt he had too little time left as life was beíng taken

from him. Therefore, because he had no Èime left or because he wanted

the easy way out, Mr. C. sought to buy this social workerrs continued

involvement. He was desperately trying to fill the existential vacuum

in hís 1ife.

IV. Mrs. D.

Mrs. D. r¡ras referred ín April 1980 by Ëhe Home Care DeparËment

of St. Boniface General Hospítal. Home Care iniËiated the referral

because concern had been expressed by Mrs. D.fs daughter, Mrs. H, for

the ability of Mrs. D.'s son Mark, age 24 and mother, Mrs. F, age 73,

to adjust and cope with Mrs. D. fs disease.

Mrs. D. had cancer of the head of Èhe pancreas with a poor

prognosis. Mrs. F. had been blind for most of her adult life. Mrs.

F, was found to have cancer of the throat ín L977. She had been
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treated with surgery and radiatíon. Mrs. F.fs disease had. since

been in remission. A biopsy taken in June 1980 from ulcers in Mrs.

F.fs mouth did not show a return of her disease. Mrs. H. v/as a nurse

employed in a llinnipeg Hospital and had been recently married. Mrs.

H. was Markrs half-sister.

Mark had dropped out of high school in grade 10 and joined the

U.S. Army when he was 17. trrlhen discharged, Mark returned to l^linnípeg,

enrolled in a course at Red River community college and dropped out.

Ile obtained enployment and. quit af ter t\,,ro years. Mark had been un-

employed since January 1980. He devoted mosË of his time Lo watching

television, and pursuing his interest.in hang-gliding, audio equip-

ment and sports.

Mrs. F. had been marríed twice. Mrs. D. was the only child

from the first marriage. Mrs. F. had no other children. rt was during

the second marriage, when Mrs. D. was 13, thaË her moÈher developed.

blindness. The stepfather blamed the Ëhen adolescent Mrs. D. for his

wifers blindness. Mrs. F. ts second husband died of a heart attack.

Mrs. D. left home when she was L7 and married for the first

time when she was 19. From this marriage.she bore two children, Mrs.

Y., who resided in Reno, Nevada. Mrs. H., Mrs. D.rs first marriage

ended in divorce when she discovered that her husband rrconsËanÈ1y

misled" her. Mrs. D. ü/as reluctant Ëo discuss what "constanLly mis-

ledrr meant. Mrs. D. then married Markrs faËher who was an American.

This marríage also end¿d in dívorce for a reason Mrs. D. would not

discuss. until her disease imposed physical limitations, Mrs. D. had

been employed for years as a drugstore clerk

trIorker activity began with at,tempting to engage the family by
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organizing a family meeting. The goal was to atËempË to work with

the family to facilitate adaptatíon to dying and bereavement. The

adaptational tasks would be addressed by bringing about appropriate

change in family relationship patterns that may have been conLributing

to diffículty with dying and bereavement. During the meeting a con-

tracË was developed dealing wíth providing support around instru-

mental issues. A subsequent meeting with the family l,fas not seen as

necessary by Mrs. D. Instead she suggested telephone conËacL would

suffíce regarding the instrumental issues. Mrs. D. also suggesÈed

that this social $/orker could possíbly meet with Mark. He remarked

that he would appreciaËe discussing the problem of his motherrs

disease further. It seemed that in presenting Mark as an ídentified

patienÈ, the family \^Ias presenting itself as rtin need of help" with-

out sËigmatízLng themselves. In so doing, direct admissíon of diffi-

culty with dyíng and bereavement l¡las avoided. The family seemed to

be attempËing Ëo normalize, in relatively more acceptable terms, the

degradation process involved in voluntari ly engaging with a social

r¡rorker. Perhaps it was even more ímportant for the family to engage

in the scapegoaËing process as they were becoming involved with a

social worker whose stated purpose \nlas'rÈo v/ork with families who

may be experiencing dífficulËies with dying and bereavement. "

ilhe subsequent meeting with Mark provided him Ëhe opportunity

to ventilate considerable hostílity for his sister, Mrs. H. This

stemmed from Mrs. H. fs meLhod of informing Mark about Mrs. F. rs disease

Ëhree years ago. Mrs. H. supposedly bluntly told Mark over Ëhe phone

,,Grandma ís goíng to die.tt This vlas very upsetting for Mark because

this informaËion-giving pïoved to be premature given the remission of
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Mrs. F. rs disease. Mark generaLízed, his feeling of hostility and spoke

of "feeling like rtm going Ëo exp1ode." Mark talked about feeling

depressed and his int,erest in hang-gliding in terms which suggested a

strong death wish.

Prior to meet,ing with Mark, Mrs. H. had contacted Èhe 2ECU

socíal worker and expressed concern for Markrs lack of direction. She

had also reportedly commented that she had left home at 19, because she

'rcouldntt stand what was going on any more." At about Èhe same time,

Mrs. D. requested the discontinuance of homemaking and V.0.N. service

as the family seemed to feel that these servíces were more of an in-

trusion than a help. The next goal seemed to be to aïrange a family

meeting including Mrs. H. Mark r"¡as only Ëhe sympt,om-carrier in the

family. Therefore a family meeting seemed necessary to redefine and

reframe "the problem" in terms of the family by Èaking Èhe focus off
Mark. The secretive quality of this family and the behínd the scenes

manipulation by Mrs. H. also indicated that calling together of family

resources was required for therapy to progress. The plan Ëo approach

Mrs. D. about a family meeting was derayed by the deterioration of

her condiËion necessitating admission to hospital for stabilization

of nausea and vomitting.

Owing to Ëhis delay, ín supervision iË was decided that termina-

Ëíon should occur as this social r,¡orkerts period of availability for

ínvolvement I^ras coming to a close. The family would then be followed

by the 2ECU social worker. Possible referral of Mark to ambulatory

psychiatric care was also consid.ered a possibility. Individual termina-

tion interviews were set up with boËh Mark and ivlrs. D.

During Markfs termination int,erview, he described having anxiety
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attacks and feelings of hostility and. aggression. He mentioned not

knowing how he should be reacting and used the label "manic-d.epressive"

Ëo describe himself. Mark had earlier considered seeing a psychiatrist

"because r cantt feel." The topic of suicide vras pursued. by this

r+orker because of Markrs depression and the wíde contradíctions in

what he was saying. Mark maintained that he had not seriously thought

of suicide and did not articulaËe any particular plan. Given the

serious nature of these concerns, Mark was referred to ambulatory

psychiatric care.

The termination inËerview wíth Mrs. D. was held shortly after

her discharge from hospital. Mrs. D. could have remained ,ín hospital

had she chosen to do so. InsËead she had opted for discharge and was

elated to be home again. Therefore, the t.one of this inËerview was

basically one of a restraíned sense of happiness.

Case Commentary--Themes and Issues

This social worker concluded that a family secreË was being

maintained. Mrs. E. had referred.to I'what was going on." Mrs. D.

refused to have her daughter, Mrs. H. presenË for the family meetíng.

Mrs. D. would not discuss the break-up of both her marriages except

in very broad generalities. During the initial family meeÈing, both

Mrs. D. and Mrs. F. also identified conflict between them as an is-
sue. Then as Mrs; D. and Mrs. F. repeatedly attempted to downplay

Ëheir "conflictrr and smiled at each oËher, iË seemed that they were

not prepared to deal substantively with whatever the issues were in

their relationship. The reluctance of this family to engage as a

family, possibly because of their 'secret" illustrates a difficulty
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inherent in a family approach to dying and bereavemenÈ. Taking the

foregoing inÈo account, the nature of Mrs. D.fs and. Mrs. F.rs cancers

and the suspieion of the Home care nurse, it is conceivable that
Mrs. D. and Mrs. F. may have drank considerably. rf drinking to

excess was a reality, Markfs lack of direction could be understood.

in Ëerms of difficulty finding a sense of meaning and belonging in
life. rt could be rhat the only rore Mark saw for himself was as

Itprotector" for his mother and grandmother given their inability to

positively engage life. Markts apparent apathy, as it was seen by

his mother and grandmother, I¡/as Ëhen their o\.rn creation as íË served

their need. They had defined Mark in relating Èo him and creat,ed

an enmeshed, emotíona1 triangle. Markrs self-described feelings of

hostility and aggression can Ëhen be seen not as pathology but as a

normal, developmental tension arising from a delay ín his individual
life cycle task of emancipaËion, separaÈíon and individuation.

Providing the whole family with a choice of direction seemed

to require involving Mrs. H. she was obviously a very powerful member

of the family who caused Ëhings to happen when she "pu1led strings"
behind the scenes. The problem r¡/as hor¿ Ëo engage her. Mrs. D. had

refused to allow this social worker to invíte Mrs. H. to the family
meeting. Mrs. H. r¡ras known to the hospital only by her fírst name.

There ü/as no known home address or phone number. Therefore, the onry

conceivable way of approaching her seemed to be to contacË the hospital
where she was employed. From a number of ethical perspectives, how-

ever' Ëaking the initíative to contact her would have been violaËion
of confidentíality and privacy.

The naËure of Markfs problem as identified by his moËher suggests
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he was caught in a double bind. At one level they were sayíng t,o

him, t'You are a problem, Mark. you have no direction¡ you musÈ grorÀ7

up." However, Ëhe actions of mother and grandmother Ëowards Mark

served to maíntain him in a dependent family role within the household.

Their messages implied we need you here to refocus our problem so that

we do not have to eonfront our dying (and probably our drinking). The

reason for the mystification, whether it was to maintain the family

secret of drinking oï to support a sysËem of death denial is obviously

speculaËive. The process and íts impacË on Mark is what is significant.

Markts statements of not knowing how t.o reacË and his thinking

of seeing a psychiatrist ttbecause r cantt fee1" seem to be self-con-

tradictor¡r, confusing and mystifying. These sÈatements contain staËe-

ments about statements which are clearly contradictory. one cannot

know that it is impossible Ëo feel without feeling. The paradox in-
volved suggests that Mark may, have been ín a double bind. Mark was

closely emotionally aËtached to his grandmother and his older síster

had told him rather bluntly ín a t,elephone conversaÈionttGrandma is

going to die." Not only was this information-giving very premature

but also, in hindsight, very inaccurate. Grandma failed to die. This

could have been particularly confounding because he was Èold by his

sisÈer' presumably an authoritative source given her associatíon with

the medical profession. The way Mark described being Ëold by his

sister also implied to him that his grandmoËherts death was imminent.

AnËicipatory grief may have begun (for Mark) a process of emotional

decathexis which he could neither undo nor complete.
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V. Mr. E.

Mr. E. was referred in January, 1980 by the ward social

worker following a 2ECU case conf,erence. The Home care Department

assessment aroused concerns regarding Mr. E.rs daughËer, Mrs. L.

she had been financially dependent on Mr. E. and she was possibly

alcoholic.

Mr. E. was seventy years of age and died just over a month

afÈer admission. Mr. E. fs diagnosis was a malignant, brain tumor.

He was a retired sheeL metal urorker having been employed by Air

canada for almost ËhírËy-five years. Mrs. E. had died approximately

three months earlier of lung cnacer. Mr. and Mrs. E. had been married

for fifty years

The first priority for this social workerrs activiËy vras to

meeÈ Mr. E. gather family informatíon and begin a contracting process

with the famíly. Mr. E: uras lucid on admission and expressed himself

wel1. He understood his admission to hospítal to be for pain control

and because of general difficulty managing at home. Mr. E. described

his family in cooperative and supportive terms and stated that his

affairs were in order. Despite his apparenË lucidity, Mr. E. main-

tained Èhat he did not know what his diagnosis was and spoke with a

seeming lack of a\¡/areness of his physical condition and present,

physical functioning. Mr. E. was very pleasant and agreed to a further

meeting with this social worker.

Before another meeting took place, Mr. E. developed hallucina-

tions and became confused on pain control medication. Mr. E. also

developed spinal cord compression resulting in paraplegia while in
hospital.
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concern developed regarding how the family may be copíng with

Mr. E.ts illness as it so closely folrowed Mrs. E.ts death. During

a weekly case conference iË was noted that Mr. E..had also not had

any visitors. It was unknown if any alternative arrangements had been

made for Mrs. L. rs fínancial support. For these reasons, Mrs. L. fs

reaction to her fatherts impending death \4raa a major concern. There-

fore an attempt was made to organize a famíly conference to share

ínformatíon with the family, allow assessmenË to occur and facilitate

contracting as appropriaËe. Mr. E.'s son Leonard ü/as contacted re-

garding any concerns the famíly may have had that should be dealt with

by means of information-sharing ín a family conf,erence. Leonard in-

dicated the family understood Mr. E. to be terminal and that every-

thing that could be done had been done and everything v/as beíng done

that needed to be done. Leonard st,ated that Èhe family had made ar-

rangemenËs to provide for Mr. E. ts daughËer, Mrs. L. Leonard felt

that Ëhere Ì¡¡as no need for a family conference as Ëhe family und.er-

stood and appreciated the situation.

An effort was made to engage Mrs. L. to offer the opportunity

to raise any concerns she may have. However in response to a phone

message left for Mrs. L., her son (Mr. E.rs grandson) returned the

phone call. Mr. L. wondered why an at,tempt had been made to conËact

his mother. rt was explained that the aËtempË had been made to eon-

tact Mrs. L. to anshrer any quest.ions Ëhat she may have abouË Mr. E. f s

condition and to offer the opportunity to raise any concerns. Mr. L.

related that the family had decided that his mother must be protected

from knowing the facts of Mr. E.ts condition. Mr. L. reported the

family as a v¡hole ü/as a\¡rare of the nature of Mr. E. rs condítion but
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Ëhey had only Ëo1d Mrs. L. that Mr. E. was "doing all righË." Mr.

L. indicated rhaË he felt his mother would "Ëake it pretty hard,, when

her father, Mr. E. dies. Mr. L. mentioned thaÈ this was particularly

going Èo be the case as Mrs. E., Ëhe wife of the patient and Mrs.

L.ts moËher, had died recently of lung cancer. Mr. L. felt that nothing

could be done to make it easier for his mother when Mr. E. dies. Mr.

L. said that he would contact this socíal worker if he should feel

that his mother vrould benefít from contact. Mr. L. related that he had

no concerns abouË his grandfatherts condition. shorË1y afterwards,

Mr. L. came Èo visit his grandfather briefly. He r¿as Mr. E.ts only

vis itor .

hrhen Mr. E. died, the family \¡/as notif ied by nursing staff
but none came to view the body which was regarded as unusual by the

sËaff. The only exceptíon was Mr. E. rs brother who happened to come

on the ward to visit his brother not knowing he had díed. The

brotherrs reaction liras very controlled and there was no overt display

of emotion or grief. rn spíte of finding out thaË Mr. E. had just

died, his brother denied that he was shocked by the news. This

worker sat with Mr. E. fs broËher for some time to give him the op-

portuniËy to discuss his feelings or ventilate. InsËead the brother

remained rather stoic, withdrawn and quiet.

Case Commentary--Themes and Issues

The difficulÈíes inherent in the family approach are exempli-

fied by Mr. E. and hís family. How do you engage the family system

when the paÈient absolutely denies knowledge of his diagnosis and. has

no avrareness of his present physical functioning? Mr. E. seemed t.o be
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protecting himself by denying his illness and aËtempting successfully

to avoid discussion of family concerns, hís physícal condition and

physical functioning. Thís style of coping \¡/as supposedly unrelated

to physiological effecËs of the disease. Discussion was also

made impossible by the fact that Mr. E. reacËed. to pain control medi-

cation by becoming delusional and confused. on the basis of the one

in-depth discussion thaË this worker did have wiËh Mr. 8., his focus

however seemed Èo be more on Ëhe past, as he was; rather than on Èhe

presenË.

Mr. E. rs almost outright detachmenË, combined with the familyts

distancing coping mechanisms seemed to mitigate against any meaningful

involvement with his family. As Mr. E. seemed to protect himserf by

denial, Ëhe family gave the impression they were avoiding dealing

direcËly with the reality and consequences of Mr. E. fs condiËion.

Taken as a whole, Èhe reaction of this family could be mosË aptly

summed up as sËoic. such a situation obviates any possibility of

developing a specific cont,ract dealing with specific family issues

relating to dying and bereavement for a specific period of time.

speculatively, some observations and assumptions can be made

concerning how this familyrs dynamics created their stoic, inattentive

response Èo Mr. E. ts dyíng. Resistance to engaging with this social

worker r¡ras very strong. To engage ín any way would have meant that

their line of sËoicism was challenged. The relationship rule and

organization around proËecting Mrs. L., perhaps the familyrs weakest

member, from the stress of the realiÈy of Mr. E.ts condítion, would

have also been challenged and disturbed. A family conference ü7as

Ëhereby defínitely precluded by the relationship rule as information
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about Mr. E. fs dying would have been discussed. This family had in
effect given Mrs. L. permission to be weak, as shown by her drinkíng,

so that the rest of the family could be strong. The protective, stoic
sËarice of the family maintained Mrs. L.rs emotional dependency on her

father and perhaps reinforced her alcoholism.

From an opposite point of view in Ëerms of culËurally and

socially prescríbed death denial, this family could be seen to be

coping very well with their loss. perhaps Mr. E. and his family had

completed all theír grief work before his admission to hospital. The

family seemed devoid of emotional atËachment, relationship or defini-
tion of relationship with Mr. E. rt seemed that the family treated

Mr. E. as if he was already dead. Decathexis on the part of family

and Mr. E. nay have already occurred.

VI. Mr. F.

Mr. F. was referred Ëo this social worker by the Home care

Department. on referral, Mr. F. was an inpaÈient on an acute care

ward for surgery. The concern moËivating the referral was the ap-

parent difficulty Mr. and Mrs. F. seemed. to be having coping with his

disease. They had persistently requested unorthodox laetrile treatment.

Mr. F. \¡ras a seventy-five year old man with recuïrenÈ complete,

obstrucËive cancer of the large íntestine with liver metastases. In

the last year of his lífe, Mr. F. had abdominal surgery three times

for his disease. Mrs. F. was sixty-six years of age. Following Mr.

F. ts death, it became known that Mr. F. fs three children were from

an earlier marriage, Mr. F. had been employed by the c.N.R. for fifty
years as a boílermaker and had also operated a farm for forty J¡ears.
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tr{orker activity began with an unannounced visit to Mr. F. rs

bedsíde while he was sti1l an inpatient. The purpose of this visit
r¡Ias to engage the family, begin assessmenË and develop a contract.

As it happened, Mr. and Mrs. F. were seen together on the inítial
visit. Mr. and Mrs. F. seemed very concerned about Mr. F. rs díagnosis

and prognosis. I{hen asked, they acknowledged havíng requesËed and

rèceived information on laetrile treatment from an organízation based

in Tijuana, Mexico with a branch in North Dakota. Mr. F. had ap-

proached two chemotherapy specíalists in llinnipeg for Ëheir help in

arranging laetrile treatments in triinnip.g. The laetrile treatments

\tere not regarded as therapeutic by the Canadian medical profession.

consequenË1y Mr. and Mrs. F. had considered going to Tijuana, Mexico

Ëo obtain Ëhe Èreatment. Mr. F. also presented as very anxíous to

prepare his wife to handle their financial affairs on her own. He

found this difficult however because Mrs. F. became upset when he

initiated discussíon of their affairs. Mr. F. indicated he responded.

to Ëhis by discussing theír affairs a little at a tíme to desensítize

his wife to the issues. conversely, Mrs. F. seemed to be experíencíng

difficulty adjusting to her husbandts condition and their new social

situaËion with its increasing d.emands for new role adaptations. Mrs.

F. seemed to interpret Mr. F. fs discussion of her assuming gradual

control of their financial siËuation as "rtm leavíng you.,, The planned

discharge home, home care supports and possible 2ECU admission was

discussed. To cont.inue discussing the concerns expressed during this
ínterview, it was agreed that this worker would visit the F. rs at

home after Mr. F. ts discharge.

The visit üras arranged and took place about one week after
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discharge. Mr. F. openly expressed his reaction and feelings about

his disease and dying. However Mr. F. seemed more resigned to dying

than accepting death. rt r¡ras very difficult for Mrs. F. to hear her

husband talk abouË his death and dying. Mrs. F. seemed Ëo avoid sharing

her feelings. MosË of Mrs. F.rs contribution to the intervier+ centred

around instrumental problems such as what plans should be made for

the disposition of their home after Mr. F. dies and her currenË dif-

ficulty caring for her husband. rn the course of the int,erview,

Mrs. F. did not seem to be as dependent on her husband as had been

thoughÈ previously. Mrs. F. revealed ttrat she has a driverfs licence

and staËed that she had taken conËrol of their financial affairs.

Mr. F. avoided responding to this staËemenË by his wife with silence

as if he felt his wife $/as noË really in need of him.

Mr. and Mrs. F. seemed to be unwilling to bring the discussion

around how their family was coping. Perhaps the relationships be-

tween Mr. and Mrs. F. and the childTen were somewhat strained gíven

Mrs. F. ts position as step-parent.

The interview primarily centred around Mr. r'. ts med.icatíon

and the laetrile treatments he had been considering. Mr. F. drev¡

a parallel beËween the experimental chemotherapy he had been offered

and the laetrile treatmenË he wished to undertake. This worker

reinforced what the F.ts had been told by the oncologists, specifically

that laetrile treatmenLs wre of no benef,it. so that the F.ts were not

deprived of hope, it was pointed out that the chemotherapy offered

previously was stil1 available. Mrs. F. inquired wheËher it would

be possible that Mr. F. may be given medication "to make it ki1l

himr" without his consent. The basis for this fear could not be
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ídentified. At the conclusion of the intervíew, it was agreed Ëhat

Ëhís socía1 worker would contact Ëhe F. ts in about Ëwo weeks to set

up another appointment to provide supportive counselling.

shorËly afterwards, Mr. F. was readmiËted to hospiral as his

wife was having difficulty coping with his care at home. I^Ihen this

social worker visited Mr. F., he seemed. Eo rearize that he was close

to death but had not given up hope. A few times he repeated: "God

will help me." Four days later, Mr. F. died.

As Mrs. F. seemed possibly to be in need of support, it was

decided to attempt to remain involved. To that end, this worker at-

tended the funeral and Ëelephoned Mrs. F. to express condolences a few

days 1aËer.

Mrs. F. seemed to pretend she could not. understand and ended

the conversat.ion by hanging up. Therefore in addition to the bereave-

menË card sent by the ward, this worker sent one of his own. AbouË a

r^¡eek later Mrs. F. cal led and spoke.with a nurse from the Home care

Department. Mrs. F. asked who I was and. then requested the Home Care

nurse tell me not to phone agaín nor send any more cards. The same

day Mrs. F. vísited the.ward to return the bereavement card. sent by

this worker. Apparently following the home visit to Mr. and Mrs. F.,

Mr. F. had warned his wife that this social workerts intenËion was

personal rathêr than professional, To justify his belief he cited

the fact Ëhat the social worker had placed his hand on Mrs. F.rs

shoulder at some poínt. Mrs. F. therefore apparently interpreted the

phone call and sympathy card as an advance. supposedly a neighbour

also reínforced this opinion. one of Ëhe sisters from the pastoral

Care Department as well as one of the housekeeping sÈaff who knew Mrs. F
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talked with her and clarified this worker's purpose.

Case CommenËary--Themes and Issues

Mrs. F.ts hostility towards this social worker could.,be inter-

Preted as anger directed at someone in the environment who r^ras per-

ceived to be an impediment to the recovery of her lost object. This

anger wourd, as Bowlby describes, be related to the sorrorir in the

process as Mrs. F. strove to lessen the pain engendered by her grief
and yearning for her dead husband. Mrs. F. rs hostility may have been

Ëhe displacement of anger arising from a sense of guí1t. Mrs. F. may

have been feelíng guilty from a secret sense of relief following the

death. rn retrospect, Mrs. F.fs reference Ëo euthanasia could be re-
garded as perhaps a projection of some fleeting thoughts of her own

about how she could end Ëhe mísery for her husband and herself. Thus

she could have been experíencing feelings of guilt which she demonstrated

by displacing hostility towards Ëhis social worker. Mrs. F. also

confided to a member of the housekeeping staff that in his last days,

Mr. F. comforted her very little and acËua11y sent her away once.

Therefore, Mrs. F. ma5z have misint.erpreted her husbandrs decathexis

as a hurtful rejection which aroused a sense of anger which again, in
turn, was displaced. A further complícating facËor could be that as

Mr; and Mrs. F. were unsophisticated and. poorly educated with probably

no prevíous social worker contact, Èhey may have had serious difficulty
comprehending this workerfs purpose. some of the misreading of this
workerrs body language in putting a hand on Mrs. F.rs shoulder during

Èhe home visit in February may have also been due to the culÈural back-

ground of Mr. and Mrs. F. as well as their life experience. Essentially,
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the symbolic act of placing a hand on a shoulder was interpreted to

indicate a personal advance rather than a caring and concerned pro-

fess ional ism.

The hosËility dísplayed by Mrs. F. can also be undersÈood in

terms of relationship dynamics beËween Mr. and Mrs. F. I,Ihen Mr. F.

warned his wife about, his perception of this social workerfs ínten-

tions, he may have been dealing with his or¡rn anger at dying. He

desperately hoped to live and may have been concerned abouL Èhe pos-

sibility that hís wife one day would remarry as he himself had. rn

this respect he may have been reactíng to his wifefs anticípaËory

grief work and a partial withdrawal of emotional investment. To warn

his wife about this r¡orker may have been a symbolíc warning to his

wife that he disapproved of her establishing a relaËionship with any

oËher man. Mr. F. may then have been attempt,íng to remain socially

alive for hís wife despite his deteriorating condition. 0n Ëhe other

hand, Mrs. F.rs hostílity may have been for her a way of avoiding

or delaying dealing with her grief. For Mrs. F. to engage this

worker would have possibly increased any sense of guilt she may have

had as she would. have been dísobeyíng her dying husband. Given the

age and cultural background of the F.ts; the relationship ru1e, de-

manding that a wife unquestioningly obey her husband, may have been

powerful. The necessity to obey may have been even stronger gíven

the death of Mr. F. for had she disobeyed she would have almost been

disloyal and betraying his memory. The descríption in the literature

of the bereaved having visions of Èheir deceased loved one, may also

have some applicability here. Mrs. F. may have felr Ëhat if she did

not obey, her husband may have been mystically aÌüare. Accordingly,
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Mr. F. ts warning \^ras also a mystification. The issues of adjustment

and a caring professionalism were mísdefined as a sexual advance.

Therefo.re in a very real way for Mrs. F., the hand on her shoulder

was her husbandrs. She had been placed in a double bind. To re-

solve gríef, the lost object must be replaced by new object(s) or

relationships; however Ëo do so may have been a betrayal of her

husband I s r¿ishes

iühen Mrs. F. ts hostility became known, furÈher aËËempts to

engage with Mrs. F. ceased as a trusËing, therapeutic re1¿tionship

could not exisË. InsÈead, Mrs. F. was seen by a Sister from the

Pastoral Care DeparËmenE.

VII. Mrs. G.

Shortly af Èer Mrs. G. rs admission to hospital , concern \¡Ias

expressed Ëhat Mrs. G. ts daughter, Díanne, I^Ias províding the major

portion of Mrs. G. rs nursing. Following the weekly 2ECU case con-

ference where this concern had been expressed by nursing sraff, Mrs.

G. was referred to this social r.rorker.

Mrs. G. \¡/as a 53 year o1d woman r¡ho was admitted to 2ECU at

the beginning of April 1980. She was complaining of pain and some

nausea. Mrs. G. was suffering from cancer of the breast with bone

metasËases. She had been married for 29 years and had been separated

for B years because of her husbandts excessive drinking. Mrs. G. oc-

casionally saT¡r her husband on visíts but indicated that she considered

him nothing more than a friend. Mr; G. v¡as self-employed as a

truck-driver. Mrs. G. reported that she also left her husband because

he had been unfaithful and was currently living with another woman.
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The client sysËem consísted of Mrs. G., Dianne, Diannefs

husband victor and their four elemenÈary school age children. prior
to admission to hospital, Mrs. G. had been residing with and had

been cared for by her daughter Dianne and her famíly. Mrs. G. felt
her care at home had been too much for Dianne. rt was noticed that
victor did not visit Mrs. G. in hospital. rn the course of her

separation with Mr. G., Mrs. G. lived with Les whom she referred Êo

as her boyfriend. As Mrs. G. did not seem to have a relationship

with either Les or Mr. G. they were not treated as part of Ëhe client.
sysËem. They also did not vísit Mrs. G. ín hospital.

Given the concern of nursing staff that Dianne r¡/as spending

up to twelve hours per day performing most of the care her moËher re-
quired, the initial goal of this social workerts involvement r¡/as Ëo

assess the family situaËion. on the fírst visit with Mrs. G., Dianne

and a niece hrere present. I,rlhen asked by the social worker abouÈ her

diagnosis and prognosis, Mrs. G. responded that she had cancer and.

expected to die. Mrs. G. restraíned her tears at Èhis point r¿hile

Dianne began and conÈinued crying for some time. Mrs. G. talked about

herself as a burden Ëo her family almost implying that their lives
would be easíer with her death. she described herself as interferíng
with Dianne's home life. Mrs. G. eraborated by expressing critícísm
of victor, Diannets husband, because he is ,,childlike, irresponsible
and unemployed.tt Dianne mad.e only a feeble attempt Ëo respond to her

motherrs ill feelíngs tourard.s victor by claiming that all the bills
were paid. Both Mrs. G. and Dianne were not receptive to a meeting

with victor to deal with the evident conflict between them.

As arranged, one r¿eek later this worker had a further interview
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with Mrs. G. which was very lengthy and took the form of a rife re-

view. Mrs. G. had Dianne bring albums of snapshots from home ¡¿hich

Mrs. G. invited this worker to go through with her. Reviewing the

albums helped Mrs. G. Talk about her marit,al disappointment and. her

relationship with Ehe boyfriend, Les. Mrs. G. found her relaËionship

with Les rewarding and furfilling but disappoinËing too as the rela-
Èionship ended with the occurrence of her cancer. Mrs. G. began

reviewing her relationship with Dianne. She was obviously concerned

about impressions this worker may have drawn about Dianners prolonged

crying during the previous interviev¡. Mrs. G. at.tempted to explain

very carefully that she rnlas "meantt to Dianne at various tímes duríng

her childhood. She then qualified t'meantt in terms of impatience and

being unable to provide maËerial things because of poverty. Mrs. G.

I¡ras reassured that Diannets reaction \¡ras an appropriate, healËhy ex-

pression of emotion.

As nursing staff had noticed that Mrs. G. became nauseous

and vomitted r¿henever she seemed to be emotionally upset, Mrs. G.rs

nausea and vomitting were discussed. Mrs. G. rs physician had pre-

viously índicated at the weekly case conference Ëhat the reason for
Mrs. G. rs nausea and vomítting was emotional rather than physical. The

hypoÈhesis that her nausea and vomitting was related to emotional

upset !¡as put Ëo Mrs. G. as an observation. Mrs. G. rejected the

hypothesis and atËempted to dismíss the subject by attributing her

recurrerit nausea and vomitting to becoming ttnervous in the stomach.rt

very shortly after Mrs. G. made this observation, her roommate died.

Nursíng staff were notified but before they attended, Ëhis worker

returned Èo find Mrs. G. becoming nauseous. As this worker held Mrs. G s
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forehead in one hand and a kidney basin with the oËher, Mrs. G.

retched violently and vomitted. 0nce recovered, Mrs. G. Ëhen revíer¿ed

her experience with her roommate since her admission and shared some

feelings of fear. rË was agaín suggested Ëo Mrs. G. that a possible

reason for her nausea and vomítting was emotional upset. Irlhíle not

rejecting the observation outright, Mrs. G. seemed reructant to deal

r,¡ith the issue. Perhaps she had come face to face with the ar¡rareness

of fear of death.

About two weeks later the head nurse and physician described

Mr. G., mentioning that Dianners husband, victor, had been telling
the grandchildren that Mrs. G. rs cancer developed from syphilis. The

physician and head nurse offered Mrs. G. the possibility of a family

conference. As a member of the 2ECU team, this worker explored the

idea of the family conference further with Mrs. G. to clarify its
purpose and develop an interventive strategy.

Mrs. G. felt a family conference would take some of Èhe pres-

sure off her. However Mrs. G. stípulaËed that she did not want Victor

to get the impression that she had asked for him t'to be straightened

out. " She concluded that she would prefer that the family conference

be held anter she died to try to maximize victorts guilË. Her words

rìrere: rfso that certain people could have guilty consciences." Mrs. G.

felt very hurt and angered by Victorrs statements although she seemed

to appreciate that she did not contract cancer as a result of having

had any contact with syphilis. when it was pointed out to Mrs. G. that

this approach would be very punishing for Víctor with no hope of for-
giveness, Mrs. G. terminated the interview by complaining of abdominal

cramps and leaving for the washroom. Being confronted in this way
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seemed to anger Mrs. G. as she had. assumed an alliance exisLed between

her and Ëhis worker. Mrs. G.ts abrupt departure could also have been

indicative of resistance aroused as a result of the challenge made

to her sick roIe. The secondary gaín issue of Mrs. G.ts illness in

how it affected her relationships and how she proposed to use her

illness was also confronted so that rapport had been momentarily

destïoyed

The possibility of having a family conference requíred further

discussion with Mrs. G. If the conference would be used for potentially

destrucËive purposes then it would be questionable if there should be

one at all. Conversely iË seemed that Ëhe triangulated conflict be-

tween Mrs. G., Dianne and Victor should be addressed for the communica-

tion sysËem to be opened and. c,onflicË to be resolved. In meeting with

Mrs. G. again, Dianne happened to be visiting. Dianne left the room

briefly. Mrs. G. hastily sËated in a mu.ted voice ËhaË she did noË

ltant Ëo do anything that, would make further Ërouble while she was alive.

When Dianne returned, Mrs. G. resumed talking normally abouË a totally

unrelated subject. This piece of interactíon suggested that Mrs. G.

may have been referring to the family conference. To check this out,

Mrs. G. was asked if she stíll \,ranted a family conference to occur.

with Ëhe participaEion of Dianne and Mrs. G., a contract Ì¡ras worked

out to provide information regardíng Mrs. G.rs condition in a family

conference.

A few days laËer, the family conference üras held at Mrs. G.ts

bedside with Díanne, Victorrs sister, Mrs. G. ts physician, her nurse

and this socíal worker. The physician stat,ed clearly that. cancer

cannot be caused by contact with venereal dísease or infecËíon. Concern
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r¡ras expressed by this social r¿orker and Ëhe nurse that Mrs. G. seemed

to be requiring Dianne to perform the bulk of the nursing she needed.

Dianne and Mrs. G. responded with resisÈance and justified the status

quo in theír relationship. Mrs. G. seemed to find Diannets solicít,ous

behavior as a comforË given the pain she had begun to experience.

Victorrs absence r¡ras acknowledged by thís worker but was not dealt

with. Possibly the presence of Victorfs síster meant that Victor

was there by proxy to protect him from any expect,ed direcË attack

from the team. His sister's presence suggested that she may have been

asked to attend so that a message would nonetheless be carried back

to Víctor.

Concern continued to.be expressed by nursing staff about Ëhe

amount of time Dianne was spending on Èhe ward caring for her mother.

This concern r¡ras genuine and not just the expression of a need to be

needed by nursing staff. Dianne appeared to be driving herself to the

point of physical exhaustion. The tacËic of meeting Dianne and her

mother together díd not seem to work when this issue uras discussed in

the pasË. Seen together, Dianne and her mother automaËical1y colluded

to defend the staÈus quo of theír relationship in the hospital setting.

Their combined resistance seemed very strong when they were dealth with

together as a family. T,heir resistance seemed Èo close off communica-

tion which made it very difficult to help them become aü/are of their

interaction. Both Mrs. G. and Dianne appeared to be una\^rare of how

their relationship was meeting their needs in the contexË of dying

and bereavement. Therefore, instead of meeËíng together with them as

a family, this worker decided to meet with them indívidually as a

family. The approach used in the context of both meeËings vras to
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introduce the observation that Mrs. G. and Dianne seemed to fear

the loss of each other through seríous illness and possíble deaËh.

In terms of Èheir behavior, it was shown that Mrs. G. "saved things"

for Dianne to do; while Díanne was visibly reaching the point of ex-

haustion. Usíng this tacËic and strategy seemed to prod.uce some

growth for Mrs. G. and Dianne. They both seemed to consider their

relaËionship patÈerns dispassionately for the first time since this

workerts involvement.

As this workerts term at the hospital was concluding, this

worker terminaËed ¡¿ith Mrs. G. and Dianne. Further involvement was

assumed. by the 2ECU social worker. ShorËly after Ëhis termination,

Mrs. c. died.

Case Commentary--Themes and Issues

Involvement with the G. family demonstrates that one of the

ways a family maintains a closed communicatíon sysËem is by means of

boundaries. The family members that this rnrorker was involved with

appeared Èo have theír own emotional boundaries which regulated who

was permitËed to be involved and how. The family sysËem also had

created an internal boundary around Victor and Mrs. G. to d.isengage

them from their conflict by means of a de facto agreement to avoid

each other. As Díanne conËinued to províde the care for her mother

in hospital, it seems that the perhaps primary reasoïr. for the hospítali-

zation was to separaËe Mrs. G. and victor. At. home the situatíon be-

türeen the two of them may have been impossible given their enmeshed

preoccupation with each otherfs weaknesses. The emotional tríangle

between Mrs. G., Dianne and Victor embodied a competition and sËruggle

between Mrs. G. and victor for Diannefs attenËion and affection. rn
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the creative way thaË families find soluËions to their problems,

this family achieved a degree of detriangulation by means of Mrs. G.rs

admissíon to hospital. Their fínal detriangulation would be created

by Mrs. G.ts death. Or would it? If Dianne did not forgive Victor

for the terrible things he said about her moËher, Ëhey could continue

Ëo Ëriangulabe with the deceased Mrs. G. Perhaps Ëhis pattern of

relationship would continue t.o exist until they were able to t,riangulate

wíth someone else, possibly one of their four children. Attempting to

work together with Dianne and Mrs. G. was impossible as they triangulated

with this worker. Hence, with the triangulat,ion, the fuIl brunt of

resistance r/as felt. As Victor was unwilling to be present or r¡ras

kept away from the family conference, Ëhe only possible Ì{ay of doing

therapy \À/as to work alone with Mrs. G. and Díanne.

Díanne was being forced ínto a double bind. VicËor seemingly

could noË toleraÈe Diannets closeness with her mother, while Mrs. G.

could not tolerate Diannets ties with VicËor. Dianne musË have felt

like she was being faced with an impossible choice. On the one hand,

Dianne must have felt like it was a "crime" to care for her moÈher;

while on Ëhe other it was a t'crime" to neglect her home and family.

From Victor, Dianne hras hearing how I'sinfulr'and t'evil" her mother

r¿as and how she was paying for her past wrongdoings. Meanwhile Dianne

was manipulated by Mrs. 11. so thaË she thought her mother stíll de-

pended on her for a major part of her care. This would have been

impossible if Dianne had been assertive enough to define herself

by saying no to her moËher. But how could she possibly say no to

her dying mother? She could not say no probably beeause she felt a

sense of misplaced responsibílity and guilt for what Victor had been
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saying.

Moreover, the boundaries erected. ín this family helped to

att.enuaËe their grief. Dianne and her mother became totally absorbed.

and involved in the specific, instrument.al issues relating to hospital

care. Thus, Èhey were able to limit and restrict reflection on the

process in their family and. avoid dealing with the issues of dying

and bereavemenË. The conËract in this family, seen in iEs sSzmptoms,

therefore allowed the family Ëo maínt,ain an at best unstable equilibrium,

permitting the family to continue functioníng.

VIII. Mr. H.

Before this social v¡orker became involved with the H. family,

Mr. H. had been a patient on 2ECU for more than a month. Initíally

Mr. H. had been admitted for a two-week períod of social relief while

his wife dealt with instrumental problems. Following admission, it

became apparent that Mr. H. and his family would have difficulty coping

aË home because of his physical deterioratíon and a poor support

system. The H. family \¡/as transferred to this social worker as the

previous social worker was leavíng the hospítal and the family seemed

to be in obvious need.

The client system consísted of fífty-five year old Mr. H.

who was suffering from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as

moËor neuron disease. Mr. and Mrs. H. were married for thirty-four

years and had three children. Lorraine, eleven years of age, remained

aË home with her mother. A son Richard age thirty-tr¡ro and a daughter

age twenty-eighË both lived in Ëhe city and had their own families.

Mr. H. was observed Èo be severely limíted in his walking abílity
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and manual dexterity as a resulÈ of his disease. He was emoËionally

labile r,¡ith abrupt mood swíngs ranging from broad smiles to sudden

tears. Mrs. H. had been managing Èo support herself and Lorraine

by means of employment until she decided to take a Ëhree-monËh leave

of absence for what she described as t'pressure in household chores.tt

Prior to this socíal workerrs involvemenË, a history of marital

conflict and current issues in the marital relationship became apparent.

Mr. H. confided to his previous social worker thaË he had had desi::es

and fantasies of a sexual nature over the years which his wife was

never able to satísfy. Mr. H. mentioned that in the past he had

frequently seen eroËic movies and read simílar material. Mrs. H. had

also independently described (to the prevíous social worker) a meeting

with a very friendly couple only to discover thaË they \^rere members of

a nudist colony which her husband wanted to join. Mrs. H. Ì^Ias angry

and indígnanË when she learned the purpose of the meeËing. During a

visit home on a pass from hospital, an embarrassing argumenË had developed

ín front of relatives. Mrs. H. had also menËioned thaË on other visits

home and during hospital visits as well she found her husband parti-

cularly demanding. On one occasion at home on a vísit, Mr. H. had

Ëold Lorraine: "If you donrt do this Itll hit you.tt

The basic goal of this workerfs involvement seemed to be to

assist Mr. and Mrs. H. deal with the outsËanding issues of marital

conflicË wíthin the context of adaptation to dying and bereavement.

fhe possibility of díscharge v/as discussed at Lhe weekly case con-

ference on the ward. If Mr. H. did ïeturn home it seemed thât the

aforemenËioned goals would be particularly important and relevant to

the family. Mr. and Mrs. H. \,rere receptive to discharge planning. A
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family conference r¡ras arranged. However, just before Èhe conference

T¡/as to occur, Mrs. H. asked that her husband not be presenË as she

thought "it would be too difficult for him." Mrs. H. insisËed that

she would not discuss the subjecÈ of who should attend with her husband.

The requesË was discussed with Mr. H. who agreed. As the H.rs adult

son and daughter had made special arrangements to come Ëo the hospital

during the day, the other members of the Ëeam agreed that Ëhe conference

would proceed. Mrs. H. raised numerous objections to the suggesËion

of discharge home despíte the offer of numerous Home Care supportíve

servíces. As he had requested Ëo be informed of the conferencers out-

come' Mr. H. was advised thaË it seemed that he would be remaining in

hospital. I^IithouË emotion and without saying anything else he respond.ed:

ttThat ts f ine.tt

From thaË poinË for the next four months Mr. H. r¡as visited for

about half an hour once per week by this worker. During this time

period, Mr. H. rs condition continued a grad.ual but sËeady deterioration.

He became unable to walk what,soever and, seemed Ëo give up attempting

to feed himself. Mr. H. seemed to avoid raísing any concerns about.

his condition or his family. AË the end of Ëhe fourth month, Mrs. H.

contacted this worker and reported Ëhat Mr. H. was annoyed by this

workerrs inquiries about hís family. This workerts purpose \^ras

clarífied for Mrs. H. specifically, the point was made thaË just as

Mr. H. ts condition was difficult for him, ít must also be difficult

for the family; This workerts purpose \^7as to be available to assist

the family to deal with any issues that presented. Mrs. H. seemed.

to accepË this explanation and indicaËed that it might be helpful to

neet with the family to discuss the current situat,ion. Mrs. H. insisËed
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that the social worker should discuss the possibility of the family

conference with Mr. H. tr{hen Ëhe prospect of another family conference

was discussed with Mr. H., he rejected the idea outright. He stated

that unless Èhe purpose of a conference \,,ras Ëo discuss a neï¡/ Ëreatment

or cure, it would otherwise be "on1y horsing around.,, From having

seen Mr. H. for a number of months, Mr. H. obviously needed te control

his ov¡n life in ürhatever vüays $rere left to him. ConsequenÈly, it seemed

that the best way to deal with Mr. H. f s annoyance with this r,¡orker

vlas to give him control over whet.her or noË this worker continued to

see him. Mr. H. maintained that the weekly meetings could continue

but emphasízed that he would like to talk about other things than his

íllness and his family. He suggested the neÌ.rs as an al ternative. A

few more meetings took place wíth Mr. H. on this social basis until
termination occurred wíth the conclusion of this ¡vorkerrs term at the

hospital.

Case Commenta emes and Issues

rt would seem that the conflict and sense of marítal disap-

pointment in the relationship between Mr. and Mrs. H. were long-

standing issues but were focussed and exacerbated by his disease.

Mr. H. having been a self,-motivating private entrepreneur was faced

with a situation in which he felt absolutely no sense of control.

He was no longer in control of his own body nor family affairs. I^ríth

Ëhese insults to his dignity and sense of pride, there appeared to

be serious implications for him in Ëerms of sexuality and self-image

as an active, self-reliant, strong individual. Mrs. H.rs objections

to Ëaking her husband home were probably founded in their simmering
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marital conflict. owing to their relaLionship difficulties, iË would

probably have already been Ëoo ar¿kward, sËressful and difficult for
Mrs. H. with her husband at home. possibly Mrs. H. feared. that saying

she could not take her husband home in front of hím would be ínterpreted

as rejection; hence, she insisted on Mr. H. rs absence from the family

conference. Mr. Hr ts subsequent unwillingness or motivation to partici-
pate ín the family conference suggested by his wife could have been

related to Mrs. H.fs requesË that he be absent from the first conference.

However by that tíme, Mr. H. also seemed totally caught up in himself.

He could not perceive any reality beyond his own basic survival needs

for food' I¡/ater and comfort. This possible return to child-like primary

narcissism could also be an indication of the beginning of Mr. H. fs

decathexis. His refusal t.o consider another family conference could

have been a symbolíc indicaËion that for him dying meant only death

with no opportunity for resolving past conflicts.

The H. famí1y illustrates hor¿ a closed. sysËem of communi-

cation allows a family to continue funcËioning ín spit.e of profound

unfinished business. Mr. and Mrs. H. seemed. to have reached. some

degree of balance or accommodation r¿hich allowed their unfinished

business to recede from the fígure to the ground of Ëheir relationship.
A closed communication system can seductively elícit the support of

helping professionals. Thís social worker r,¡as totally inducted into
their closed communication system by hoping to find an opening that
spontaneously occurred rather than straËegically creatíng one. A

paradoxical intervenÈion Ëhat would have used the strength of Ëheir

resistance to open the communicatíon sysËem may have been more effectíve.
hlhen Ëhe first family conference format was being changed by Mrs. H.,
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perhaps, a more appropriate response would have been to prescribe no

change. rt could have been suggesËed that this nay not be the right

tíme for the family conference. Their concern for each otherts

feelings could have been highlighted. as something too precious to

be jeopardízed by talkíng too openly.
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